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\ THREE TIMES A WEEK
DISCUSSED MANY MATTERS
CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT
Rockland. March 3. 1925.
P rnonally appeared FrnnK S. Lyddle who
on o.th declares that he Is pressman in the 
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of 
the Itwate of this paper of Feb. 29. 1925, 
there was printed a total of 6.520 copies.
Before me. FRANK B. MILLER, 
Notary Pub’lc.
COOLIDGE INAUGURAL
Tomorrow In Washington ...................
Will See a Brief But Bril- ^ark Street Fi8ured Prominently In Laat Night s City Gov-
liant Ceremony.
Everything in Washington is ready 
for the inauguration tomorrow of 
President Coolidge, the third Massa-
emment Doings—Civic Affairs Discussion Next Mon­
day Night
KNOW MAINE PRODUCTS
Labour not to be rich: cease from 
thine own wisdom For riches cer­
tainly make themselves wings; they 
fly away.—Proverbs 23:4, 5.
(husetts man elected to the highest City Government meeting, but they 
office in the gift of the American pro- were very welcome for they were 
pie. Mr. Coolidge has approved the Northern Spys donated by Alderman 
plans for the modest celebration and Ulmer of Ward 2,rand very tooth-
Spies were present at last night's pointed," said Alderman Richardson.
“What prompted this move of hav­
ing policemen at dances?” asked Al­
derman DeRochemont.
BUY MAINE PRODUCTS I
COBB AS GOVERNOR
An editorial writer in the Portland 
Sunday Telegram, reviewing the list 
of Main's governors during the past 
twei>ty-flve years, |>oints out that 
“being Governor of Maine Is a high­
ly responsible job calling for hard 
work, tact and ’judgment. But it is 
not an unpleasant position. The 
governorship i« generally regarded as 
the highest honor the people of 
Maine can confer upon one of their 
fellow citizens, a United Stales sen- 
atorship being the only place com­
parable to it. While they are In of­
fice, governors are almost Invariably 
popular and wherever they appear 
are greeted with enthusiastic evi­
dences of regard. There are few 
men who do not enjoy that sort of 
thing, and eo despite the hard work 
and petty vexations which the office 
entails, most governors have, to quote 
the words of Roosevelt, *a bully good 
time’ when in office,” The writer, 
going on to discuss the gentlemen 
who during the period named have 
with high honor occupied the execu­
tive chair, pays thia compliment to 
Governor Cobb:
“William T. Cobb was elected
Governor of Maine in 1904 by a 
plurality of nearly 28.000 votes. 
We think a majority of ihe people 
of this state will a’gree t hat 
Maine has never had an abler 
Governor than Mr. Cobb, or one 
better lltted to perform the 
duties of his office. It is to make 
no invidious comparisons to say 
that a majority of men familiar 
with public affairs if asked to 
pick the best Governor the State 
has had in the last fifty years
would name Mr. Cobb............... A
few years later he might have 
been a United States Senator by 
saying the word.”
The judgment of the Portland 
writer confirms the opinion generally 
expressed a long time ago with re­
spect to the Rockland man, and 
which with the progress of the years 
.has come to 'be universally recog­
nized.
Congratulations hearty and sincere 
to the devoted corps of managers 
and the groups of faithful associates 
who gave unselfishly of time and ef­
fort and brought out of this eo-op- 
eration, aided by the loyal public, 
such a success for the Community 
Fair as nobody had dared to prophe­
cy. The indicated $3000 which the 
affair is to net will make a handsome 
contribution to the new High School 
building and the BroadwaT Athletic 
Field.
A paragraph in another column 
indicates from what widely sepa­
rated sections of the country the 
services of Gen. Ix>rd as a platform 
speaker are in demand. His time 
for March seems to be pretty well 
taken up, but would it not be possi­
ble to bring him to his old home 
town some ■ time during April or 
May? Shortly following the war 
with Spain, on Gen. (then Major) 
Lord’s return from service in the 
Philippines, we recall that he lec­
tured upon that country and its peo­
ple, speaking to a highly interested 
audience that filled the Farwell 
opera house. His abilities in that 
role have greatly widened since that 
day. Now he is a national figure. 
Rockland oughtn't to he satisfied with 
letting the other noted cities of the 
country have him, Io our exclusion. 
HVhen he was u citizen here Gen. 
Lord, as well as his family, was con­
nected with the Baptist church. If 
the Men’s League of that church 
were to bring about an arrangement 
for his appearance, and make the oc­
casion a public one. we believe our 
people would lie highly gratified.
has selected the Bible from which the some, as at least one man found.
Because we thought It a good idea 
to have somebody in authority pres­
ent, somebody who should be respon­
sible in case of a tire or panic. One 
man in uniform is worth a dozen not 
in uniform.”
“I don't see how the spirit of this
Ask your grocer for “SUPERBA”
oath will be administered, 4he now „ .. ... .,
famous Plymouth Bible used by his ln 'he COUrse <* ,hP mee,,nK Mayor 
father, Colonel John Coolidge, when Snow congratulated the City council 
he first administered the oath to his on its first anniversary.
distinguished son in the farmhouse customary to have something ^rder would be lived up to if each or-
at Plymouth Notch immediately fol- to eat al lhe uf the y<>ar isn t . der appointed one of its own rrdm- 
lowing the death of President Hard- asked Alderman Ulmer. hers for police duty," said Mr T)e-
fng a year ago last August. The in- There was a laugh, hut the City Roehemont.
augural committees, representing Fathers had to be content with the 
Congress and the District of Cotum- , Alderman's apples, 
hia, have attended to the last detail The meeting lacked spice, but eer-
From an emergency shelf 
stocked with —
Earl F. Chaples, sealer of weights 
and measures, was appointed and 
confirmed as a special policeman'.
of their program. tainly did not lack the variety which 1 The matter of the Northend boy
Historic Pennsylvania avenue has js supposed to be the principal com- who is reported to be a constant 
been cleared of all obstructions f<w*'poneilt of spice. The transactions source of trouble, but with whom
the parade which will start at 1 covered a wide range. nothing can seem to he done, was
o’clock. The finishing touches have j, waR voted issuf. notice again brought up by Alderman VI-
been placed on the platform erected (f) ,hp ownera „f the spear-Walker mpI'- "ho said ’hat his latest mlsde-
on the east front of the Capitol where building a, ,|1p corner of Main and meanors were stealing an umbrella,
in the presence of 100,000 spectators. ,tankin street have ,hp'^me torn ™" around at night in his ttnder-
the oath will he administered and the down as i, constitutes a fire hazard in ’’h;r’ :ind stoning school children. 
President will deliver his inaugural, „s p,.esent partly ,5enioli«he«l comli- “One Northend resident threatens to 
address. In contrast with former ,fon The law specifies that the no- ‘
years when stands have been erected tl(,e must b<> P„ ,lled with inside „f
on both sides of the avenue from the 
White House to the Capitol, there will three weeks.
shoot him if something isn’t done.’ 
said Alderman Ulmer. The boy has 
been adjudged as not responsible
be this year stands only ,n front cf ,„d a lwlIignment ft(r ,.ark stre(.t
r J "hMl 11 ls "ill he very
side of the Treasury Building. Visit- ,h(> , betwwn
ors already arriving from every State, s)rpet and Broadway This
in the I nton to witness the cere- „. ,u_______
monies
the concou
• . . .
the new executive on his way.
The inaugural parade, while smaller
The city lighting committee presen- under the criminal law. and there is 
no institution which -an or will take
him.
The matter of a physical examlna-
wiil hank themselves along ca"" for 250 C’ llKhts at ,he corners t,on of future candidates for the po- nanKtnem. lives along f v , d B . R Walnll, and departments was
n rse of Presidents to cheer .... ,ln 1 111 ueiui tineius.
Broad streets -and Broadway: a 100 brought up, and will be acted upon at 
c. p. light on Broad street south of the next meeting.
the railroad crossing: and the re- A reorganization of the Fire Do­
than any of its immediate predeces- m°”‘1 °f .,h,^ ”ar,n’ent- which wo’jW at,ach the
sors excepting only that of Mr street- and ,t>e 100 c- P- bghts at the Northend company to Central Fire
rear of Moody’s Garage, at the corner station fs under consideration. Al- 
of Grace and High streets, and cor- derma n Richardson said he would 
nor of Broad street and Broadway jj|<e l0 ?ee the building presented to 
1 Alderman Chase, chairman of the the Veteran Firemen’s Association, 
| committee said that this arrangement with a cart ke|)t ,hprp fnr winter
Harding of four years ago, never­
theless will be a brilliant one. Plans 
which have been finally approved call 
for an escort for the President of a
platoon of mounte'l officers and a ., , . , —• --------
squadron of the Third Cavalry. On would not only give superior service service. The matter was left for 
either side of the President’s auto- to *^at now *lut Would mean discussion at the next meeting,
mobile will he two motor cars'for the ' a ,avin« of ,1S * J’ear’ T1,e relM>rt
was accepted.
Chisholm Bros, wereSecret Service immediately followed by two machines for the press. Then 
will come the new Vice President, . . ,
Charles G. Dawes of Illinois. The lnat^ ’lg,n on the"; ca"dy fae’ory 
at 43$ Main street. It will be 5 feet
granted per-
An order was passed which pro­
vides that not exceeding 10 days’ 
pay will be allowed to firemen and
parade will be divided into three 
grand divisions. In the line of march 
will be some 8000 troops, represent­
ing each arm of the military’ and 
naval service, the governors of more
mission to erect a horixontal ilium- policemen on account of sicknes<^iii Innttxl «ltrn on pandv fnnlnrv one Vear
The State Aid which
9 inches long, of embossed steel, with 
blue and white sign, and will contain
10 40-watt lights.
had been 
asked for a permanent road on 
Union and Willow streets was trans­
ferred to the Park street improve-
Alderman Richardson spoke in fa- rnent, it being the city’s intention to
than a scc.re of States and their es- vor an or(^inance which would per- iav one side of Park street in Hassan 
mit only such illuminated signs as )>aving from the present improvementcorts and representatives of the vet­
erans of the Civil, Spanish and World
Wars. The grand marshal estimates L , L
that the parade will require an haur dO"em.!."5^° 
and a half to pass a given piont.
Interest will center about the
President rather than in the parade. was ,o reject overhanging signs work from various sources.
While crowds will line the avenue, it "bich are not illuminated, and that j Milton M. Griffin and 67 other 
is a forgotten conclusion that the the latter must be erected above the residents petitioned for the city to ac­
quire the land at the junction of
were approved by the National Fire 
Insurance Association, which
to the Old Depot, where it will he 
en- joined by the work which is to be 
done by the State eastward from
In answer to an inquiry Mayor Warren. Mayor Snow stated that 
Snow said that the board s poHey city has $5900 available for this
greatest assemblage will he in the level of the stJ_eet lights, 
open square between the Capitol and 
the library of Congress. Amplifiers 
have been installed so that all may
Robert A. Webster, proprietor of Ocean and Water streets, either by 
the new store in the American Region purchase or condemnation proceed-
building was Kfanted a victualer's ings. The petition sets forth, that 
the building thereon, recently burned,hear distinctly. The principal radio lieense- Walter Willey, junkdealer:
corporations of the United States J°hn H. Breen, taxi-driver and Wil- long a menace to traffic on those 
will be linked up to transmit his ''am i’- Sholes, restaurant proprietor streets by obstructing the view. The 
message to the people. submitted license applications at a petition was referred to the City
The Plymouth Bible is being late hour- and action on them was de- . Property and Public Works com mil- 
brought here by the President's fa- f«rre<i Io the next meeting ! tees for action at the next meeting
The bequest of the late Edna S City Treasurer Morey reported a 
Partcr for the care of her lot in Seal balance from last month of $14,773. 
the section of the stand reserved for ' *e" cemetery was accepted, the The receipts were $23,570, and dis- 
the President will he his father, his amount having been increased to $250 hursements $32,291, leaving a balance 
son, Mrs. Cooiidge and her mother' hy the estate. The W. M. Purington of $6,052.
and a group of about one hundred bequest of $100 was tabled, 
relatives and intimate friends. Gov. Brewsters 1 
Nearby will be all the living mem- city s ^co-operation 
hers of his class of '95 Amherst Col- Maine wus read, 
lege, a hundred friends from his
ther. who will accompany the Ver­
mont delegation to Washington. In
Tax collections for the month of 
t r' letter, urging the February amounted to $5122.
in "Boosting Marshal Davis had a dull one as
We owe a duty higger than
well as a short one. with only 12 ar­
rests. Intoxication was responsible
home town of Northampton, an even matter of $100 or so. said Alderman for seven. The receipts were $225. 
larger numlier of personal and po- Richardson, chairman of the finance The roll of accounts anil claims to-
litlcal friends from the Bay State, committee. “The whole county is tailed $19,762.
members of the Massachusetts Leg- looking to see what Rockland Is do- Next Monday r.ight in the City
islature and the members of the *nK- seems as if the city could council chamber there will be a meet-
Repuhlican National Committee, not appropriate at least $250, and I rec- jng for the discussion of local civic
to mention the members of Congress ommend that sum ” An order to this affairs. Mayor Snow has invited al!
and the thousands of friends and effect was unanimously passed. of the city pastors. Sheriff Thurston 
Pleasant Valley Grange asked the and his dep.ities, Marshal Davis and 
his deputy and the members of the 
interested
party leaders from all sections of
country. Folowing the inauguration appointment of one of Its members,
the President and Mrs. Coolidge will , Walter Connon, to act as special po- city Council, with such
hold a reception ot the White House liceman for the Grange dances. Mr. parties as they choose to invite,
for his class at Amherst and for the Connon expressly stated that he
members of the national committee, would not care to do police duty in
nong others. any other capacity, and the appoint-
• • « • ment was not made for
This inauguration will differ from being, 
uihers that have preceded it in that “I think only such men as are ap 
Pennsylvania avenue and the princi- proved hy the Marshal should be ap- adv 
pal streets of the city will not he ;
Look in the Corner Drug Store 
the time wlnrt<>w an<1 s,“e some of the 157 va­
rieties of St. Clair & Allen’s Maine- 
made Candy. For sale everywhere.—
27-29
CANNED FRUITS
you can serve unexpected guests 
with delicacies of which you 
may well be proud
•dt
THERE ARE 99 SUPERBA PRODUCTS
Superba Canned Goods are selected and distributed throughout Maine by Milliken, 
Tomlinson Co. of Portland, Belfast^Presque Isle and Ellsworth. These goods are of 
the finest quality and in favoring them you will help to build up Maine industries.
KNOW MAINE PRODUCTS
“ RABBITS ? ”
Kill this one
Made of
MONROE
CHEESE
Made in Maine
Like the rabbits we used to 
eat
P. S.—With
MT. ZIRCON 
GINGER ALE
Made in Maine
S&H
KNOW THESE MAINE PRODUCTS
And the dessert problem will be most satisfactorily 
solved in your home
Quolity
Ice
Cream
Here’s a delicious dessert that is always ready when you are, 
at your favorite dealer's.
He has just the flavor you prefer, of this wholesome, abso­
lutely safe ice cream.
Serve It, and you please all !
MAINE MAID MINUTE
All ready 
to use Pie Crust Just add Water and salt.
The 1925 way of making pie crust. This Maine product 
makes it the easiest tiling in the world to have FIB—good old 
fashionqd Down East I’ie. just as often as HE likes it—at a mini­
mum cost and the least possible work. TV rite for folder.
Be sure then to get Acquainted, or renew acquaintance with 
these MAINE made products this week.
SIMMONS & HAMMOND MFG. CO.
PORTLAND BANGOR WATERVILLE, MAINE
(2025
Look for the S&H Dealer
This is “Know Maine Products 
Week.* In observance thereof our 
people will notice displayed in the 
show-windows of Rockland mer­
chants a variety of articles produced 
in this State, to which attention is 
particularly solicited with view to 
impressing upon us all the fact that 
when we make purchases it is the 
part ot a rightly directed loyalty to 
give preference to the things which 
are the products of our own farms 
and waters and factories, and looms 
This is not to mean that we shall 
spend our money for nothing ex 
cept what Maine puts forth—that 
•were too narrow a policy to urge 
upon any right thinking people—hut 
when we once get hold of the idea 
that Maine piotlucts, if not better 
are at least the equal of any others 
there is likely to follow the con 
elusion that when we buy what our 
home neighbor lias made we not 
only a<M to his prosperity hut at the 
same time add to our own. Let us 
Know Maine Products and give them 
the right of way in our homes.
decorated, the district officials and 
business men respecting the Presi­
dent’s wish for simplicity But the 
American flag will be thrown to the 
breeze throughout the Capitol, float­
ing above the White House, over all 
Government buildings and from the 
homes of all the residents.
There will be no display of fire­
works at night, no inaugural hall as 
such, but the charity inaugural ball 
to be held in the ballroom of the 
new Mayflower Hotel, will be the so­
cial event of the season, attended by 
some 5,000 persons.
dt is difficult to estimate the num- , 
tier df visitors who will come to 
Washington. The railroads report all 
reservations filled and many special 
trains front the’ East and West. The . 
hotels promise to he crowded, prac­
tically all their rooms being taken. , 
The inaugural committee has been 
overwhelmed hy an Incessant strean. 
of men and women seeking seats in 
the public grandstands that have 
been erected. The demand is such 
that two additional stands may lie 
thrown together in the next day or 
two- It appears that the inaugura- j 
lion will be witnessed hy a much 
larger throng than was believed pos­
sible a few weeks ago.
Mr. Flint's life story, now being 
printed in this paper, is meeting with 
a delightful reception from our 
readers, as we knew it must do. Wc 
are moved to direct in particu­
lar manner the attention of young 
men to the installment of the story 
printed in this issue. Mr. Flint is 
not seeking to preach, he is a man of 
the world and thoroughly acquainted 
with its ways, but he presents out of 
his own experience some governing 
principles that the young man of to­
day desirous of euccess may with 
equal profit adopt as safe to follow.
Beware of inferior Castor Oil. Be 
safe and buy it under Three Crow 
Brand.—adv.
Aflked by her Sunday-school 
teacher to Rive the Bibb* verse for 
that day’s lesson a little western girl 
recited:
“Go ye into all the world and 
spread the gossip to all the people.” 
—Everybody’s Magazine.
BEDS, SPRINGS
AND
MATTRESSES
Sold by
LEADING DEALERS 
IN HOME FURNISHINGS
ASK TO SEE THEM
BOOST MAINE 
BUY
Maine Made Products
MADE BY
H. L. DAY SONS & CO.
117-129 FRONT STREET. BANGOR, MAINE
(125)
Made in Bangor
KNOW MAINE PRODUCTS 
S60.80 KINEO RANGES $60.80
Quick Sales 
Small Profits 
Tells Price
Efa\u\a
Tues&»at-tf breeze / 
please
to meet a Demand-not a Price
J
w
A
$60.80
We will set up a New 
Kineo Range, size 8-20 
and allow you more 
than your old range is 
worth and give you 
credit on a new Kineo
S60.80
V. F. STUDLEY INC-
Telephone 713. ROCKLAND. 283 Main St.
KNOWMAINEPRODUCTS
Maine’s Greatest Cigar
Famous for 40 Years
Pure and Absolutely Satisfying
J. W. A. CIGAR CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
J
w
A
Millions of Chicks come to life in a QUEEN
• The QUEEN make3 hatching a pleasure. The
QUEEN is simple; easily operated; provides abun­
dant, even heat and moisture: has self supporting 
travs: is perfectly insulated: made in sizes 85 to 
20W) egg capacity. On the market for years: tried 
and true: MAXIMUM results are attained
The dealer in your vicinity who sells the QUEEN 
is a friend of yours. Look him up I Ask for a 
QUEEN catalog — or write for same — also for 
our 1925 catalog. (ijg
Ksadall & Whitaey Etl. 1858 . Parthad, Maine
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TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD CENTS 
•March 4—(LeaguJ Basketball)--Rockland
High vs. Rockport High In Rockport.
March r>-8—Omdeo—“A Pair of Sim”
benefit District Nursing Association.
March 6 — (7.15)—Addreaa by Bee. John
M. Arters. of South Portland. Methodist 
vestry, auspices Woman’s Educational Club.
March 6—«Hon. (*. 8 Hlchborn. of Augusta, 
will address Woman’s Educational Club, 
Methodist vestry, on “Shall Maine pay Its 
Prisoners” *
March 0—Camden town meeting.
March 9—Daughters of Veterans begin 
Prize Auction Parties In Grand Army toll.
March in «. It. Relief Association dance 
and entertainment ln Temple hall.
March 11—(League Basketball)—Rockland 
High vs. Lincoln Academy, at The Arcade
March 13—Child Guest day, Rubinstein 
Club
March 13—Rockport- Senior Class play “A 
Bunch of Pun ’’ in Union hall.
March Hi (10 a in.)—Warren adjourned 
town meeting.
Marsh 1? -St. Patrick’s Day.
March 18 ^Monthly meeting of Baptist
Men’s League
March 18-21—Rockland Automobile and 
Radio Show at the Arcade
March 18-19—Suit Convention of D. AR 
In Bangor.
March 19-20- ‘Masonic (Minstrels In Rock­
port
March 21—Young Folks’ convention at 
.Methodist church, Rockland.
March 21—First day of spring.
March 22 -Aprils.—Singing revival. First 
Baptist church.
March 31. April 1-3—Farmer*’ Week at the 
College of Agriculture.
April 3—Rockport—“Cheer Up Chad, 
auspices of Dumahiuas class of Baptist S. 8. 
at Union hall. 4
April 12—Raster Sunday.
April 22-27—Annual conference of Metho- 
dtst Episcopal Churches in Augusta.
Week of Mixed Weather
Weather outlook for the week ln 
North Atlantic States: Rains or 
snows over North Atlantic and rains 
over middle Atlantic States yester­
day and again about Thursday and 
Friday; otherwise generally fair: 
rising temperature Wednesday and 
colder again near the end. Indica­
tions nre that it will he fair and 
rather cold weather in AVkshlngton 
on March 4.
Knox Pomona Grange holds Its next 
session in IlXl.e Saturday.
Tonight is the opening number In 
the Brunswick (radio) Music Mem­
ory Contest.
Reginald Withington has been 
grooming his truck and will stait 
delivering Lily Pond ice March 15.
The Sons of Veterans Auxiliary will 
have a public supper in connection 
with its meeting tomorrow night.
Overness Sarkesian picked a large 
mess of dandelion greens Feb. 2Sd 
and has tulips <150 of them) several 
inches high on his Talbot avenue 
farm.
Rockland High School had a chance 
to try the one-session plan last week. 
Morse High parents voted on the 
proposition last week, and voted to 
continue it, 475 to 125.
Miss Jennie Trtissell has leased 
apartments in Ihe New Bicknell 
block and will move there from the 
Case tenement, comer of Union and 
Masonic streets the first of April.
There will be a special communi­
cation of Aurora Lodge Wednesday 
evening with work upon the Fellow- 
craft degree, at which time ft. B. G. 
M. William B. Murphy will officially 
visit the lodge.
VondYW- J. Flye, who had been in 
the employ of the American Express 
35 years, in Portland and Bangor, 
died in a Bangor barber shop Satur­
day, after he had taken a chair to be 
shaved. He had many friends in this 
city.
One crow doesn’t make a Spring, 
neither does one crocus, but the first 
sample of the latter pdsv made its 
appearance yesterday in the garden 
of Mrs. Lillian 8. Copping, where 
their coming each year is awaited 
with interest by many iiassers.
Ambrose Mills, who has been off 
duty for several weeks on account of 
ill health, is in charge of the repairs 
which are being made on the build­
ing which is occupied by the J. B. 
Pearson Manufacturing Co. in Thom­
aston. He has a crew of 12 speedy 
workers, and it is expected that Ihe 
home of this important industry will 
again be ready for occupancy ti^ 
coming Monday.
The fire department has had two 
runs during the past 48 hours, both 
to box 37. The first call came In 
about 12 o’clock Sunday night when 
a blaze was discovered in Thomas 
Economy’s Park street fruit store. 
Fire officials and policemen had tried 
previously to trace an odor of smoke 
in the district. A hole was burned 
through the side of the building and 
considerable damage done by fire and 
water, it Is said that the loss will 
approach $5000. partially insured. 
Harry Bradbury’s barber shop on the 
second floor was badly smoked by the 
peculiarly acrid fumes from the hay 
and crates of bananas. He had no 
insurance. The other run was made 
about 7 o’clock this morning to a 
root fire at Dyers’ Garage. Little 
damage resulted.
There will be a regular meeting of 
Rockland Lodge F 4 A. M. tonight. 
Work and refreshments.
The order of the Temple was con­
ferred upon Harry Bickmore last 
night at the conclave 6f Claremont 
Commandery, Knights Templar. 
Again there was a good attendance 
at the supper.
The sheriff’s department last night 
arrested fpur girls on the charge of 
disorderly conduct and George Miller 
for alleged single sale The trials 
were in progress when this paper 
went to press.
That tbe school children may he 
privileged to see the interesting "Ab­
raham Lincoln,” feature picture, 
the Pnrk Theatre Thursday, Manage- 
Benson has arranged to give a spe­
cial school matinee at 4 o’clock in the 
afternoon.
Gen. Berry Ixidge, K.tof P. will 
work th* first and second ranks 
upon Capt. Simons or lW Solvation 
Army Thursday night. On the fol­
lowing Thursday the Camden de­
gree team comes Jo wotjf tlie third 
rank, and there will be a, supper.
The Forty Club had an excellent 
hour at the Thorndike Grill yester­
day with Rev. C. A. Knickbocker as 
speaker. Mr. Knickbocker covered 
the several phases of club activities 
and sho'wed the Forty Club members 
what they could do in the line of 
community advancement. Sixty 
members enjoyed the meal.
A dance and entertainmeiy for the 
benefit of the R. & ft. ReflW Associa­
tion of the Rockland-Rockport Lime 
Corporation Is being advertised for 
March 10. The program, will be by 
Shepherd’s entertainers and the mu­
sic hy Marston’s Orchestra. There 
Will be cars after the dance.
Earle C. I.udwick has bought a 
half interest In the hlaclftunith shop 
on Park street, and the ton style is 
now Hall & Ludwick. Mr. I.ndwicl. 
has been doing footgear work on 
horses the past 20 years, and is not 
only an artist at the work, but a most 
congenial man to do business with. 
On a pinch he will discuss horse rac­
ing.
The Los Angeles Times of Feb. 22 
says: “Baked beans, favorite dish
of New Englanders, will form the 
piece de resistance of a supper to l>e 
given for tourists from Maine and 
former residents of that State next 
Saturday night at the Disabled Vet­
erans’ hall, 246 South Hill street, 
Former Gov. F. TV. Plaisted of Maine 
will be the chief speaker of the even­
ing. He will he introduced by Judge 
York.’’
“The chief amusements down this 
way are checkers and pitching horse­
shoes." writes Zebedee Simmons to 
his brother. 13. E. Simmojis, from St. 
Petersburg, Fla. The post card on 
which tlie message was written rep 
resents a party of tourists watching 
a checker game. Conspicuous ’ in 
the group is Henry A. Howard of 
Rockland, who happened to lie watch­
ing this particular game a year ago 
when the camera man showed sip,
The Knox County Fish and Game 
Association will have several promi­
nent guests at its supper in the Elks 
Home Friday evening, among them 
Willis E. Parsons, commissioner of 
inland fisheries and game; Herbert 
Davis of Steuben, who manages sev­
eral duck fishing camps; li. W. Libby 
superintendent of the Camden Hatch 
ery, and L. M. Chandler of the Cam­
den Fish & Game Association. Sup­
per will be served at 6.80. The Knox 
County Association is growing very 
rapidly, having at the present time 
a membership of nearly 208.
Basketball!
ROCKLAND HIGH
vs. *
BANGOR HIGH
GIRLS
FRIDAY NIGHT, MARCH 6
IN THE ARCADE
The Bangor Girls will bring with them their 
crack athletic team drill corps which is bound to 
make a sensation. Rockland Band will be there 
—contributing their services.
There will be a dance after the game.
COME UP TO THE ARCADE
Friday Night
MacMILLAN’S NEXT IN SPORTING CIRCLES
4e May Go To Greenland To Big Game In Rockport To- 
Seek For Traces of the morrow Night — Other
Norsemen.
It is probable that Donald B. Mac­
Millan, the Arctic explorer may con­
duct .an expedition this summer to 
Southern Greenland to explore the 
fiords of that country and to dis­
cover, if possible, any clues to the
Sporting Matters.
The Knox and Lincoln basketball 
championship is the big stake for 
which Rockport High and Rockland 
High will battle in Rockport tomor­
row night, if Rockport wins this 
game it falls heir to a dear title for
early history of the Norsemen who championship; but if Rockland 
visited that section before America , should win the contest is still open, 
was discovered by Columbus. iMac- with Rockland and Lincoln Acud- 
Millan would also endeavor to un- emy as teams which would have It 
earth anything Uiat might tell of in their power to tie Rockport for tile 
their supitosed trips along the Maine coveted honor. There will be no girls' 
and New England coast several hun- game tomorrow night, Rockland hav- 
dred years before 1492. . ing cancelled for obvious reasons
This was the information given'by An added attraction will not be ne- 
Ralph P. Robinson of Merrimac, | cessary. however, as the hall will 
Mass., 'MacMillan’s chief assistant scarcely accommodate all who want 
on his rpcent Polar expeditions. | to see the boys’ game.
Regarding the suggested flight to ....
the Arctic Mr. Robinson said that 
he was afraid the trip would not be
Belfast 22, Rockport 17
The. coming champions of the
undertaken lids year, but if it should Knox and Lincoln League (that's 
lie the rank of lieutenant commander how they feel about it anyhow I 
would help MacMilftn very materi- hawed to the Belfast High warriors 
ally in obtaining an important com- jn Rockport Friday night. The home
mand in connection with it. team did not present- its regular line-
MacMillan >s having a successful Up, but made a very good showing, as 
lecture season, according to Mr. Rob- Belfast has an efcceptonally strong 
inson. He has been speaking several quintet of hoopmen this season. Ness 
times every day, his tour extending aU(j Bartlett led in scoring. Thfe 
as far West as Omaha. Next winter summary:
he will make a lecturing trip to the 
far West and will cover the territory 
between the Middle West and the
Belfast High
Goats Fouls l’ta
, Heald, if ...............   1Pacific Ocean. Already ihe tour is Gl..ldv rf ,
icing made up and he wiil have great Vb‘so' 'n .................. 7
difficulty in accepting all of the dates juJl)e , ...................... 0
that are offered him. He made one xickerson rg 1
trip to the Pacific several years ago ' ‘ ’ ...............
and was most cordially received. . In
view or the Western trip next winter 
his Eastern speaking dates will- he 
very materially curtailed.
According to Mr. Robinson Mac- JJ’,*'" f 
Millan will arrive hack East during
Totals
Welch, if
10
Keep in the house the old fashioned 
Witch Hazel Extract. Three Crow 
Brand.—adv.
We favor deportation of 
every criminal of foreign 
birth, back to the country 
from whence he came.
—Ku Kiux Kian.
20 PER CENT
We give regularly until 
further notice 20 PER 
CENT OFF the marked 
selling price on every 
article in our store, includ­
ing Stoves.
STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
Hon. Charles S. Hichbnrw, one of 
the p rison cnmmissionerif*B'rtd presi­
dent of the First Natiqjul Granite 
Bank of Augusta, a former resident of 
Rockland, has been secured as speak­
er of Friday night’s mosMing of the 
Woman’s Educational Club. Special 
and timely interest attaches to thi: 
address because of Mr., Michborn’s 
having continued a mo<4 loyal en 
thusiast for our city since he lived 
here and achieved such a. distinguish 
ed and successful career and because 
he is nn ardent advocate "of the new 
plan so much under discussion just 
now for compensating prisoners at 
Thomaston for their' daily labor it 
the shops. Mr. Hlchborn was a 
speaker at the Augusta hearing Wed 
nesday on this matter.
"Prospects for a Kennebec Bridge 
look better now than they have at 
any time since the project was ad 
vanced,” said Representative Rod 
ney I. Thompson to a Courier-Ga 
zette reporter yesterday. "The engi 
neer’s report has left a very favor 
able impression, and the bill will he 
presented ln new draft. Certain far 
lions are opposing the bridge but on 
the whole the sentiment is much more 
favorable. The impression whi< 
some members had that the life of 
railroad bridge is only 40 years i 
also being dispelled. 'There is no 
reason why a railroad bridge could 
not be built to last 500 years,' Engi 
neer Waddell says." Representative 
Thompson is also quite convinced 
that there will be no tinkering w|th 
the lobster law, or with the three 
member commission.
The Bangor High girls' basketball 
team will play Rockland Jfigh in the 
Arcade Friday night. The up-river 
sextette has made an enviable record 
this season and last weA upset the 
famous Hampden Academy outfit 
which was well on the lsjRd to State 
champ honors with 12 sttpight wins 
There is an added attraction in th 
famous drill of the Batispr athletes 
which is said to be Very, enjoyable.
Rockland Band lias shov
L. MARCUS 
313-419 MAIN 8T. TEL. 748-J
130-tf
BROWN GETS MEDAC
Central Maine Employe First
Maine Man To Win Na­
tional Distinction.
Announcement lias been made l>\ 
tlie National Electric i.lght Associa­
tion that William E. Il own of Rock­
land, a lineman in the employ of 
Central Maine Power Company, will , 
be awarded an Insull medal in rect.g- j 
nit ion of his deed last July when lie I 
saved the life hy resuscitation of 
another employe, Frank I. Wakefield, I 
at Roothbay Harbor. Brown will lie 
the first man in Majm-and tlie third I 
man In ail New Engird to receive ’ 
Ihe national distinction of winning 
an Insull Medal.
The medal will he presented to ' 
Brown by W. A. Buttriek, President 
of the Twin State Gas & Electric 
Company, of Boston. He will come 
to Maine for the occasion and as a 
special representative of Samuel In­
still, donor of the medal. Appropriate 
exercises for the presentation, which | 
will take place sometime in March 
and which many Company officials 
will attAnd, are now being planned, i
Tlie Occident in which Brown 
proved his courage and kilawledge 
of Hie application of the prone pres­
sure method of first aid and resus­
citation, is described as follows:
At about 5 p. no.. William E. Brown 
Frank I. Wakefield aud another em­
ploye were preparing to change a set 
of four-pin arms, reverse work, on 
a pole at the corner of Townsend 
Avenfte und Smith street, Bootlihuy 
Harbor.
Wakefield started up the face of 
the pole a little ahead of Blown, who 
climbed nit the back side. When 
Wakefield was near the top of the 
pole and stood facing the pole over 
the top of a transformer, he extend­
ed his right arm over u pair of 2300 
volt primary wires and grasped a 
strain insulator cut into the outside 
wire.
When he took hold of tlie insulator 
there was no shock He then reached 
down to put on his safety licit. This 
brought his right arm at the armpit 
in contact with the nearer wire. 
Wakefield thought he was taking 
hold of a dead street light pair and 
used no ruhber gloves.
Instantly tjiere was a flash and a 
roar. Brown hurried up on the pole 
and shoved Wakefield clear. Wake­
field fell to Ihe ground unconscious, 
with deep burns on his right hand 
and under his right armpit.
Brown quickly climbed down tlie 
pole, rolled Wakefield over on liis 
stomach and applied prone pressure. 
Wakefield returned to consciousness 
in four or five minutes.
In taking Wakefield off the line. 
Brown handled him without wearing 
his ruhber gloves. Had it not been 
for good luck and a dry day both 
men would probably have been set on 
tlie line. Fortunately it turned out 
all right.
For acting quickly and applying 
the prone pressure method for resus­
citating the victim, William E. Brown 
is cited as deserving the signal 
honor which he will soon receive. 
The fact that only two others have 
received an Insull medal in New 
England and that several months 
have been spent in investigating tlie 
accident at Boothhay, are evidences 
of the value attached to tlie award.— 
From The Exciter.’
Rockport High
Goals Fouls i’ts
0 2
1 5
0 8
0 2
0 0
1
2
April, will fill some engagements in 1 *' C '.............. ?
New England- and will be back home ’ ’ * .............. .
in Freeport in May in time to get
the Bowdoin ready for the summer 
trill North-
Tile Bowdoin is now in the water 
in winter quarters near Bootbleiy 
Harbor. «he was left afloat this 
year instead of being hauled out.
Her damaged keel was repaired last 
fall and site is now in the pink of 20-string match in Portland batur- 
condition tor the voyage North. day night Savoy having a grand to-
_____________  a total of 2129 as against Knight s total
An interesting touch of local color , of PreUV. averages for
in connection with th* Charles R. -•’ strings.
1 17Totals .................... 8
Referee: Young. Time
• » ♦ •
•State Candlepin Champion George 
Savoy of Kumfurd and Forrest 
Knight of Westbrook finished their
4-10's.
Flint story now running in this paper 
is found in tlie fact that the sur-
OPENING OF THE
Hub Shoe Store
FOOTWEAR FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY AT LOW PRICES 
286 MAIN STREET ROCKLAND, MAINE
MONSTER - MATCHLESS 
SPiOE SALE
The remaining stock of MOREY’S SHOE STORE, together with 
a large part of stock of Shoes of a well known Portland Shoe 
Store has been purchased by the HUB SHOE STORE, and the 
entire stock will be thrown to the mercy of the buying public at 
unheard of give away prices. __________
" WAKE IIP TO A GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY
THE STOCK IS COMPOSED OF MANY WELL KNOWN MAKES—ALL 
SIZES IN LOT, BUT NOT ON EACH STYLE—EVERY PAIR PERFECT
135 PAIRS WOMEN’S $3.00 AND $4.00 SHOES
All sizes in lot—but not
, WOMEN’S 
FELT SUPPERS
.59
all styles in each lot
CHILDREN’S
SHOES
.65
Every Pair Perfect
LADIES’
RUBBERS
ODD LOTS
.07
MISSES’
SHOES
$J.19
Sizes 3 to 12
iwn its good
will for the girls by constituting Ihe 
music for the evening. -U dance will 
follow ihe game. A ppeliminary 
contest has been arranw^ between 
the Graduates and the (Undergrad- 
uates. The Senior team nrlri include 
Green, ■Maxey, Murphy, Rounds and 
Bird. The Undergrads w II uhc Mer­
chant. Trafton. Flanagaiaj Denimuits. 
Wiggln and Libby 5
GEORGE W. KOSSUTH
Funeral services were held al tin 
Burpee Parity’s yesterday noon foi 
George W. Kossuth, formerly of this 
city and for many years a resident I 
tif Vinalhaven Of late he had re­
sided in Graniteville, Vit., when* he ’ 
pursued his vocation of hlacksinitli- 
ing. On Vinalhaven, which was his 
home for 30 years, he was prominent 
in Masonic and musical circles, his 
talent for minstrelsy being especially 
tine. Death came to him at the home 
of his daughter Georgia in Heading 
Mass. Besides the daughter lie is 
survived by the widow. Margaret 
(Clark) of Rockland, a son Willis of j 
Vinalhaven, and ’two granddaughters 
Arlena of Vinalhav^i and Virginia I 
of Reading. The remains wen* placed | 
in the receiving tomb pending inter­
ment in the family lot.
FRED I. LAMPSON
A formor Rockland rpan, Ered I. 
Lam j won, died suddenly in WakHield 
Mass., Feb. 26. He had left his home 
in Everett early in the day for a
J. li. MeArath is having a month's 
geon's 'scales "mentioned in the first vacation from Cobb’s Market, and 
installment are now in the hands of ten days rest will hit the tra.l
Mrs Frank C Flint to whom they were for ttT<‘ bright lights or New folk to branch hardware store he was estal 
nresented years ago by "grandfath- lake jn his favorite theatres. E. B. lishing in Wakefield, and liis non 
Th.on-.s Flint Ingraham resumed work at the mar-
1 ket yesterday, after six weeks’ vaca-
There will be a special Children’s ’' hich Just sufficed for the solu-*- ■* ti/Ar, zaC <1 r,., ,, 11 rl.l flip'll IF 11 1 , • t 11 t' A
matinee at tlie Park Theatre Thurs­
day at 4 o’clock to see “Abraham 
Lincoln.’ Admission 10 cents.—adv.
27-lt.
tion of an especially difficult picture 
puzzle,
I am prepared to assisf’ln making 
out income tax returns. .Robert Col­
lins, 378 Main street- Tel. 77. 27-tf
Bangor High-Rockland High Girls 
—Arcade—(Friday flight-^.Rockland 
Band; Athletic Drills—Bailee. Don’t 
miss this great game.—adv.
1855 1»»
:: Memorials::
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
WALDOBORO, MEv,
The ^unshlnp Society holds a sale 
of cooked food, funcy articles and 
aprons at Burpees next Friday af­
ternoon.—adv.
HUN!BREOS OF BARSiAINS 1N OUR STORE
IT WILL PAY YOU
EXTRS SPECIAL--
TO GIVE US A VISIT
GREAT REDUCTION
240 PAIRS WOMEN'S AND GIRLS’ $5.00 AND $600
PUMPS
All New Spring 
Styles in the Lot
BORN
Carver—Rockland. at Britt Maternity Borne. 
Feb 28. to Mr and Mr*. Miner Carver of 
Xortli Haven, a daughter.—’Marlon Fergu- 
SOU. .
Cray- Rockland. Feb. 2*. to Mr. and Mra. 
I'erc.v A Cray, a soo—Petry Albert. Jr.
MARRIED
Podse C.IITord— Rockland, March 1, by 8ev 
B P Browne, Arthur Podge and Miss Ber­
nice CHfford. Ixifii of Borldand
Bllllnga-Barter—little Deer late, Feb 13, 
Garfield Billings and Mias llna Barter, both 
of Beer Isle.
IMaekic-Wfilkunaon -Bockland, Fab. 28, by- 
Frank B Miller, luatlce of tbe Peace. John 
.1. Markle and Kllnia WlltlanBon, both of 
St. George.
, DIED
Braatow—Pittaburs. P«., Feb. _28, Wiliam 
T. Brastow, aged 51 years.
Young—Owl’s Head. Feb. 28. Lyford H 
Young, aged 4a years and 17 days.
Tointae -South Weymouth. Maas. March 1. 
Altnord S Tnlman. formerly of Union, aged 
77 years, t months, 12 Bays Burial In Rock­
land
IN MEMORIAM
In memory of nur beioVed teacher, leader 
and frk-nil. Mrs F. R. Kalloch. who Passed 
away Feb. 21. 1824. She has reached that 
bimrne from tvitleh no traveler ever returns, 
and has left au influence for fulfil and 
courage wtiiidi is worthy cf imitation.
Members uf die Kalloch Class of he First 
Baptist Sunday School. , *
CARD (iF THANKS
We wish to express our trttteefe appreciation 
and thanks to the neighbors and frlRids Tor 
the kindness and sym|>athr shown to U6 dur­
ing our recent bercavenwirt
•Mr and Mrs. Clifford 0. Perry and family.
MALLORY
HATS
Bxtrn- as Super- « 7
Qha0tT*9 ' QmIUt’ »
"yOU can buy a hat that’s 
•L “good enough” and 
“covers the case" anywhere. 
You get here the hat you 
ought to wear; one that covers 
your head with distinction. 
There’s a big difference, but 
not in the price you pay. 
“Dvaa W<U And Smxxrd"
Gregory’s
return at supper time lead to a 
search. Investigation revealed that , 
he had succumbed to a weak heart 
while undertaking to crank his car 
He Is survived by the widow, daugh­
ters Lucille, Jean, Esther and Grace 
and a son Fred Jr. He was 63 vears 
old.
Mr. I*ainpson conducted a general 
hardware business in this city years 
ago. operating in the quarters now 
occupied by the Johnston Drug Store 
and later in the G. M. Simmons 
building, Tillson avenue. He had a 
Stonington branch store and with tlie 
disposal of his local interests went to 
that town. Six years ago the family 
moved to Everett, Mass., where Mr. 
Lampson opened a hardware shop. 
His Wakefield branch store was to 
have been fopened yesterday.
The doctor rushed out of his 
study. “Get tny bag at once,” lie 
shouted.
“Why, what is the matter?” fn- 
quired his wife.
“Some fellow’ has telephoned that 
he can*t live without me,” gasped j 
the medical man as he reached for 
his hat.
His wife gave a sigh of relief. 
“Just a moment.’* she said gently. 
“I think that call was for our daugh­
ter dear.”—Everybody’s Magazine.
A planter asked a colored preacher 
what subjects he usually preached ( 
on fh his labors among his people.
‘'Oh, diff’rent subjects,” said the 
preacher. “Sometimes Ah preaches 
on love, sometimes on baptism,, 
sometimes’on'hen ven. an’ Rich sub- 
jects.’”
"Why don’t you preach occasion-] 
ally on the subject of chicken-steal­
ing?"
“Well, Ah tell yo’, lions, when Ah 
preaches on dem subjects hit alicrs 
throws a kind o’ coldness over de; 
meetln’.”—Everybody’s Magazine.
John Jay t'erry announced that lie 
will be In the city the last of the ' 
' week on income tax Work.—adv. 1
MEN’S
WORK SHO^S
This Event 
Breaks All Past 
Rocords 
For Values in 
Rockland
150 pairs Men’s 
DRESS SHOES
$1.89
All Sizes in Lot—But
Not on Each Style 
Every Pair Perfect
BOYS’ HIGH 
TOP SHOES
240 PAIRS MEN’S DRESS $5.00 AND $6.00
Men’s Low 
RUBBER 
BOOTS 
Ball Band HUB SHOE STORE
286 MAIN STREET, - - ROCKLAND, ME.
OPPOSITE STUDLEY'S
Men’s High 
RUBBER 
FOOTS
Bullseye and 
Ball Band
$3-95
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COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE k Positive Proof That
Woman Had Been Poor
(©, 1926. Weitern Newspaper Union.) 
Horizontal.
She looked rich and acted rich, 
because she had married a rich 
man, yet at least one woman at the 
tea party, says a writer in the New 
York Times, discovered that she 
had once been poor. “Take it from 
me,” she said, “there was a time, 
not so very long ago, when she was 
ns poor as the rest of us.”
“How did you discover that?” In­
quired her neighbor.
“Because she knew where I keep 
all my housekeeping things. She 
knew that the tea caddy was in 
the writing desk, that the cheese 
biscuits and other edibles beloved 
of mice were in that box under the 
sofa, that the alcohol for my stove 
was in the corner behind the wash- 
stand, that the butter and milk 
were on the window ledge and that 
the eggs and other foods were in a 
box on the bottom shelf of the 
wardrobe. When we were cooking 
she went straight to the spot and 
got every one of those things with­
out asking once where they were, 
which is something that a person 
who has not kept house in one room 
could never have done.”
MRS. C. F. KOHL
1— Keen
5—-Brother In a religions order 
9—Prepoaltion
10—Mh of a bird
19— Parasitic Insect
13— Preposition
15—Go ahead
17—Boy's name
10—Lacy bee
SO—Father
21—Ordinary (abbr.)
23— Covered (abbr.)
24— Vulgar person
25— Part of the leg
27— Devoured
28— Geometrical figure
20— Boredom
82—Barely sufficient
84— Inhabitants ef world's smallest
continent
85— Come to terms
86— Celerity
88— Joy
89— Member ef tribe of Amer. In­
diana
41—To ahear
43— Donkey
44— Ancient Hebrew measure
45— Test
46— European river
47— Loiter
40—Exclamation of hesitation 
BO—Wind instrument 
52—Thus
54— Renown
55— Regretted
57— Port of verb “to be"
58— To schedule
50—Perch
Solution will appear la next Issue.
Vertical.
1— Therefore
2— Month of Hebrew calendar 
8—Heavy ribbed cloth
4— Leopard (arch.)
5— Run away
6— Scarlet
7— Middlewestern state (abbr.)
8— Egyptian sun god 
O—Foot print
11— Kingdom in Asia annexed te
Japan in 1910
12— Barrier
14— Exchange
16—Builder*
15— Single
20—Gasp
22—Households (From the French) 
24— Permission
2rt—Become ^rVcustomed (var. sp.) 
28—Sticks 
30—Employ
81—Suffix denoting one of a party, 
sympathiser
32— Short for dnughtcr
33— Top piece
35 ■ Too
37— Dreadful
38— Yawns
30—Official decree
40—Mistake
42—Funeral heaps
47— Domesticate
48— Possessive pronoun
CO— Swat
51—Prefix meaning recent
53— Bone * M
54— Note of musical scale 
50—Act
57—Impersonal pronoun
When Barrett Wendell 
Was Roused to Anger
For nil Ills scholarly dignity, Bar­
rett Wendell, Harvard professor, 
now and then lost hls temper und 
especially at' football games. In 
hls biography, II. A. DeWolfe 
Howes recalls an occasion when 
Doctor Wendell und hls daughter 
were greatly annoyed by an ex­
cited fan directly In front of them, 
who kept leaping up and cutting oft 
their view.
When protests proved of no 
nvall, Wendell upraised hls profes­
sorial cane and brought It crashing 
down on the man's head, breaking 
his hat.
A roar of laughter went up from 
the delighted students who wit­
nessed the incident. Increasing 
when the man turned around and 
shouted furiously:
“Who did that?”
‘‘I did,” replied Wendell calmly. 
“Come out and I'll buy you a new 
hat”
They exchanged cards and were 
gone from the game long enough to 
make the necessary purchase.
Mrs. C. Frederick Kohl, promt- 
nent in New York's most exclusive 
social circles, who has taught sev­
eral hundred other social lights the 
fine points of mah-jongg and is rec- 
ognixed as an authority on the 
game, says that while the cross­
word puzzle, has hit society bad­
ly, mah-jongg is still In favor be­
cause ‘‘it is a scientific game and 
the fine* exercise for the mind we 
have.”
'3 ':- ; • • 4 -H
Old Scottish Buildings 
.Something of Mystery
All over Scotland are hundreds 
of forts built on hilltops. The White 
Cnterthun, in Forfarshire, is a good 
example of these. It consists of 
four circles of stone, the diameter 
of the inner circle being SO paces. 
The stones are 25 feet thick at the 
top and over 100 feet thick ut the 
base.
Beyond the ouffr circle Is a ditch 
with an earthen breastwork round 
it, while beyond this, again, runs a 
double entrenchment'. The en­
trances to these various circles are 
zigzagged, so that each remains 
covered by fortifications.
The fort at Bamukin, In Aber­
deenshire, has five great stone cir­
cles, nil flawlessly built, although 
there are no toolmarks to show how 
they were shaped.
These buildings are Interesting, 
but not puzzling, but there are 
others,' commonly known as Piets’ 
Burghs, to which no use can be as­
signed.
A burgh is a single tower, round 
in shape, wide nt the bottom nnd 
narrowing towards the top from the 
outside. The outer walls of these 
towers, shaped Into circles, have 
no opening of any sort except the 
entrance. Obviously, then, the build­
ings were never Intended for forts.
Inside the walls slope the re­
verse way, nnd between the two 
are countless rooms, often too small 
for people ever to have lived In 
them. The largest of these mystery 
towers Is that of Rousay, in the 
Orkneys.
Fresh At All Times
"SALADA"
H6O8
is Kept pure and delicious in 
air-tight aluminum foil pack­
ages. Never sold in bulk. Try it.
The plight of the 
average farmer
V-,.
Adjoining farms
Solution to Saturday's Puzzle MICKIE SAYS-■
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Sewing Machine Inventor
j- The father of the modern sew­
ing machine was Elias Howe, who 
il died in 1867. Tbe patent for his
.! first machine was tuken out in 1846, 
p and Its principles still form the ba- 
; sis of most modern ones. Howe 
came from Massachusetts, and 
earned his living in a factory tor 
making cotton machinery; but the 
honor of inventing the first sewing 
machine is not entirely American, 
since various clumsy machines for 
sewing leather and stuff had been 
evolved previously In. England and 
In France. Howe visited England, 
but only managed to sell his pat­
ents for a bagatelle of $1,250. The 
descendants of hls machine can do 
anything from button-holing and 
darning to the finest embroidery.
COOLIDGE IS FIT
The arduous duties of the Presi­
dency apparently have had little ef­
fect on the robust health of Calvin 
Coolidge and hls physicians say he is 
approaching his new term of office 
physically fit. Since he entered the 
White House, 19 months ago there 
has been a slight deepening in the 
lines that sharply mark out the coun­
tenance of the President, but even 
that change has been almost imper­
ceptible. Except for a cold or two. 
Mr. Coolidge has seen nothing but 
well days for many years.
UNITED BAPTIST CONVENTION
The Maine Baptists Convention of 
Maine will hold its annual sessions 
in Lewiston June 2 to 4. inclusive, in 
the United Baptist church. There 
will probably be between 600 and <00 
delegates attend. Former Governor
T MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD ’’
Eastern Standard Time t
1 Trains Leave Rocklano for 
Augusta. A{7.00a. ra., t7.3O a in., f 1.10p. ni.’ 
Bangor, A57 00a. m . |7.30 a. m . tl 10p.m. ,
Boston, A 57.00 a. ni.,t7,30i in.. tl.lOp.m. 
Brunswick. A{7.00a.ni., t7.30a.tn.. tl.lOp.m.;
+5.30 p. m.
Lewiston. A 57.00 a. ni., +7.30 a. tn., +L10 p. ni. 
New York. +1.10p. tn.
Portland. A57.00 a. m., 17x30 a. m., tl.10p.in., 
|5.30 p. tn.
Waterville. A57.00a m.. +7.30 a ni.. tl 10p.m. 
Woolwich. A57.00a.m., t7 30a.m..
|5.30p. ra.
t Daily, except Sunday.
A Passengers provide own ierriagc Bath to Wool* 
wich.
D. C. OOtJGLAfts. M. I.. HARRIS, 
9-2S-2I V. P. tk Gen’l Mgr. Geu'l Passenger Agt
Value of Self-Control
Self-control Is self-direction, as 
well as self-restraint. The en­
gineer controls hls engine, not 
simply by preventing it from run­
ning off the track or from colliding 
with an obstruction. It Is rather 
by making It do the work for which 
It was constructed and Intended— 
in pulling the train and getting 
somewhere—that’ he establishes his 
reputation as an efficient engineer. 
Once give the boys and girls thia 
positive side of the matter of self- 
control and you set them on tbe 
path of development, of operation 
nnd n large-measure of success. Do 
not be a prohibitive teacher.—Edu­
cat lor
Milliken, president ot the Northern 
Baptist Convention will be one of the 
speakers. The program is a con­
structive one, and will be unusual and 
attractive.
The Solution of All Problems
Women as Inventors
American women have patented 
nearly 1,400 devices. Women have 
patented contraptions all the way 
from hooks-and-eyes fo artificial 
eye lashes, Including road-building 
equipment and intricate machinery. 
When Howe was trying to Invent 
the sewing machine he reached the 
point of where he was stumped. His 
wife, tiring of having him sitting 
around glowering, shoved him aside, 
sat down before the machine, gave 
it a few whirls, and said: "Put the 
thread eyelet In the other end of 
the needle down by the point.’’ 
That solved the problem.
—In the Word of God, and the practical application 
of the teachings of Jesus Christ in the Sermon on the 
Mount, is found the only solution for the social unrest 
and kindred evils which are now tormenting the world
The OBJECT of the
Back to the Bible
"■———• BUREAU ■»  ------- -»
IS to secure the co-operation of editors in sowing the Gospel seed through the press. The work is free of commercialism, undenominational and non-settarian
The Bureau furnishes the press with helpful 
Bible selections and plates of headings, gratis, 
the Press makes the publication free, thus
One Cent a Day Gives a Bible 
Message Daily to Over 4,000
Today the Bureau is serving 2,038 publications with a 
combined circulation of 14,233,254, but only the fringe 
of the work has been touched which could and should 
be done, if the funds were provided.
HOW SUPPORTED ?—The Bureau is supported 
entirely by voluntary contributions. Will you not make 
a daily subscription, however small it may be—which 
enables you to give each day a helpful Bible message 
to literally thousands who would not get it otherwise ?
That Boston Joke
A number of boys were playing 
baseball in a vacant lot In Bos­
ton, when the ball crashed through 
the window of an adjacent house. 
The wrathful householder stormed 
out In pursuit of the guilty ones. 
He managed to capture one spec­
tacled, slow-footed youth.
"I didn’t do It, mister! I wasn’t 
playing with them," the lad panted.
“Then what' did you run for?” 
roared the Injured man.
“I—I’m afraid that I was a vic­
tim of the prevailing mob hysteria, 
sir."—Country Gentleman.
/-----------------------
Leaf That Will Hide a Man
The ape-man plant Is a giant 
growth which once grew all over 
the world, but now It Is found only 
on the volcanic slopes of Hawaii, 
where It grows In great profusion. 
It covered the entire earth millions 
of years ago, when gigantic animals 
roamed over the surface. The best 
specimens nt present are found on 
the sides of Haleakala, In a gulch, 
where the conditions resemble those 
of a hothouse. A fully developed 
leaf of this plant is sufficient to 
hide a full-grown human standing 
behind It.
KITCHEN
CUPBOARD
By NELLIE MAXWELL
w.p-S-M
Egg D ishes
’C' GGS when plentiful nnd at a 
reasonable price should be-
aerved in various dishes for lunch­
eon and supper, faking the place of
meat.
Green Pepper Omelet.—Wash six 
peppers, remove the seeds nnd 
white fiber, break into small pieces 
nnd saute in four tablespoonfuls 
of butter until tender. Beat two 
eggs and add one-fourth cupful of 
milk, three-fourths cupful of grated
cheese, one-half teas,....nful of salt
nnd one-eighth teas)....nful of
paprika. Cook over a slow fire 
until the omelet is a golden 
brown on the bottom. Run u 
spatula nround under llie omelet, 
make a slight Incision on opposite 
sides, nnd fold over. Turn on tt hot 
platter anti serve at once. It is a 
good plan to set the omelet into a 
hot oven for a minute to insure a 
good cooking on top. before folding.
Peasants’ Omelet.—Melt tlireij 
tablespoonfuls of butler in a double 
boiler, add one tnblespoonful of 
flour, nnd when well blended nnd 
smooth add one teas] inful of stilt 
and one-eighth of a t. .spoonful ot 
pepper. Add one . pful of cold 
diced potatoes. Beat six eggs until 
light and pour into a well-buttered 
omelet pan. Cook slowly, lifting 
the mixture often at tlie sides. 
When the mixture begins to thicken 
spread over it the hot potatoes. 
Fold and serve. The potatoes may 
be moistened very s Uitly with a 
cream sauce. String beans, peas or 
other vegetables nitty be used, but 
should be hot when spread over the 
omelet.
Shirred Eggs.—Blend (ogethei 
one cupful of mashed potatoes, one- 
half cupful of cooked minced ham, 
one-half teaspoonful of salt, one- 
fourth teaspoonfnl of pepper, and 
one beaten egg; mix well and cover 
the bottom of a butt.red baking 
dish. Break five eggs over the po­
tato mixture, making a depression 
to hold each. Dot with bits of but­
ter, dust with salt and pepper and 
bake until the eggs are firm.
Lettuceand Pepper Salad.—Pre­
pare heads of lettuce cut into quar­
ters, If large, and sprinkle over the 
lettuce, chopped onion, celery and 
shredded green peppers. Season 
well and serve with a French dress­
ing.
Salmon Salad.—('Imp five good- 
sized pickles nnd the whites of five 
hard-cooked eggs. Rtjb the yolks 
of the eggs until smooth with a 
tablespoonful of soft butter, add 
two tablespoonfuls of diluted vine­
gar, ope tablespoonful of salt, a 
speck of cayenne and one-half cup­
ful of cream. Arrange the salmon 
on lettuce, sprinkle with the chopped 
pickle and pour over the dressing.
Spanish Steak.—Take n good 
thick steak, sprinkle with salt anil 
pepper, one tablespoonful of chop­
ped onion and three-quarters of a 
cupful of flour. Cook in a hot Iron 
kettle In butter until well browned, 
then add boiling water to cover and 
simmer slowly for two hours. 
Serve with the gravy from the ket­
tle.
Pink Toast.—rut three table­
spoonfuls of butter info a saucepan, 
nnd when bubbling hot add three 
tablespoonfuls of flour, with one- 
half teaspoonful of salt; stir tn 
gradually one and one-half cupfuls 
of stewed strained tomatoes in 
which one-quarter of a teaspoonful 
of soda has been dissolved. Add 
one-half cupful of scalded milk and 
pour over six slices of well-buttered 
toast and serve nt once.
Fried Oysters Delaware Bay Style. 
--Take one pint of crab meat, chop 
fine and mix with bread crumbs of 
equal quantity, season well with salt 
nnd pepper and dip the oysters Into 
this after dipping them Into egg. 
Fry In deep fat.
(©. 1925, Western Newspaper Union.)
Giants Credited With 
Building of Causeway
The Giants’ causeway Is a group 
of basaltic rocks on the north coast 
of Antrim, Irelnnd. The prom­
ontory, which Is a portion of the 
basaltic formations found In tlie 
county of Antrim nnd near Lon­
donderry, projects into the North 
channel. It is called Giants' cause­
way, from the legend that it was 
the beginning of a road which the 
giants began to build across the 
channel to Scotland. In past geo­
logical periods the basaltic rock 
seems to have been forced upward. 
After long periods of erosion a long 
line of per)»endieular cliffs 500 feet 
high Is left. For a distance of 
about 500 or 600 feet are many 
thousands of vertical columns. 
Most of them are six-sided, al­
though some of them have five, 
seven, eight and even nine regularly 
formed sides. In diameter they 
range from 20* to 30 inches. The 
tops of these pillars form an un­
even pavement, hence the name 
“causeway.” Strictly speaking, the 
Giants’ causeway is formed of three 
causeways, the Little, Honeycomb 
and Grand causeways.—Pathfinder 
Magazine.
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All Set
"You have positively no excuse 
for staying out until this absurd 
hour.”
“Oh, haven't I, my dear I I've 
got a simply gorgeous excuse. 
Why, I’ve been standing outside/or 
tbe Inst hour und u half thinking It 
out.”
The teacher in an East Hide school 
in New York sent one of her boys 
homo with a note to his mother to 
give him a bath. She received the 
following reply:
“Miss Smith, wheiy I send Johnny 
to school, I send him to be learnt and 
not to be smelt; he ain’t no rose.”
bake it
best
with
DAVIS
BAKING 
POWDER :
Mistaken Atmosphere
The' pastor hod been holding re­
vival services for some time. Much 
interest had been taken in them, 
but on this particular evening the 
meeting had been more than usually 
interesting.
As the service drew to a" close 
. the pastor said in hls concluding re- 
' marks, “What a heavenly at­
mosphere there Is here this eve­
ning.” Happening to glance, as he 
said it, at the pew where his wife 
and sister sat, he saw a broad smile
overspread their faces.
When tke congregation had gone, 
he said to them: “What made you 
girls smile so when I was speak­
ing?”
“Oh,” said his wife, “we 
couldn't help It. Jack Smith (a 
noted village character) had been 
out hunting skunks and he came 
Into the meeting without' changing 
his clothes and sat down right be­
hind us, and when you spoke of the 
heavenly atmosphere it was too 
much.”—Harding Herald.
Our Debt to Children
Better teachers, fuller school 
equipment, It matters not what they 
1 cpst. We owe them to our chll- 
I dren. And we owe them more. We 
1 owe them our example. What we 
do, and the lives they live with us, 
will affect them most. Give them 
a chance to be useful in their child­
hood, to practice economy, to do for 
themselves. If the greatest men 
have usually been born in the coun­
try, an.l later gone to the city, there 
Is a reason. Huxley warns us not 
to let a child's schooling Interfere 
with its education. It ought to 
have the best schooling our brains 
nnd our purses can procure. But its 
deepest education is in the hands 
of Its parents.—Norman liapgood.
In Hearst’s International.
Sexton Kept Track
"I eanna git ower It,” remarked 
a farmer to hls wife. “I put a twa- 
shillln' piece In the plate at the kirk 
this nrornin’ Instead o’ my usual 
penny.’
The beadle had noticed the mis­
take, and in silence he allowed the 
fanner to miss the plate for 23 con­
secutive Sundays.
On the twenty-fourth Sunday the 
farmer again ignored the plate, hut 
the old beadle stretched the ladle 
In front of him and, in a tragic 
whisper, hoarsely said:
“Your time’s up noo, Sandy."— 
Edinburgh Scotsman.
Plant Relations
* It we throw a simple glance on 
plants, we shall perceive that they 
have relations to the elements 
which promote their growth; that 
they have relations to each other, 
front tlte, groups which they con­
tribute to' form ; that they have re­
lations to the animals whlih derive 
nourishment from them; and, 
finally, 1° man. who Is the center 
of all the works of creation. To 
tl,ef<e relations I give the name of 
harmonies.—Bernardiu de Saint- 
Pierre.
' Tho average farmer of the eastern 
■tates can get out of the rut which la 
bolding him to a continual rnd booe- 
lr.-a grind. If you are convinced that 
thore la bo light ahead for you on 
your present methods ar.d that you 
must change your course radically, 
there Is bops.
If, on the other hand, you think 
that you can change the whole situ­
ation by simply buying a pure bred 
bull and let the boys ral'e a few 
calves, there Is no he e for there is 
more to be done.
I Begin at Foundation,
' The reformation must begin at the 
foundation and go through tho en­
tire program. Good, well bred calves 
■win become scrubs if raised as such, 
that Is, If not liberally and rightly fed 
from birth to maturity. Y'ou Cannot 
make a pure bred or high producing 
cow out of a scrub but you can make 
scrubs out ot the best bred calves by 
•kimpy feeding.
And, so, we say, If you are only 
half convinced and will not go 
through with a five years’ program ot 
Improvement, you might better con­
tinue your lackadaisical method for 
an investment tn better livestock will 
not get you anywhere without better 
farming and better-feeding methods, 
feeding your land and feeding your 
stock more of the better fodder, leg­
umes, clover, alfalfa and soy beans.
These rich feeds do not grow on 
■our lands and neither do profits 
grow for sour land owners. The land 
and the owner both must be “limed” 
If permanent good is to result
How shall it be done?
We can suggest methods which 
have proved out with the writer and 
On many other Tarms.
V Make a rough plan of tha fanu.
Make up your mind how much of tha 
acreage is to be cropped and divide 
the acreage into three or five parte 
an located that you can continue the 
plan year by year of having one plot 
"up” limed end seeded to clover each 
year. In this war It will take from 
three to five years to get away front 
the average farmer class and come 
Into profitable production.
Three year rotations are better than 
five If tbe land will not grow alfalfa. 
Alsike clover will grow on some soil 
that will not produce red clover but 
some kind of a e'gutne will thrive on 
soil properly limed and on many soils 
that are not.
Silo Necessary,
A silo 4s necessary to bring tho 
farm up to anything I ke its cnpaclty 
for with silage double the stock can 
be kept when the farm is producing 
gcod crop* of corn, sunflower, oatit 
and peas.
It is a good bet that the average 
former Is not cutting ter. per ei.-.t 
of Its ability to produce. In elover corn 
and other forage crops, nor can tha 
miracle of increased ten-fold produc­
tion be worked in a single year. When 
land is poverty sick, not only does it 
lack plant food but also the humus 
that serves to lighten It up and hold 
the moisture. It takes years to get 
the maximum amount of humus re­
quired for bumper crops into the soil 
and It can only be brought about by 
growing crops, each one exceeding 
the previous one, each having more 
plant roots, stubble, nitrogen, bacteria 
and liumus behind it to more fully 
nourish the succeeding crop.
Fertilizer helps the process but fer­
tilizer alone will never producg the 
maximum crops on "run out" land. 
Years of cropping and feeding only 
will do it.
l.t^opyrlgfrt, 1924, by Philip R. park,.
Vinalhaven and Rockland 
Steamboat Co.
The direct route between
ROCKLANO. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HA­
VEN, STONINGTON AND SWAN'S 
ISLAND
WINTER ARRANGEMENT 
(Subject to change without notice)
IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. WEDNESDAY. OCT. 
8. 1924.
Leaves Swan’s Island dally except Sundays 
a’ 5.30 A M. for Stonington, North Haven, 
Vlnalhaven and Rockland.
Returning leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M. 
for Vlnalhaven. North Haven, Stonington and 
Swan's Island
B. H. STINSON,
General Agent.
Rock’and, Maine, Oct fi. 1924.
iRONCHITIS
Apply Vicks at bedtime, 
rubbing it well in. Then 
spread on thickly and 
cover with hot flannel. 
Arrange bed-dethes so 
vapors will be i ihaled.
CKS
VapoRub
Over 17 Million Jara Und Yearlv
1 Nothing New - - - - Only 
Different
ALLEN’S LUNG 
HEALER '
IS NOT A NEW REMEDY, HAVING
BEEN IN USE FOR 20 YEARS
The secret of its remarkable suc­
cess 1 es in the fact that it is com­
posed of medicinal .agents, all of 
vegetable origin, which have never 
before been combined in one remedy. 
It is this combination of soothing 
healing antiseptic tissue building and 
blood warming properties that makes 
it so effective as a throat and lung 
medicine. It does the work when all 
other remedies fail.
It wil! break up a cold in the head, 
throat or lungs. Its timely use pre­
vents pneumonia and consumption. 
Contains no dope.
Sold in Rockland by the Kittredge 
Pharmacy.
WALTER P. CHRYSLER'S
TRAFFIC TALKS he Tt• ’ ....
CITY PLANNING BODIES MODERN NECESSITY
IN the report of the first National Conference on Street and High­way Safety called by the Hon­
orable Herbert Hoover, Secretary 
of Commerce, with the co-operation 
of the American Automobile Asso­
ciation, the American Electric Rail­
way Association, the American Mu­
tual Alliance, the American Railway 
Association, tlie Chamber of Com­
merce of the United States of 
America, the National Association 
of Taxicab Owners, the National 
Automobile Chamber of Commerce, 
the National Bureau of Casualty and 
Surety Underwriters and the Na­
tional Safety Council, is to be found 
the following, which should be 
broadcast throughout America:
“In all States and municipalities 
there should be specific provision 
for adequate and timely planning of 
traffic facilities and traffic control 
measures. These activities should 
be closely coordinated nationally, 
between adjoining States, between 
States and their political subdivis­
ions, and between the several agenc­
ies charged with the provision of 
facilities and control of their use.
“In metropolitan areas faced with 
highly complicated traffic movement, 
it is desirable that there be estab-
Business Now Made of
Producing Spider Silk
Spider farming Is one of the little 
known Industries of modern times. 
The end In view is not the inten­
sive fighting of the fly peril, but 
the production of spider silk, than 
which there is nothing better for 
tiie cross lines of surveying and 
other instruments.
Supplies In vastly larger quanti­
ties are needed for the manufacture 
of spider-silk stockings, and It' is 
to meet this demand that special 
spider farms have been started 
front time to tlr9», says Tit-Bits.
It Is no easy matter to keep and 
fped the spiders, to prevent them 
from engaging in mortal combat, 
and to collect their silk in suitable 
form. The process of "silking” the 
spider amounts to playing catch- 
liall, with the Rplder as the ball. 
In its passage through the air the 
spider instinctively pays out silk, 
aud it can be Induced to part with 
a hundred yards or more during a 
succession of such flight's.
Odd
“Have you noticed tliat a wom­
an lowers her voice when she asks 
for anything?”
"Yes—and raises It If she doesn’t 
get It 1”
The idea that the present evils of 
.bootlegging could be mitigated by 
restoring tho sale of wines and beers, 
If such a thing were possible, Is pure 
rubbish—,W. T. Beatty, president 
and general manager Austin Manu­
facturing Co.
Secret Safe
"Oh, Alice!” Virginia cxclnltned, 
“have you heard about Gladys?"
“No; what about her?" Alice de­
manded.
“Well, she and Dick Rodney are 
going to be married tn Junel”
“You don’t say! Well, I always 
knew Dick thought a lot of Gladys, 
But I never did think she would 
agree to marry him.”
“And Alice,” Virginia continued, 
“the engagement Is a secret just 
now. I promised,Gladys I wouldn't 
tell a living soul, so don’t you 
breathe a word of it to anyone.”
"Why, Virginia," Alice replied, 
"you know I wouldn't any more 
think of telling It than you would I”
lished a specific traffic planning 
commission whose duty it is to 
study the flow of traffic, make re­
commendations as to the elimination 
of hindrances to this flow, formu­
late plans for the correction of un­
satisfactory and unsafe traffic con­
ditions, etc. It may lie desirable 
for this commission to be a division 
of a city planning body.”
This is the opinion of men who 
know. It is sound advice to every 
community in America.
Fortunately for the public, it is 
rapidly getting into the conscious­
ness of the American people, that 
the task of city planning is not a 
police job. Cities must keep abreast 
of the times and that means keeping 
up with ever changing means of 
transportation and the extent of it.
It is the motor vehicle which has 
complicated the traffic problem and 
the responsibility rests upon tlie 
motor car because such is the cheap­
est means of transportation.
There are innumerable examples 
of how cities in the United Statrs 
are meeting this new problem by 
exercising a bit of imagination fend 
having an adequate supply of cour­
age to go ahead. >
This country is about to see as 
era of city rebuilding.
Panama Canal Idea Old
The first English book descrip­
tive of America Is said to be “The 
Decades of the newe worlde, 
Wrytten In tlie Latin Tongue by 
Feter Martyr of Anelerla, nnd tran- 
flated into Englyffe by Rychardp 
Eden, London!, Anno 1555,” the 
London Dally Mall says. '
In the “Address to the Header” 
Eden refers to Peter Martyr’s ac­
count of the isthmus of Panama, 
and points out the desirability of 
constructing a good road from 
ocean to ocean. He admits that It 
would be a very expensive under­
taking hut a benefit to fill mankind. 
“P.ut certeynely the moft trewe nnd 
permanent glory procedeth of fuch 
monuments as bryng fume great 
and notable comodite and profite to 
the lyfe of men; rather than of the 
huglous ltenpes of ftones of the 
I’yramides of Egypt, wherein Is 
nought els to fee but the fonde and 
barbarous oftenatlon of fuperfluous 
riches."__  -
Death in Triumph
Edouard Remenyi was a famous 
Hungarian violinist who made sev­
eral world tours and settled In New 
York for some years. He died of 
apoplexy on the stage of the Or- 
pheum theater, San Francisco, on 
May 15,1898. This was his first ap­
pearance on the vaudeville stage 
and he was enthusiastically re­
ceived on playing two or three 
classical pieces. He responded with 
“Old Glory,” which created tremen­
dous applause. Then he commenced 
to play Delibes’ “Flzztcatl," but af­
ter a few measures he leaned over 
and theh fell forward on hls face, 
dead. It Is interesting to know that 
at one time the composer, Brahms, 
traveled with Remenyi and ’ acted 
as hls accompanist.
FLOWERS SOON FADE
the only memorial that enduree is a 
carefully built
MONUMENT OR HEADSTONE
of granite or marble that retains its 
beauty and withstands time snd the 
elements.
We give csreful attention to distinct 
legible lettering.
See our designs and note our reas­
onable estimates.
FRED S. MARCH TStt1
Park St.. Cor. Brick. ROCKLANO 
The New Monumental Wsrerooms
SHEET MUSIC 15c
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION 
The Famous Sheet Muslt you Ml tdutr- 
tised ta ill the leading meie/lnee.
Over 220 eeleetlene—seed fer 
eetalegue
MAINE MU8ICCO., Rockland. Ms.
FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorney and Counselor at 
Law
431 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MAINE 
Telepsones—Office 468; House 693-R
W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHC.
JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORE
COMPLETE 0RUG AND SUNDRY 
LINE. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO 
PRESCRIPTIONS. KODAKS. DE­
VELOPING. PRINTING ANO EN­
LARGING.
370 Main Street, Rockland
Not Medicine, Not Osteopathy
C. M. WHEELER, D.G Ph.G
Chiropractor 
460 Main Street, - - - Rockland 
Graduate Palmer School of Chlrearaetle
Oftice Heure-
Monday,. Wedneidaye. Friday,, 10-12; 2-11 
7-8. Tufidey,. Thuraday,. 10-12; 2-t; 
Saturday,. 10-12. Tel. US
DR. T. L. McBEATH
Osteopathic Physician
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY 
Telephone 136
U UNION 8T.. ROCKLANO. ME. 
Graduate o(-American School of 
Osteopathy
H.M. deROCHEMONT
106 PLEASANT STREET
PLUMBING HEATING
TEL. 244-W
llT-tf
ARTHUR L. ORNE 
Insurance
Successor to A. J. Craklnu h Oo. 
417 MAIN STi, - - - - ROCKLAND
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MODERN A TLAN11C LINERS CITIES OF THE SEA
I Ocean Travel Now 
\HasAllCo nven- 
| iencies of Life On 
1 Shore, Plus Delights
of Sea Journey
By ELIZABETH JEFFRIES
WHEN our fathers anil grand­fathers crossed the ocean to 
found the families of which
I we arc the proud members today, 
1 they were not very talkative on 
I landing, of the comfort, cheer and 
, comcniences of the voyage. To 
-: them the trip was nn adventure, sel- 
i dum a recreation, nnd although 
! some of the more memorable of 
= these hazardous enterprises made 
I heroes of Ibe passengers, their ex- 
I perienccs were never referred to as 
i cheerful.
I There are thousands of people in 
1 America, however, who yet envisage 
I an ocean trip ia terms of half a 
I century ago. They are “all at sea” 
| regarding the improvements that 
, have come to sea travel in recent 
| years.
; To the true grass-green landsman 
1 it comes ns a bewildering surprise 
| to step aboard the liner that is to 
take him for a holiday in Europe, 
i nnd be ushered by a smart liveried 
I attendant into a beautifully fur- 
= nished elevator, that takes him up 
to the deck where his cabin is lo­
cated. But this is but nn insigni­
ficant introduction. My travels on 
the steamers of many lines, have re­
vealed to me, that the competition 
between cities nshore, to l>oost the 
beauty and industry of our great 
municipalities, is ns nothing com­
pared to the manner in which the 
various Trans-Atlantic Steamship 
companies vie with each other to 
give the modem over-the-sea vaca­
tionist, all the comforts of home and 
some of the luxuries that he cannot 
afford nt home.
When a few years ago, Atlantic 
liner* first became “palatial” there 
v ns frequent zi-fercncr Io them rs 
“fi )*.*.• r.r' hctvls” but such a <le-
i
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Here is comfort and luxury
scriptive phrase is totally inadequate 
today. They are cities of the sea, 
ttoaling mood communities, possess- 
.ng all toe conveniences of life 
ashore, wiih delights that cities 
ashore ran never have. Where is 
the hotel that will publish your 
morning fievvspaper, provide you 
with your Sunday Church service or 
your Saturday night movie with ad­
juncts of a bank, department store 
or childr-n's nursery according to 
vour need? Yet these can be found 
at sea. All the complex needs of a 
modem American community can 
be met today in the middle of the 
Atlantic ocean much better than in 
the middle of an American prairie. 
Indeed many a vacationist from re­
mote American villages has testified 
that his first experience of the mod­
em conveniences of life was on an 
ocean liner.
Cf course, every one exp—!s food 
on the trip so among the cheerful 
things aboard ship should be men­
tion -d th.; sou:?] of the dinner he?,
which has a much more attractive 
sound on the sea air than when it is 
gouged iu our own dining rooms. 
Yet it is astonishing how many oth­
erwise intelligent people think of 
' salt pork, sea biscuit and water 
when ocean fare is mentioned. For 
such readers I insert part of the 
food supply for one trip of a mod­
em Atlantic liner, and not the larg­
est at that:-250 sheep and lambs, 
150 pigs, 250 turkeys, 125 geese, 500 
ducks, 5000 fowls, 75 head of cat­
tle, 250 pheasants, 500 pigeons, 1000 
quails, 300 grouse, 300 partridges, 
250 snipe, 5-110 lb. turtles, 1500 lbs. 
of ten, 70,000 lbs. of flour, 3S,'SX1 
eggs, 200 crabs, 15,000 lbs. of sugar, 
15,000 His. of fresh fish, 8000 clams, 
600 barrels of oysters, 2500 lbs. of 
oc.tme.il, !>4,000 lbs. of potatoes, 
SOvh) lbs. of cpffee, and 300 tins of 
assorted biscuits nnd crackers. In 
addition to tliis there are enormous 
quantities of fruit, jams, vegetables, 
milk, cream, cheese and all lhe com­
mon necessities of the best equipped 
American tables, supplemented by a 
oft driid: fountain nnd an Ameri­
can bar.
Are taking your car to
I'ur.oe,- Iheo drive L? the pier 
ar.d see q berthed seiure'.y In the
ft c ,
2..-
From deck to deck by elevator
garage on hoard. Were you plan­
ning to select a few favorite authors 
to relieve what you are pleased to 
call the “tedium” of the voyage? 
Leave them atliome, for the shelves 
of the library on board will supply 
a lxxik for every mood, which you 
can read in the deep lounge chairs, 
in the smoking room or the parlors 
before a cheerful open fire. Do not 
make the mistake of ince unthink­
ing pa rents ai.:l laa.’ the children
at home, because you think they 
will he “in the way,” for they will 
have the time of theft lives in the 
ships nursery, with the games, toys 
and ssnnd-lmxes that provide more 
fun than the park or the backyard. 
For your own physical fitness, you 
can stroll up to the gymnasium or 
down to the'plunge and swimming 
pool, play a foursome at deck golf, 
or engage in deck horse racing, if 
you do not rare to follow the crowd 
who play deck tennis anfl shuffle 
hoard. Years ago, folk used to smile 
knowingly when reference was made 
to “walking on the sea” because of 
the co-relative necessity of sea-legs. 
Today, walking tours and contest? 
are a regular feature of each day. 
So inolionless is life alxiard on the 
summer Atlantic ns the steamef 
“knifes” its way through the waves, 
that the ships doctors have per­
formed delicate surgical operations.
The old sea game of “who sees 
land first” has been sunk into ob­
livion. Nobody wants to see land or 
rather everybody is so busy and 
happy with their new acquaintance, 
or planning amateur theatricals, or 
a Punch and Judy show, or halls 
nnd dances, or enjoying the orches­
tra, that the announcement of land 
comes as a surprise.
Evolution of Trade
Marks and Advertising
The trade mark was Invented 
during a time of grand colonization. 
A business house In Cnthogn Nova 
(Carthagena), which manufactured 
a delicious fish sauce nnd sent it to 
all parts of the world In hermet­
ically sealed pitchers, burnt nine 
stars into the containers. The nine 
stars were the emblem of the 
sacred fish, the dolphins. A big 
lamp factory In the Homan Ilhine- 
land adorned all its lamps with the 
utensils of eye specialists—which 
people who used the lamps should 
ever come to know I
Advertising, of course, grew more 
and more luxurious. It was a fa­
vorite child of commerce in Impe­
rial Home. Dozens of the best 
painters and sculptors worked for 
the wool kings, silk houses, nnd the 
big weapon factories which grew 
up like mushrooms wherever the 
Itoman armies advanced.
People vied with one another In 
erecting altars to tlte protectors of 
trade nnd navigation; hut on these 
altars they inscribed the names and 
trade of the donors, as a means of 
advertising. The noman business 
men were as though seized by a 
fever of competition. Eurysnces, 
the pastry king of Home, used hls 
tomb as an advertisement; his 
tombstone had the form of nn enor- 
nous coke!—Exchange.
There's Father comings 
withmyWri^ey’s f
APPLETON RIDGE
Roger Gowcll, former county agent 
was a culler ut W. M. Newbert’s re­
cently.
Miss Helena Pierce, Miss Ethel 
Barrett and Mrs. Mona McIntosh of 
Rockland were Sunday callers of 
Elizabeth Sprowl.
Carleton Hammond of Thomaston 
was a recent caller at A. G. Pitman’s.
Miss Maude Fuller spent the week­
end at her home here.
Miss Ruth Young of Union was a 
weekend guest of Lucy Moody.
Robert Perry spent a few days the 
first of the week, with his aunt, Mrs 
Edna Huntley, in Hope.
Ernest Young and Charlie Graham 
of Warren, were Sunday callers a* 
1*. D. Perry's.
Harry Conant of Warren spent the 
weekend with friends and relatives 
here.
Frank Bryant and James Robbins 
of Searsmont were business callers 
'at H. C. Stanley's Monday.
L. L. Bradbury, with his wife, 
daughter and grandson of Hollis, 
spent the weekend and holiday with 
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. McCorrison.
Eighteen Willing Workers gath­
ered at tlie home of Airs. Elizabeth 
Nevvbert, Tuesday afternoon. A 
good amount of work was accom­
plished. The work was mostly mak­
ing squares for quilts. Refreshments 
of pie, with tea or coffee were served. 
Next meeting will be with Adna 
Pitman at the village, March 3.
NORTH APPLETON
Recent visitors at the home of Mr. 
and Mrs. George Butler were Mrs. 
John Galley and Miss Gladys Corey 
of J'erllnnd, George Thomas of 
Searsmont and Raymond Butler of 
Camden.
Miss, Shirley Keene is visiting her 
aunt, Mrs. Olive Fogg and family 111 
Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. Keene and Mrs. 
Johnson attended Ihe Rebekah meet­
ing at Appleton Wednesday evening. 
There was work followed by a clam 
stew.
Commencing July 1 the mail route 
from Nortli Appleton Io Camden will 
|bc handled by W. F. Tilden of Hope.
Miss Lois Meservey enlerlained 
her friends Wednesday afternoon in 
honor of her 10th anniversary. Games 
and a treat were enjoyed, and a gen­
eral good time vvws the verdict.
Mrs. Ada Conant is visiting Mrs. 
Ida ilosken for a few days
winter in CUSHINGhave been spending theRockland. ___
Capt. Ira Hupper has returned ! Mrs Mlneota Ri»h and daughter 
from Matinlcus where he has been I o{ ,s,e Haut wel.„ gUests
helping Bert Ripley In repairing hls of her sistpr \!iss j^bel Bridges, 
boat which was damaged in a gale j who j, tearhhig in District 4, at H. 
in January. Tlie boat is now ready , , K(jienin’s, where she is boarding. 
—...I.,.. ....a ... .. Schools in Districts 1, 2. 3. 4 and 6
are to close this week for the spring 
vacation. That in 5 has anothe- week
for the spring fishing ar.d in Ira's es­
timation is as good as ever.
Mrs. Peter Mitchell returned from
Rockland last week.
Guy Simpson spent a week in 1 
Rockland recently.
Sam White and two sons have 
been in Rockland the past 
two weeks taking a vacation before 
commencing on the spring’s work of 
getting their lobster gear ready.”for 
the season’s fishing. *
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Simpson arrived 
last week from an extended stay on 
the main-land.
II. .1. McClure, who has spent sev- 
weeks. taking a vacation before 
wintering in Rockland, came home 
to make preparations for the fishing 
season
The young girls’ Sew and Sew 
Circle that has been meeting with 
Mrs. Rhodes on Thursday afternoons 
has disbanded on account of the girls 
having to attend school. ’Members ot 
the circle were: Elizabeth Anderson, 
Evelyn and Mary Simpson, Virginia 
and Marion Simpson. Elizabeth 
completed a pretty patchwork car­
riage robe for her doll and was pres­
ent at every meeting.
The Sunday school observed Waslh> 
ington’s birthday with appropriate 
songs, recitations and salutes to the 
Christian and American Rag.
belan Wilson’s annex is iu process 
of construction. Leslie Wilson 
helping with the work.
Helen and Nicholas Anderson an 
visiting friends in Rockland.
to make up.
The zero weather of the past few 
days sent tfce shivers trotting up and 
duwn the spine agqin.
•The river is again frozen over, 
making the second time it br.s been 
closed to navigation this winter.
B. S- Geyer and S. A. Miller have 
been sawing wood the past week for 
Levi Elmer, L. S. Miller, W. H. Morse 
and Mrs. Salllnen.
About 20 of H. L. Killertn> frieuds 
walked into his home last Wednesday 
night and gave him the surprise of 
his life to help celebrate, his birth­
day. <Games were played and re­
freshments were served, helping pass 
a very pleasant evening.
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Maloney. Jr., of 
Thomaston were guest/ of Mr. and 
Mrs. D T. Rivers for the weekend.
A combined birthday party of Miss 
Isabel Bridges and Alice Rivers was
VINALHAVEN
Miss E. F. Roberts returned Sat­
urday from Boston after (spending 
several weeks In that vicinity.
Mr. and Mrs. C. <?• Webster re­
turned Saturday from Augusta, 
where they attended the Governor's 
ball.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Creed return­
ed Saturday from Portland where 
they sper.l the week and attended 
the auto r$ow.
F. Jl. White returned from Port­
WALDOBORO
Mrs. A. L. Worthing of Camden 
lias been a recent guest of Mrs. Har­
old R. Smith. '
Dr. and Mrs. J. T. Sanborn arc tn 
Portland this week.
William Jameson has returned 
from Friendship, where he has been 
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. SHcrman 
Jameson.
Mrs. Ross P Borden of Bath was 
in town last week.
Mrs. lasola Oliver and Mrs. John 
Fri-land Thursday, having spent a lew | gurtI)1ejmer were Rockland 
days in that city. I j.lv
Legend Traces Hyacinth
to Sorrow of Apollo
Tbe wild hyacinth was originally 
found In Greece and Aslu Minor. 
The ancient Greeks had a story 
abour its origin to the effect lliut 
one day the god Apollo was playing 
a game of qnolts with a young mor­
tal, Hyaclnthus, of whom he was 
very fowl, when Zephyrus, ttv* g»d 
of the west wind, passed by. Zephy­
rus was jealous of Apollo and blew 
the latter's quoit aside, and caused 
It to strike Hyaclnthus and Inlllct 
a mortal wound. In hls memory 
Apollo caused these beautiful and 
fragrant clustered blossoms to 
spring from the fallen drops of the 
youth's blood.
The hyacinth was brought to 
western Europe In the Sixteenth 
century, and extensively cultivated 
by Dutch horticulturists. The orig­
inal bine and purple blossoms were 
varied to numerous shades of pink, 
rose, yellow, scarlet and pure white. 
—Kansas City Star.
----------c---------------
Lighthouse Story
Bishop's light rises nenr the Sdlly 
Islands nnd gives a grim warning 
ot the dangers of the coast, it 
Is one of the most exposed light­
houses in the world nnd the three 
tenders have a lonesome time. Dur­
ing a recent storm the beams from 
Hlshop’s rock came nenr to falling. 
The light weighs several ions and 
revolves on supports resting in a 
circular trough of mercury. It Is 
balanced so delicately n child mny 
turn It by a touch of the finger. 
On this night the tower was so 
shaken by the heavy sens that 
much of the mercury was spilled 
out over the concrete floor of the 
light chamber. The three guards 
fell to their knees, scooped up the 
mercury In their hands aud poured 
It back Into the trough.
Wriglcys gives the penny a 
value in delightful. long lasting and 
beneficial refreshment
*
Coming home on fl»e train or In the 
car - It's so cool and sweet after 
smoking. And then when you get home 
how eager the little folks are for their 
Wrigleys I How good it is for them!
WRIGL
"after every meal
THE FLAVOR 
L*A"S"T*S
SUNSET
montb's stay in 
principal places
Miss Rita Greenlaw is employed 
in the office of C. F. Grimes. Mr. 
I Grimes returned Saturday from a 
the South. The 
he visited were
Jamaica. Havana, Colon. Cartagena. 
La Guage. Caracas, Barbadoes. Trin­
idad. Martinique. St. Thomas. Porto 
Kico and Bermuda.
Word was received here Friday 
morning of the death of George W. 
Kossuth of Reading. Mast*. Feb.
The Whiz Club was entertained by 
Mrs. Fuller Hodgkins at the 1 is: 
meeting. Mrs. Lydia Young was the 
guest of tlie club. Prizes were won 
by Mrs. Marion .Miller und Mrs. 
Young.
Mrs. H. 11. Kuhn. Mrs. W. G. Io»be 
Mrs W. <’. Flint and Mrs. J. T. Gay 
were hostesses at the second banquet 
of the Whist Club given ut Bond's 
Restaurant. Tbe affair was a liugf 
success The diningroom was trans
He was born at Dlgby, N. S.. the son formed with decorations of the na 
jf Jacob and Annie <Winchester) tional colors. The chandeliers were 
Kossuth anil was 63 years of age. hidden by shades of red. white and 
Mr. Kcssuth came to Vinalhaven at b!u(> and randies in Ihe same colors 
the age of 14 years, attended the adorned the tables. Tiro pla^e cards
celebrated at the home of Mr. and public schools and was a blacksmith of hatchets and candy cherries car-
LITTLE DEER ISLE
by trade. He married Maggie Clark ried out tlie holiday scheme, the
Sunrising
When the sun approaches towards 
the gates of the morning, he first 
opens n little eye of heaven, and 
sends away the spirit of darkness, 
and gives light to a cock, anil culls 
up the lark fo matins, and by and 
liy builds the fringes of a cloud, 
and peeps over the eastern hills, 
thrusting out hls golden horns, like 
those which decked the brows of 
Moses when he was forced to wear 
a veil because himself had seen the 
face of God; and still, while a man 
tells the story, the sun gets up high­
er, till he shows a fair face and a 
full light, and then he shines one 
whole day.—Jeremy Taylor,
Mrs. Annie Erfton was Hie guest 
of Mr. and Mrs. Prescott Eaton 
Thursday.
Mrs Martha Stinson is able to be 
out again afler being confined to Ibe 
house with the grippe.
Mr. Fogs, representing Emery Wa­
terhouse Co. of Portland, was in-down 
this week.
Mrs. Clara Thompson, who has 
been visiting her sisters, Mrs. Fan­
nie Cole and Mrs. Lizzie Small, has 
returned home.
The Sewing Circle was held tlds 
week at Mrs. Caroline Greenlaw's. 
Delicious refreshments consisting < i" 
ice cream and cake, coffee and Swiss 
cakes, for which Miss Berger is fa­
mous, were served to a goodly num­
ber. A special guest was the paslo*-.
Rev. Inor Partington bad a very 
busy day February 22. Besides the 
regular services of the two churches 
he conducted two funeral services.
Dr. L. G. Tewksbury of Stonington 
has b night tiie Gross block and will 
have it put in order for moving pic­
tures and dance hall. Dr Tewksbury 
nt present is using tlie town hall for 
the "movie shows" and frequent 
dances.
Tiie S^unset "Woofers" are on tiie 
warpath. More reports from them 
next week.
’STOMACH MISERY,
: I
GAS, INDIGESTION I♦------------ J
“Pape’s Diapepsin” Corrects | 
Sour, Upset Stomachs j
at Once
"l'a|M-’s Diapi'p9'11” 14 I'10 quickest, 
surest relief for indigestion, gases, 
flatulence, heartburn, sourness, fer­
mentation or stomach distress -caused 
by acidity. A few tablets give almost 
immediate stomach relief. Correct 
your stomach and digestion now for 
a few cents. Druggists sell millions 
of packages.
CR1EHAVEN
Miss Mabel Sidelinger. tlie school 
teacher, arrived the 20th accompan­
ied by her mother. They are occu­
pying Ihe Edith Rhodes cottage at 
Hillside Farm. School opened Feb 
23 with an enrollment of 12 pupils. 
Others will arrive next month who
Save Money
when you buy “L.F.’»”
or “L. F." ATWOOD Medicine.
F/nf, because it’i luch a big bottle (almost & 
ounces) and such a small dose (usually a tea­
spoonful) of the concentrated extract of the best 
and purest medicines and the price ts only
50 cents.
Next, because when you use it, you ward off 
sickness in the form of headaches, biliousness, 
nausea or constipation, and are able to attend to 
your work regularly, without losing your pay.
Finally^ when you are feeling fine as a result of 
the “L.F.” treatment, with better digestion, 
you do more, do it quicker, better, and easier, 
and with that feeling of satisfaction which Money 
can not buy.
1 cent a dose
L F. Medicine Co., Portland, Me.
Several of the men who went to 
New Jersey to work on the ice, cafne 
home Tuesday.
Henry Morey of Mountainville was 
here on a business trip Wednesday.
Garfield Billings and Lina Biyter 
were married Feb. 15 and have gone 
to housekeeping in M\v. Chester 
Brown’s house on Main street.
The remains of Frederick P. Eaton, 
a lifelong resident of this place who 
died in New London at the home of 
his son, Capt. C. P- Eaton, Feb. 16. 
were brought home Saturday Fun­
eral services " ere held ’in the Con­
gregational church Sunday afternoon. 
Rev. Mr. Hartington of Deer Isle 
spoke words of comfort to the be­
reaved family. He leaves to mourn 
their loss a widow, two sons and 
four daughters: Capt. C. I*. Eaton of 
New London, Capt. W. P. Eaton of 
Swan’s Island, .Mrs. Clarence Gray. 
Mrs. Samuel Gray, Mrs. John Weldh 
and Mrs. Maynard Gray, all of Rock­
land. Interment was in the home lot 
in Howard’s Hill cemetery.
Thomas Powers of Sunset called I 
on friends here Sunday.
"Elder Rich of Stonington is having 
a scries of meetings in the L. D S. 
chapel this week.
Mrs. Annie Eaton who has been 
spending tbe winter at her sister’s at 
Deer Isle, was the guest of relatives 
and friends the past week.
James Morey of. Mountuinville was 
the weekend guest of Miss Augustine 
Billings.
Mr. Baker and architect of Phila­
delphia were here Monday to look at 
the yacht he is having built by Janies 1 
and Herbert Black.
There will be a sociable at "the 
schoolhouse Friday night given by 
the Ladies Circle. Ice eream and 
home made can ales will be on sale. .
Mrs. D. T. Rivers last Saturday even­
ing.
Mr. and Mrs. B. B. Robinson visit­
ed in Rockland a few days recently.
Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Miller were 
guests of their daughter, Mrs. Eddie 
Johnson recently.
Lestyn Thompson of Friendship, 
was in town Saturday to see his
i,s grandfather. Hiram I’lmer.
Mrs Hattie Ames is at home.
Mrs. Katie Olsen is improving. 
She received several cards from 
friends on her birthday which gave 
her much pleasure to learn of their 
kind wishes for the return of her 
health.
Granville Osier has been awarded 
the contract for carrying the mail 
from Pleasant Point to South Cush­
ing. beginning in July for the next 
four years and L. S. Miller has been
of Rockland and made Vinalhaven 
his home for many yeans and where 
he leaves many friends and relatives 
to mqurn his loss. In younger days 
his musical talent proved of much 
assistance in the social circles and as 
i a minstrel man he was both humor- 
i ous and original. He was a member 
I of Moses Webster Lodge. F. & A.
M.. also of Atlantic Royal Arch 
j Chapter and De Valois Commandery 
i K. of T. Besides his wife he is sur- 
! vived by one daughter Georgia of 
I Reading. Mas-s. and one son Willis of 
Vinalhaven. One brother Charles of 
Norridgewock, also two grand child­
ren, Dorothy of Reading. Mass, and 
Arlina Kossuth of this town. The
toasts, which proved most amusing 
were wrapped in red, white and blue 
packages ornamented with tiny flags. 
The following menu was served: — 
Turkey soup, olives, radishes, baked 
haddock egg sauce, steak French fried 
potatoes, peas, asparagus salad, rolls, 
fruit jello with whipped cream, 
Washington pie, coffee. After tbe 
ban<iuet tbe club adjourned to the 
home of Mrs. H. H. Kuhn where an 
evening at cards was enjoyed. Mrs 
Kulm captured first prize and Mrs. 
A. E. Boggs second. The meet in; 
of tliis week will be held with Mrs 
W. G Labe.
The local picture fans are enjoying 
to the utmost the showing of the sec-
body was brought to Rockland and ond group of the Famous Forty Par- 
services held at the Burpee parlors, amount pictures Tonight comes
Monday at 12 o’clock. Tlie remains
awarded the contract for carrying the | were placed in the receiving tomb, 
mail from .Friendship to Thomaston Mr. and Mrs. Willis Kossuth and
for the same period of time.
GEORGE F. WILLETT
dauR'liter Arlina left on Monday 
morning's boat to attend the serv­
ices.
TENANT’S HARBOR
Capt. and Mrs. Orris Holbrook en­
tertained the following guests Wed­
nesday evening: Mr. and Mrs. Or- ' 
mand Hooper of Portland, Mr. an l 
Mrs. Fred Hooper, Mr. and ^!rs. 
j Charles Taylor and Clarence Dwyer. 
A pleasant evening was enjoyed and 
refreshments were passed.
John Wood and family spent Sun­
day at Long Cove guests of his fath­
er. George Wood-
.A community sing will be held in 
tlie church vestry Wednesday even­
ing at 8.1f».
Mrs. Allen Gonary is a guest of 
Mrs. Edgar Barter of Rockland.
Mrs. Ernest Rawley and Mrs. 
Charles Leach have been attending 
Community Fair in Rockland.
Mrs. Amelia Taylor is having re­
pair work done on the interior of her 
house.
Wallace McLaughlin has been 
home on a five days’ visit with his 
family. He returned to White Head 
Saturday.
Frank Brown has employment at 
Willardham.
Sewell Wagel made a business trip 
to Rockland Saturday.
•'Forty Winks" with Viola Dana 
Theodore Roberts anil Raymond 
Griffith. This Is a comedy-drama 
with every laugh punctuated with 
thrill. There is also a delightful el­
ement of mystery to hold the atten­
tion of the audience. Raymond Grif­
fith plays the part of laird Cliumley. 
an Englishinan, who is humorous to 
everyone except himself. Theodose 
Roberts has the role of nn old sea 
i dog. Anna Wong will be seen as till 
Oriental adventuress.
PLEASANT POINT
February was fivery kind on the 
whole, giving us spring weather, but 
it give everybody quite a shock Sat­
urday evening by an earthquake 
which caused the dishes to rattle 
Some thought their chimneys were 
on tlie and rushed out of their homes 
to hear the heavy rumbling, while 
others thought there must be a heavy 
auto truck driving in their yard.
The ice left the harbor Feb 23. Last 
year it was March 13.’
A, party from Thomaston spent 
Sunday on Gay's Island.
Charles Stone of Port Clyde visited 
at F A. Flinton’s Saturday.
Mrs. Katie Moore quietly observed 
her 85th birthday at her home Feb. 
20. She was well remembered with 
gifts of candy, three birthday cakes 
from her three daughters, and many 
cauls from friends. Mrs. Moore is 
enjoying good health and enjoys get­
ting the mail every day anil reading 
the papers. She eays she could not 
“Oh. John. Just look at these Vege- get along without The Courier-Ga-
“I don't see.” said Mr. ClatlYy. as 
he sat in the stern of the vessel, 
"how the captain can find his way 
across the ocean. If we were going 
the other way, now. all he would 
have to do would be to follow that 
white streak behind her. but In front 
there’s nothing to point the way."— 
Everybody's Magazine.
George F. Willett of Boston was 
awarded a $10,534,000 verdict in his 
$15,000,000 suit against a group of 
Boston and New York bankers. Suit 
was brought for sums lost through' 
alleged conspiracy in which he 
claims he was deprived of control 
of certain leather companies.
tables—aren't they nice and fresh ! 
exclaimed the wife cf a man who 
stopped his car in front of a farm­
ers' roadside stand. Then to the boy 
selling the stuff:
"How fresh everything you have 
Is. sonny !
zette as it is like getting a letter 
from home.
The Pleasant Point Improvement 
Society is to serve another of their 
famous baked bean suppers In the 
schoolhouse next Friday evening. 
Supper will be served at 6.30 and
"Yes. ma'am. Ye see. Pop brings afterward there will be a colored min- 
it from the city market ev'ry morn- strel show by home talent, which 
In regular. promises to he a good one.
Making Fine Distinctions
“A woman does not mind being 
called a kitten, but hates to he 
named a cat. A man, on the con­
trary, Is flattered at being thought 
a dog, but resents being referred 
to as a puppy.”
“When a man describes a wom­
an as a 'sympathetic soul,’ you 
know that she has placed herself 
like a silent and succulent sponge 
full in the flow of hls eloquence for 
a considerable number of hours, 
while he declaimed to her hls 'con­
quests, glories, triumphs, spoils,’ In 
an uninterrupted monologue of com­
placency.”—"Mere Man,” by Honor 
Bright.
Up Against It
“You've heard of a person being 
tn a quandary, haven’t' you?” Pe­
terson asked.
"Sure,” replied Brown. “Why?"
“Well, I Just had a letter from 
an old friend, and he's In one. He's 
been In rather bad health for some 
time, so the other day he went tn 
fee a doctor, and the doctor ad­
vised him to take two or three 
months’ complete rest. That’s 
where the quandary comes In. He's 
been working for the government 
for fifteen years, and doesn’t know 
where to look for a more com­
plete rest.”
Settled Manhattan Island
In the first ship sent to the pres­
ent territory of the United States 
by the Dutch West Indies company, 
the New Netherlands, which landed 
In the Hudson river In 1623, Wal­
loons, led by Jesse de Forest, were 
passengers. The eight families 
left on Manhattan, which wus 
named ‘‘New Avesnes." constituted 
the first settlement of that now fa­
mous and valuable Island and the 
first homemakers, In fact, in the 
Middle Atlantic states.
Not Holding Out
Father—Work never killed any­
one, ye lazy young lout! Take your 
grandfather for example 1
Son—Aye! Bui Il's beginning to 
tell on him 1
< TO RELIEVE
BRONchiaiCOID
,KtnntiiiuiitRBnin*nfM
SHIP YOUR APPLES TO
^&cf/nusc ern {/>C t Fffte
Where 
the trade 
APPLES
finds
We also sell other produce which you raise, such 
as Cucumbers, Peas, Berries, Turnips 
Best Prices Quick Returns
KINGMAN and 
—HEARTY’
INC.
20 No. Side 
Faneuil Hall Market
BOSTON
MASS.
T-36-lf
BDiBtlEIEL ffiUKiijia .DiZjji1
STOP LOOK LISTEN
PREVENT BEING
KILLED
BY ONCOMING TRAIN
14-25
SK I-- H. 1.............. ............... ........  h.l.1...........
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THOMASTON
iMr. Gleason desires The Courier- 
Gazette to announce that the J. Ft. 
Pearson Company is planning to put 
both the pant and the coat depart­
ments into active operation, starting 
Monday, March 9. This will be wel­
come news to the operatives, most 
of whom have felt a natural anxiety 
following the fire with respect to re­
sumption of work. It is being 
brought about with much greater 
rapidity than the severity of the tire 
naturally promised, which is a source 
of gratification, not only to the pro­
prietors and their large group of em­
ployes, but to the entire community 
which holds the industry in high re­
gard.
, , • a
The Beta Alpha Society cordially 
invites the citizens to a dish or spoon 
shower for the Parent-Teacher Asso­
ciation to he held (n the Andrews 
gymnasium tonight at 7.30 o'clock. 
Refreshments will be served. The 
association hopes to accumulate 
enough dishes in time so that it will 
no longer lie obliged to encroach 
upon the kindness of the churches 
and lodges who have been more than 
generous.
In the high wind Friday night a 
large tree on Main street outside of 
the iron fence surrounding the prison 
lot was blown down. It was badly 
decayed inside.
Mrs. J. Raltenbury of New York 
is in the home of her Stster Mrs. 
Enoch Clark for an indefinite stay.
Alfred M. Strout was home from 
Bowdoin College over Sunday.
The W. C. T. U. will meet with Mrs. 
Lydia Newhert Friday at 2.30 o'clock.
The Mission Circle of the Baptist 
church will meet with Mrs. Mary 
Waldo today at 2 p. m.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred L. Burns and 
daughter Gertrude spent Sunday with 
Mrs. Annie A. Robbins Beechwood 
street. Miss Gertrude will remain for 
a short visit, then return to Waldo­
boro.
A. W. Hatch left Monday morning 
with his model of the ship Frederick 
Billings which he will deliver at John 
Alden's, yacht designer, office, 14.7 
State street, Boston. Later it will 
he forwarded to the purchaser, Capt. 
S. C. Loveland. Philadelphia.
• • • •
One often hears the remark that 
Thomastons’ smartest boys and young 
men go elsewhere in order to make 
good in the world’s work. There is 
at least one who is remaining at 
home anti making his mark- for 
ability to do things. Earl F. Wood­
cock, manager of the A. & P. Store, 
has lteen awarded two first prizes 
of $50 each for the largest increase 
in sales for the December-January 
period. What this means will be 
appreciated when it is known that 
one district is known as the Boston 
district and the other as the Bangor 
district, which includes the whole 
State of Maine. Congratulations,
Thomaston was in the line of cities 
and towns which felt the earthquake 
■bock Saturday evening about 9.20. 
Several houses trembled and dishes 
rattled. Roland Hahn was listening 
in on the radio and states that the 
radio and Hoof seemed to rise and 
full. -
The church choir will have charge 
of the meeting at the Baptist church 
Thursday evening.
The Ladies' Circle of the Congre­
gational church will meet this Tues­
day afternoon. Supper will be served 
gi the usual hour.
The Ladies' Circle of the Baptist 
church will meet Wednesday after­
noon. Supper will be served to the 
members and friends of the circle at 
C o’clock.
William Colley is much better. Ho­
is able to sit up most of the time.
Mrs. Holils Gilchrest and daughter 
Katherine have_ returned from Au­
gusta. While there they attended the 
Governor's ball.
Hon. Hollis Gilchrest. who has been 
at home a few (lays, returned to Au­
gusta this morning.
A remonstrance against paying 
wages to the prisoners is being gen­
erally signed by the citizens.
Mrs. Barbara Oliver was given a 
surprise party by members 
family Saturday in honor 
birthday. The party was
her home on Beechwoods street. A 
birthday cake was the chief attrac­
tion of the lunch. Ethel and Barbara 
Oliver of Camden and Charles Perry 
of lto'-kand, grandchildren, enter­
tained with songs and <Ki«n.
It is reported that Dr. O. F. Cush­
ing of Boston is to return to Thom­
aston to live.
The second talk on the great poets 
by Rev. J. W. Strout will be given in 
the Congregational church March 9. 
at 7.30 o'clock. Subject, "Robert 
Browning, the Prophet of the Soul." 
Those caring to hear the talk may 
find it helpful to read the following 
poems: Porphyria's Lover, Chris- 
itina; Evelyn Hope; Meeting at Night: 
Parting at Morning; The Last Ride 
Together; The Lost Mistress; Love 
Among the Ruins; Confessions; Count 
Gism-ond; An Epistle: Cleon; Chiide 
Roland; Rathhi Ben Ezra: Prnspica; 
Epilogue. These lectures are free.
THE KING OF ACTION DRAMA
In a Story of Laughs and Thrills in the .Under­
world and the West 
Comedy
OUR GANG in “SATURDAY MORNING”
TOWN HALL, UNION, THURS., MARCH 5 
WATTS HALL, THOMASTON, FRI., MAR. 6 
GLOVER HALL, WARREN, SAT., MARCH 7
NEXT WEEK
DOUGLAS McLEAN in “YANKEE COUNSEL”
AT THE STATE CAPITOL
Matters of Interest To Knox and Lincoln Counties—Import­
ant Hearing Scheduled This Week.
f^et in two weeks. She succeeds in 
frustrating an important plan of 
Chad’s and he fares forth to Edge- 
. . I T 1 1 T’ wood t" "u‘r PK n,<k" •< Ul»-
Voters Unable lo 1 ransact female meddler. Their meeting and
All of the Business In a “.‘"X furn,*h ^“s and tin ills in athundanee. Climaxes are 
strong, with an occasional hint of 
pathos. Chad and June are splendid 
leads. Hearty old Sain Warren; 16 
year old impish Susie; blunt, saucy 
Sadie; easy going Ram; good na­
tiired up-to-the-minute, Mrs. Burton, 
apologetic lawyer Bunker; shrewd 
Dexter and the smthhish Vivian art* 
all roles of first magnitude.
Harry McDonald is confined to 
his home by illness.
1). A. Whitmore who has received 
a contract for a 28 foot launch for 
Owl’s Head parties, has rented Leslie 
Dean’s building to use as a boat 
shop. Mr. Whitmore and W. E. Moon 
were in Rockland Saturday to get the 
12 h. p. engine which will be in­
stalled in the new launch. He has 
recently completed a 14 foot double- 
ender.
News has been received of the deMth 
of William T. Brastow which oc­
curred Feb. 28 at a hospital in Pitts­
burg, l’a.. and the announcement 
brought sadness to many in his na­
tive town. He was the son of the 
late Rev. Thomas E. and Sarah C. 
Brastow of Rockport, fie was gradu­
ated from the Rockport High School 
class of 1S92, and was a man of 
ability and made friends wherever he 
went. After a special training he 
located in Ambridge, Pa., where for 
many years he held a responsible 
position. Later he engaged in the real 
estate business in the same city. His 
wife who was formerly Caroline Pi­
per. daughter of ihe late Dr and 
Martha Eaton Piper of Rockport, and 
two sons survive him. He was 51 
years of age.
Jack Hoyt has opened a ktore in 
Luther McLaughlin's building and is 
selling pastry, milk and eggs and is 
serving coffee with lunches and later 
will add ice cream.
Walter Whittier is ill with ton- 
silitis.
WARREN
Single Day.
The three-cornered contest for 
road commissioner absorbed so much 
time yesterday that it was necessary 
to adjourn town meeting two weeks 
for the completion of the business. 
The voters will reconvene March 16 
at 10 a. m.
The road commissioner candidates 
were J. S3. McDonald, Republican; A 
J. Rines. Republican running inde­
pendently; and Leon Wotton, Dem­
ocrat. McDonald led on the third 
ballot. The selectmen were instruct­
ed to select a commissioner.
Town officials elected yesterday 
were:
Moderator—C. B. Hall, R.
Town Clerk—G. D. Could, R.
Selectmen—A. M. Hilt. Ft.. C. C. 
Starrett. D., E. C. Peabody, D.
.Assessors—Ralph E. Starrett,
J. T. Robinson. R.. C. B. Hall. R.
Treasurer—,N. B. Eastman, R.
School Committee— Mrs. Ellen 
Wentworth, R.
Fish Agent—-C. B. Hall, R.
Charles L. French was lowest bid­
der for the collection of taxes, the job 
being knocked down at 8 mills.
There was a very close contest for 
third selectman, Mr. Peabody defeat­
ing S. V. Weaver by a vote of 103 to 
100.
Up to time of adjournment these 
appropriations had been made: Roads 
and bridges, $**340; schools, $11,400; 
miscellaneous. $9,685; total, $30,625.
R ,
<
ST. GEORGE
of her 
of her 
held at
Close Contest For First Se­
lectman At Yesterday’s 
Town Meeting.
The voters of St. George turned out 
in force at the annual town meeting 
yesterday, one of the loadstones be­
ing the contest for first selectman. 
Fred H. Smalley was the winner, 
having six more votes than his op­
ponent, Eugene Smith. Leroy Jack- 
son and Rodney Kinney were elected 
second and third selectmen, respec­
tively.
O-ther town officers chosen were;
Town Clerk—C. E. Wheeler.
Road Commissioner—Albert J.
Rawley.
School Board—Mrs. Samuel Arch­
er for three years; Mrs. Myrtle Win- 
chenbach for one year.
Tax Colector and Treasurer—J. T. 
Simmons.
The appropriations included the fol­
lowing: Schools, schoolhouse repairs 
and transportation. $11,300; support 
of poor. $1500; miscellaneous bills and
officers' salaries, $2500; 
bonds and bridges, $9399.
J. M. Baehelder acted as
roads,
WARREN
An a 11-day Farm Bureau meeting 
is called for Thursday and will be 
held at the home of Mrs. Henry V. 
Starrett. A picnic dinner will be 
served.
John Sidensparker, proprietor of 
Central Garage, attended the auto 
show’ in Portland Wednesday.
The topic “Keeping Step” will be 
discussed at the Wednesday evening 
meeting at the Baptist church.
Warren Lodge, I. O. O. F., was en­
tertained by the pamden Lodge Sat­
urday evening where they exempli­
fied the third degree.
Look in the Corner Drug Store 
window and see some of the 157 va 
rieties of St. Clair & Allen’s Maine- 
made Candy. For sale everywhere. 
—adv. 27-29
Ellston Luce Is prepared to do all 
kinds of electrical work, prompt 
service and prices right.—adv 18-tf
WIRELESS SUPPLIES
W. P. STRONG
WATCHMAKER AND JEWELER 
WALL PAPER
ELECTRIC LAMPS AND 
SUPPLIES
THOMASTON. MAINE
TuAS-tf
ROCKPORT
Mrs. H. Ileistad returned Saturday 
from New York where she has been 
spending two months with‘relatives 
and friends.
1). A Whitmore spent Sunday in 
Owl’s Head.
Tne Twentieth Century Club will 
be entertained Friday afternoon at 
the home of Mrs. Nancy J. Tribou.
Leonard Ames spent the weekend 
in North Haven.
Mrs. Fred J. Parsons was in Au­
gusta last week and attended the 
Governor’s reception and ball.
The Nitsumsosum Club was de­
lightfully entertained Monday even­
ing at the home of Mrs Nlina Carroll. 
Refreshments were served.
Miss Avis Cox was the soloist at 
the Methodist church Sunday morn­
ing.
Mrs. D. A. Whitmore received the 
sad news Sunday of the death of 
her brother, Lyford 11. Young, of 
Owl’s Head, which occurred Saturday 
night.
Miss Rose Pillsbury, French teach­
er at Camden, was a visitor at the 
Rockport High School last week.
The private dancing party which 
was to have been held Thursday of 
this week at the new Town hall has 
been postponed until next week on 
account of the play which is to be 
given in Camden that evening. The 
exact date will be announced later.
Charles A. Cavanaugh is a candi 
date for tax collector.
“Cheer 1'p Chad.” a comedy drami 
in three acts will be presented at 
Union hall on April 3. A play brim- 
lull of laughs and teeming with a 
tion. June Crawford, one time most 
popular girl of the Edgewood country 
side, does not approve of her em­
ployer. Chad Barnett. Chad, how­
ever. does not even know that she 
exists. Aroused to action by tjpe in­
sult of a former rival. June defiant­
ly states she will have Chad at her
August^, Me., MaTch 2—All eaVs 
nnd eyes were focused on the Crus­
tacea when the proposed Lamson 
bill, for a 9-inch lobster in York and 
Cumberland counties, had Its hear­
ing before the sea and shore fisher- i 
ies committee. Thursday afternoon.
It was a rase of East vwsua West 
coasts. Thousands of East shore 
fishermen voiced their disapproval by 
remonstrances filed. There seemed 
to be a doubt in the minds, of those 
opposing the bill, that Yorit lobster 
fishermen really went into ihe busi­
ness for the money in it. E. S. Loud 
of Vinalhaven. one of the spokesmen 
of the East shore opposers voiced 
that opinion when the 9-inch lobster 
bill hearing and the hearing to re­
duce the Sea and Shore Fisheries 
commission from three members to 
one were held.
The men from the East coast ap 
pea red in opposition to both bills and 
the outcome of the hearing is that 
eight members of the committee will 
sign a majority report, *‘ought not 
to pass” on both bills. *
“You York County fishermen don’t 
really go fishing for lobsters,’’ said 
Mr. Loud jn a little clash with Ed­
win B. Studley of Wells Beach, cham­
pion of the 9-inch lobster law. “You 
are just summer towboat fishermen.'' 
And then, charges of Mr. Studley. 
that no seed lobsters were libera ted 
in York waters, brought a response 
from Director Horatio D. Crie of the 
Sea and Shore Fisheries Commission 
that York county fishermen in the 
past had stripped the seed lobsters 
caught aiffl sold them. .
Councilor Robert J. Peacock of i
Jefferson nnd Windsor, had a hear­
ing last week. Everett Stone of Au­
gusta appeared for the act. He stat­
ed he owns a cottage there and the , 
lake is about fished to death through 
the winter months. There was on 
opposition to the measure.
• * » »
An Act authorizing the Clerk of 
Courts of Uncoln county to act as 
Clerk of Lincoln Municipal Court, 
had had its first reading. The re­
solve reads: “The clerk of courts of 
the county of Lincoln shall act as 
clerk of Lincoln municipal court a up 
shaD have authority to sig^ writs 
and execution issuing from said court 
and shall keep and have charge of 
all records of said court and make 
and attest copies of all records and 
documents filed in said court, when 
such copies are required.”
• » » »
The act to renew the charter of the 
R. and T. Cement Railroad has been 
introduced by Thompson Rock­
land: The charter of the R. and T. 
Cement Railroad as granted by chap­
ter 190 of the private and special 
lqws of 1909 and heretofore renewed 
is hereby renewed and extended for 
a period of two vears. The accep­
tance of said charter and organiza­
tion under the same heretofore made, 
are hereby approved. All proceed­
ings heretofore legally fallen as pro­
vided in said charter or in conformi­
ty with the statutes of this state are 
hereby ratified and confirmed and th? 
validity of the same likewise re­
newed and extended.
• ♦ • • \
Lubec conducted the opposition to 1 Thursday afternoon the/committee 
both bills. He insisted that if a 9- on appropriations and financial af- 
Inch law was made to apply to the fairs will hold a hearing on a resolve 
whole State, the entire lobster indus- in favor of the Knox Academy of 
try would be ui|»ed out in three Art* and Sciences at Warren, two 
years ! other resolves and an act relating to
Mr, Studley. speaking for the pro- i provision for upkeep, equipment and 
ponents of the 9-inch lobster bill said extensions for the several normal
, be given and prizes awarded to ama­
teur bftxers. The prizes must be med- 
lals*. watches, or merchandise and not 
I cash.
• • • *
There is also a provision to change 
the weight differences between box­
ers which now obtains in the State 
boxing law. No boxers differing 
more than five pounds in weight may 
compete, according to the present act. 
This is said to be a ridiculous clause, 
directly contrary to all international 
boxing codes, in which greater lee­
way in weight is allowed between 
boxers of the heavier divisions than 
those in the lightweights.
One of the most important of the 
hearings of the week is that assigned 
for Tuesday, before the taxation com­
mittee upon the act changing the tax 
upon the Street Railroad Corporations 
so that the maximum rate shall be 
3 per cent on gross average receipts/ 
instead of 4 per cent as at present.
The proposal for a tax of one and 
one-qmuter mills annually for the 
support of the Unive sity of Maine 
will be considered next Wednesday 
Iiefore the committee on edqcation. 
Thursday ti.at committee will con­
sider the hill requiring the teaching 
of the Constitution of the United 
States in public and private schools, 
and the act increasing Teachers’ 
Pensions from $200 to $250.
Selection by the special committee 
of the Legislature and E^cutlve 
Council of a site among those recom­
mended by J. A. Waddell of New 
York, the engineer, who has made 
surveys of seven% different locations 
for the Kennebec bridge at Bath will 
probably .be made this week and 
agreed upon by the bridge propon­
ents. With that selection is also like­
ly to come a decision from the Maine 
Central Railroad as to exactly what 
they will do in connection with the 
project.
WANTED-SALESMEN
—TO SELL— /
FLORIDA REAL ESTATE
MAINE-FLORIDA REALTY CO.
16 SCHOOL STREET ROCKLAND. ME.
Tel. 470. Room 5. Houre 10 to 12; 1 to 3
26-tf
FOR SALE
K
Sold Before April 
First.
Lot in Rockland 
ter Main and Winter 
Streets, 45x106 
ADDRESS:
n ELM ST., THOMASTON. ME.
In Everybody’s Column
Advertisements In this column not to ex­
ceed three lines in Her ted once fur 25 cents, 
3 times for 50 cents. Additional lines 5 
cents each for one time, 10 cents for three 
times. Six words liiakl- a line.
Lost and Found
NOTICE Is hereby given nf the low of de- 
podt hook numbered 39131 and the Owner of 
said hook asks for duplicate in accordance 
with the provision of the State Law. RUCK-I 
LAND SAVINGS RANK, by A. R Biacklng » 
ton. Assistant Treasurer. Rockland, Me» 
Mar 3. 1'25. 27*T-35/
Miscellaneous
NOTICE—I forbid all i**rsons trusting my 
wife. Lima E Barter, after this date. EARL 
BAXTER. March 2. 1925, 27*lt
MAMMOTH HYACINTHSr-In blooru 35c 
Gladioli bulbs, mixed colors. 50c. 
C. M THOMAS, Maverick S«i Tel 
235-M._________________________ 27-20
’ I KK REPAIRING CARS at 17 I’aciflc St..
city, or at your own garage. LOREN YOUNG 
Rockland. Maine. 27*:«
•WET AMO ORY WASHINGS—Done in first 
class manner Called for and delivered 
ALFRED CHURCH Tel 273 1 27-32
NOTICE Is hereby given that the owner of 
DeiHi.lt Book No 4H3 tamed bv tbe Rock­
land Loan and Building Association has no­
tified the Association of the lots of said 
Deposit Book and that she desires a dupli­
cate Issued ROCKLAND LOAN AND 
BFl/LDtNG ASS(M I AT1ON by H O. Gurch. 
Sccntary, Rockland, Maine. February 2 
192’ 27 T-33
Wanted
WANTED—T< nemeiit of 4 or 5 rooms witli 
bath, centrally located. TEL. 1028 M.
27-211
he represented 134 members of the 
York County Fishermen’s association, 
who favored the passage of the bill 
and added that many independent 
fishermen were in favor.
The majority report, “ought not to 
pass” on the two bills will be signed 
by Senators Casewf Washington. 
Clark of Hancock and Walker of 
Knox and Representatives Sargent of 
Sedgwick. Roman of Vinalhaven 
Mills of St. Albans, Forhan of Can­
ton and Moore of Gouldsboro. The 
signers of the minority will be Rep­
resentatives laimson of South Port­
land and Littlefield of Kennebunk.
The 9-inch lobster act, which w’as
schools
school
and Madawaska Training.
Two measures relating to the re­
moval of snow by the State Highway 
Commission wer? introduced by Bar- 
w is<e of Penobscot.
A resolve prowling for .-now re­
moval investigation authorizes and 
directs the State Highway Commis­
sion to investigate the question of 
snow removal on State and State 
aid highways, with the object of as­
certaining the cost of such work. 
The resolve carries an appropriation 
of 330.000.
An Act authorizes the State High-brought before the committee on Se:
and Shore fisheries’ Thursday after- wa>’ Commission in Its discretion.
LEGISLATIVE NOTICES
BUILDINGS BUILT, altereo or repaired. 
Painting and paper hanging, ceilings whitened 
Tel. 53S 3. L. C. HELDS. 19 McLOUD ST 
24-tf
WANTED—Girl for general housework in 
family of three No washing or ironing 
Apply to MliS. ERNEST U. DAVIS nt Ful­
ler- Uobb-Da vis 26-tf
WANTED—The Fuller Brush Company has 
an ojiportunity for one married -nun ’ Must1 
be chan. neat, and willing to work. Must 
leave city. Opportunity and salary defend 
on you Address F . care The Courier-Gu 
zette. 20 27
PALMER ENGtNEB—The most reliable 
engine for the fisherman Prices greatly re­
duced Large stock, Immediate delivery. 
Place order early. Catalogue free Palmer 
Bros, Portland. Me., or GEORflE W. HI. 
WELL. Vinalhaven, Me. 21 32
APPROPRIATIONS ANO FINANCIAL 
AFFAIRS
Tiie coiiuuiuee on Appropriations and Fi­
nancial Affairs will give a public hearing in 
its rooms at the State House, in Augusta, m
THURSDAY. March 5 at 2 o’clock, p. iu. 
on the following:
H P. 14 Resolve In favor of Knox Acad­
emy of Arts and Sciences. 26-27
O&LAN0O E. FROST. Secretary
LEGAL AFFAIRS
The ConunlUee on Legal Affairs will give a 
public hearing in its roofMk at the State 
House In Augusta, on
WEDNESDAY. March 4. 1925. 2 p. m . on 
the full,>wing ;
H. P. 497. H D. 102. An Act relating to 
distribution of personal estate
H. P. 498 H. D 100 An Act relating to 
burying grounds.
11. P 499. H D. 96 An Art relating to 
meet bigs of municipal officers to accept
legac ies and gifts.
On THURSDAY. March 5. 1925, 2 p. m 
(»n the following:
S P. 114 S D 48 An Art to Amend Sec­
tion 31 of (Tiapter 7 of the Revised Statutes 
of 1916, relating to elections and permitting 
the use of ballot boxes with devices for reg­
istering and endorsing ballotts deposited 
therein. 25-27 !
J BLAINE MORRISON. Sec.
JUDICIARY
The Committee on Judiciary will give a 
public hearing in its rootna at the State 
House. In Augusta, on
WEDNESDAY, March 4. 1925, 2 p m. 
on the following:
S. I). No. 9o An Act reguUting the mov­
ing of household goods, chattels and per­
sonal effects of residents of the State of 
Maine
S. D No. 88 An Act to amend Section 
thirteen of Chapter one hundred and thirty- 
two of the Revised Statutes, relating to pri­
vate detectives.
H I). No. 151 An Art relating to the prop­
erty of extinct or disbanded Congregational 
churches, parishes or societies.
S. P No. 228 An Art Providing for clerk 
hire for Justices of Supreme Judicial Court.
H I) No. 183 An Act increasing the jur­
isdiction of constables In cities of over 
thirty-five thousand inhabitants
S. 1). Nd. 112 An Act providing for an 
additional justice of the Superior Court for 
the County of ('unuherland.
H D. No. 181 An Art relative tb motor 
vehicles neutral zone and to revise and 
amend sections seventy-five and thirty-four 
i»f Chapter two hundred and eleven of the 
public laws of nineteen hundred and twenty- 
one
U. D. No. 170 An Act relating to muni 
cipal and police courts and providing that 
judges sliall not be of counsel
H. I) No. 194 An Art relating to col­
lection of taxes by legal process.
S. D. No 107 Resolve In favor of the ap­
pointment of six commissioners by the Gov­
ernor and Council to revise all laws relating 
to motor vehicles.
S D. No. 87 An Art relating to Portland
University.
H I) No. 18" An Act relating to a lien 
for repair and storage of vehicles 25-27
THURSDAY. MARCH 5, 1925, 2 p. ra on
the following :
S I). No. 98 An Art to amend Bert lon 
thirty-four of Chapter two hundred and elev­
en of the public laws of nineteen hundred 
and twenty-one, relating to non-reaident mo­
tor vehicles 26-27
FRIDAY. February 6, 1925, 2 pm. on the 
following:
II. I). No. 150 An Art relating to linfita 
lions of right to enter on or take land
8 P. No. 114 Resolve, proposing ai 
amendment to the Constitution, providing 
authnritv to ihe Legislature to require com 
pulsory voting
H. D. No 211 An Art In relation to itin 
eraat \.-ndors. 2<;-28
FRKDERK K W. HINCKLKY. Chairman 
HERBERT E. UDLMES, Secretary
WANTED—To rent with privilege of buy­
ing. six o- eight room house X. Y Z , 
The Courier-Gazette. 25*2LET ME RUOTE PRICES TO YOU on Dia­
mond Tires and Tubes, Weed Chains and 
Spark Plug»; also five used cars from $85 
up o $300. JOSEPH E CLOUGH. 174
Pleasant St., Rockland. Salesman for Knox 
Motor Sales. C. 14 tf
RADIO BATTERIES—FOR $1.25 we will 
E>lek up your battery, leave a loan and de­
liver yours beck to you fully charged 
HOV8E SHERMAN, INC, Rockland. Tel.
721-M Elide Service Station. 12-tf
MACHINE HEMSTITCHING, picot edge 
covered buttons, plaiting. PHYLLIS TOL­
MAN MORSE. >59 Main St. Tel. 80 M
1-tf
TRUCKING, MOVING ANO ERRANDS
done promptly. Go anywhere. C. 0 BAB 
ADEN Tel. 13S M or 829 J 1-L»
LADIES—Reliable ewe* of hair gooda at 
tbe Rockland Heir 8tore. SYS Main St Mall 
ordera aollclted. BELEN C. RB0DE8
Idf
SNOWMAN, TEL. S72-R does all kinds of 
Trucking and Moving ll*tf
To Let
TO LET—Two furnished rooms for light 
housekeeping; suitable for two. ('all or in- 
qirt-e after tf p. ru. 14 BROAD STREET. Tel. 
9O7M. 27*29
TO LET—Upper tenement of five rooms an J 
attic. Nice and sunny, with electric lights 
Mid, flush toilets High elevation and first 
clafe neighbors W A CLEVELAND, 33 Pa­
cific street. Rockland. 27-lt
TO LET—7-room tenement, 37Vj Limerock 
street, for rent April 1. Bath and lights 
Apply MBS. OOPIING, 3.9 Ltattrork St.
♦ 27-29
TO LET—Small tenement on Union street. 
Inquire of >MtS. C. F SIMMONS. 21 Middle 
St. 6-tf
TO LET—5 rooms and bath apartment, 
steam heat and all modern. Tel. 760 after 
6 p. m. » 26*28
TO LET—Furnished room. 10 PLEAS­
ANT STREKET. 26*31
TO LET—Furnished front room, ail mod­
ern conveniences at 39 GROVE STREET 
Tel. 182-3. 25-30
TO LET—Two modern flats. M. BLAKE 
WALL PAPER STORE. Tel. 466M. 25-27
TO LET—Store now occupied by Edward 
O’B. Gonla Will be vacated about April 
1st. Apply to MRS. B. B SMITH, at the 
C. E Bicknell office. 20tf
WANTED—Position In store as clerk 
sales lady ( all at 9 WATER STREET or 
TEL. 1037 W ,
WANTED—Set of counter scales to weigii 
up to 50 pounds. Must he in good condi­
tions. BURPEE FURNITURE CO, Rock­
land 22tf 1
WANTED—Row boat or yacht tender 9 t 
12 feet Must be first ehuui condition and 
rtieap. JOHN O STEVENS, Burpee Furni­
ture Co., Rockland. 22*tf
WANTED—Long haired kittens. State 
age, color and sex (Jood prices. THE 
MAINE PET SHOPS. Belfast. Maine. 20-31
WANTED—Small farm, not over 15 acres, 
Rockland or Camden preferred, good soil, 
buildings in good repair, price reasonable, 
near car line. Address FARM, care Cou­
rier Gazette
For Sale
where State and State-aid high­
ways are blocked or encumbered with 
snow to cause so much of the snow 
to be removed as will render said 
highways passable and facilitate pub­
lic travel, but no town in which a 
state or state-aid highway lies shall 
be relieved from any statute obliga­
tion relating to ways blocked or en- 
i cumbered with snow. The act fur­
ther provides that statute require- 
: ments relating to the repairs of 
' streets dug into may be enforced by 
’ the commission, wherever State or 
• State-a id highways are affected.
* ♦ • •
Enthusiasm reigned supreme at 
i the Gardiner. Rockland to Lewiston 
’ road meeting, which was held last 
' week in Gardiner and which was at- 
| tended by road users all along the 
ren has introduced resolves, which 5 waY* Dion I*. Jose, Gardiner street 
have l.een referred to the Sea and i commissioner mid former employe 
Shore Fisheries committee as fol- State Highway Department
lows: Remonstrance of George C explained the project and what each 
Carr and 42 others of 'Spruce Head and town would be expected to
against the passage ot the so-called I do- President Wright of the Lewis-
noon, was introduced by Lamson of 
South Portland. The act woufd pro­
vide for a 9-inch measurement for 
York and Cumberland counties only. 
No change is made in the4 legal 
length in other counties whigh is Id 
inches. The present penajty of $1 
for each lobster caught in viola­
tion of law would be increase^ to $6.
• • • • >1
The so-called I-amson bill, regard­
ing the measurement of lohstefs, has 
stirred the Knox and Loncoln county 
fishermen to action and they are 
voicing their disapproval of the 
passage of the same through rem­
onstrances which have been tiled in 
the past week with their represen­
tative lawmakers at the 82d Legis­
lature.
Senator George W. Walker of War
CAMDEN
On Feb. 23 the Monday Club held 
its second open meetiqg of the win­
ter at the home of Mrs. p. G. Willey 
on High street. There were 26 active 
members and one honorary member 
present: also three invited guests. 
Mrs. E. A. Robbins. Mrs. L. E. 
Ward well and Mi«s Aldine Gilman. 
At 1 o'clock a charming and delicious 
luncheon >»f fruit cocktail, chicken a 
la King, potato puff, green peas, jelly, 
pickles, hot rolls, ice cream witli 
chocolate sauce, cake and coffee was 
served. After luncheon, a very pleas­
ing program was given. Mrs. R. C. 
Wentworth of Warren gave several 
readings and also sang several solos 
being accompanied on the piano by 
Miss Ruth Thomas Mrs. Wentworth 
has a charming personality and a 
sweet, clear voice. Miss Esther 
Morse played several violin selec­
tions with piano accompaniment by 
her sister. Adelia Morse. The Club 
is deeply grateful to the entertain­
ment and refreshment committees 
for the excellent program and enjoy­
able afternoon.
Mrs. Lucius Howe entertained 
three tables at auction at her home 
on Mechanic street. Saturday after­
noon in honor of Mrs. Virgie Stud­
ley, the occasion being her birthday. 
Prizes were won by Mrs. Fred 
Achorn and Mrs. John Beaton of 
Rockland and Mrs. F. H. Wilbur of 
Camden. Delicious refreshments 
were served.
Fred Irish returned Saturday to 
Waltham to resume his position 'in 
the Waltham watch factory.
Mrs. William G. Williams left Fri­
day for Boston .to join Miss Winni- 
fred Williams. They will visit 
friends in New Haven, Conn.
Miss Gu&tie L. Nealley who has 
been tbe guest for several months of 
Mrs. Leo Strong, left Friday for 
Waltham. Mass., where she will visit 
friends.
Mrs. Ralph Monroe and children 
Helen and Ralph of Brunswick were 
guests last week of her sister, Mrs. 
W. F. Clark.
Samuel Coombs of Brunswick Is 
visiting his son Charles Coombs.
Ralph Burrill has returned from 
a visit in Augusta
Maude Thorndike, manager of tho 
Western Union office, has returned 
from a vacation spent in Boston and 
vicinity.
There was work on the second de­
gree at Amity Lodge, F. and A. M., 
Friday evening.
Mrs. A. L. Worthing has gone to 
Boston to attend the millinery open­
ings. She will also visit her sister, 
Mrs. Hall, in Whitman. Mass.
Mrs. Robert Campbell of Saco and 
Miss Ethel Armstrong of Quincy, 
Mass., have been guests of Mrs. E. 
M. Clark, the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cleveland 
have gope to Concord, N. H., for a 
visit of several weeks.
Schools are in session again after 
a week’s vacation.
Lamson bill; remonstrance of P. A 
Trask and 27 others of St. George; 
remonstrance of O. D. Stanley and 
26 others of Martinsville; remon­
strance of J. W. Coffin and 33 others 
of St. George; remonstrance of C. F. 
Coombs and 43 others of Stonington 
against any change in the present 
Sea and Shore Fisheries Commission.
ton Chamber of Commerce made a 
speech. Others to talk included Mr 
Fowles of Whitefield. Each speak­
er said his town or city stood ready 
to do their share.
• * ♦ »
Report of the committee on State’s 
! Prison on the bill introduced by Sena­
tor Maher of Kennebec to allow the 
inmates at the Prison at Thomas- 
! ton pay for their work and the re- 
■ solve to reimburse Lester D. Eaton.
Senator Walker has introduced^ar. 
act. referred to the Ways and Bridges 
and Taxes committees, remonstrance Lwarden at lhe >’ri8On' in the punl of 
of I.. 15. Torrey and 37 others against for mone>’ which he ',aid thp
any increase in the gasoline tax | Prisoners for their work; and the re- 
without exemptions to fishermen. j ”orls of th,e ^diciary committee on
The sea and Shore Fisheries Com- the four bllls l:,st week re­
mittee has received a resolve intro- , lnK ‘° St ,tP “ld f,“' ‘TV*!," , “T 
duced by Roman of Vinalhavenl rem- : tarian Kpho°are "’‘l‘ldpd <hp 
onstrance of K. Thomas and 30 oth- ! 8rlsl of lmP«rla’'i "tatters which w.li
, engross the attention 
this week.
of the Solonsers of Isle au Haut against any 
change In the present Sea and Shore 
Fisheries Commission law. Other re- j
solves introduced by Representative Senator Smith of Somerset will in 
Roman included remonstrance by C. troduce early this week the com 
B. Teel arid 41 others of Vinalhaven
against the same; Guy Simpson and 
11 others of Criehaven against the 
same; A. VV. Gray and 33 others of 
Matinicus.
An early close of the 82d T^gisla- 
|ure i« predicted: Gov. Brewster, while 
he makes no prediction, voices th^ 
opinion that affairs are in a good 
condition for an early adjournment 
as at any time during his legislative 
experience- He states that there are 
probably fewer bills than at any ses­
sion in recent years. He states that 
there are probabl^ fewer bills than 
at any session in recent years. Pres­
ident Buzzeil of the Senate, says that j 
the Senate is at least 200 bills ahead 
of the proceedings of a comparative I 
time in previous sessions. Wing of
promise highway and bridge program 
which was outlined early last week 
The measures will take care of a 
four-year program, exclusive of the 
Kennebec bridge, and the bonds to be 
issued will be returned within 15 
years. The amount of the bond issue 
resolve tailing for an amendment to 
the Constitution has not yet been 
decided, but will probably be either 
for $7,000,000 or $8,000,000.
A legislative act apportioning the 
issue between the bridges and the 
State roads will accompany the bond 
issue resolve. The program also car­
ries a bill for a gasoline tax of two 
cents without exemption. One-half 
cent of that tax is to be for mainten 
ance of State and State-aid roads, 
one cent tor State-aid road construc­
tion, and the remaining one half cent
Auburn has prezenUd an amendment j for third clas!' h‘<hway9- 
to the legislative order extending the Divided reports are anticipated 
time limit in which bills may be pre- from t^e Judk lar>’ committee on three 
sentetl for reference to this Leglsla- no* the four measures heard
ture from M^fch 4 to March 10. The , *a8t week relating to State aid for 
order as amended. wras given parage. [ private and sectarian schools.
I
An Act to regulate fishing through 
the ice at Long Pond in Somerville.
Following the introduction last 
week by Lane of Androscoggin of an 
act to create a State Athletic Com­
mission for the supervision and regu­
lation of boxing and wrestling match- 
| es Jn the State another hill of inter- 
i est to boxing fans will make its 
! appearance this week. This will de- 
■ fine amateur boxing in this State and 
is designed to put the sport on a firm 
I basis. Anthoine of Cumberland will
Annual town meeting next Monday.
At -the joint caucus held Saturday 
evening Mrs. Joseph Emery was 
nominated as a member of the school 
board and a committee of seven nomi­
nated to serve the town if it is voted 
to hire a town manager—F. T. Wiley. offer measure. The bill has the
A. V. Elmore, E. E. Boynton, T. J. ! sanction of Commander Belliveau of
French, P IL Thomas, O. H. Emery 1 the American legion, und probably 
and Z. M. Dwinal. , win have lhe backing of this
Tbe Camden Athletic Association bodv- h was drafted by Attorney 
has a unique advertisement for their Rudman of the Andrews Post of Port- 
food fair in the form of a calendar land.
for March which is about eight feet I This law if passed would provide 
square .with the dates 19, 20 and 21 that amateur boxing bouts may be 
in red. It is placed on the north conducted by any organization hav- 
side of the 5 and 10 cent store build- i ing the sanction of the Amateur Ath- 
ing. | lctic Union, and that decisions may
PUBLIC UTILITIES
The Committee on Public Utilities, will give 
a public hearing In IU rooms at the State 
House, in Augusta, on
THURSDAY. March 5, 1925, at 1 p 
on the following:
H. I* 631 : H. D 134 An Art relating to 
abolishment of grade crossings.
H. P. 630: H. D. 133 An Act relating to 
police regulations at stations. 26-27
ELMER T BURNHAM. Secretary.
COUNTY ESTIMATES
The Committee on County Estimates will 
give a public hearing in its rooms at the 
State House, in Augusta, on
THURSDAY, March 5th, 1.30 p. m.on the 
following:
Relating to count.v estimates. 23-27 
HORACE M. Pl’LLBN, Secretary
INLAND FISHERIES ANO GAME
The Committee on Inland Flaberies and 
Game will give a public hearing In Its rooms 
at the State House*, in Augusta, on
THURSDAY. March 3di, at 2 p. in., on
S I*. 78 Resolve appropriating money for 
iiKulntcnance of department of inland Fish­
eries and Game, including operation of fish 
hatcheries
S P. 165 An Act to prohibit the taking of 
firearms Into unorganized townships during 
closed season on part ridge or ruffed grouse.
8. I*. 166 An Act relating to the protec­
tion of fur-bearing animals.
fb P 167 (H. Doc. 143) An Act to regu­
late flslring in the brooks and streams of 
the State.
S P. 192 (S D 75) An Act to protect the 
fur-bearing animals of the State of Maine.
S P. 223 An Act to fix a uniform date 
for filing of annual reports of hunters and 
trappers, camp proprietors and other licen 
sees of Department of Inland Fisheries and 
Game and to amend Sec. 3, Ch. 173, P. L. 
1919, as amended.
H P. 258 (H I) 51) An Act providing 
for a yearly limit of one deer In all counties 
of the Btate 1 ,
H. P. 810. An Act to regulate the daily 
limit on protected fist) which may be taken 
in tbe rivers, brooks and streams of the 
State.
H P. 315 An Act redatdng to the protec 
tion of deer in Franklin and Oxford eoun 
ties, with petition for same.
H P. 375 An Act to prohibit (he digging 
otit of fox dens.
H I’. 377 An Act relating to the trapping 
of fuf-heaping animals.
H P. 378 An Act relating to dose aea- 
son on foxes in Franklin, Somerset, Penob 
scot, Piscataquis and Aroostook counties.
H. I*. 446 An Act relating to close time on 
deer in certain counties (Washington, Han 
cock and Penobscot.) 23-27
JOHN R. FLINT, Secretary
TO LET—Tenement at 194 North Main St , 
all modern conveniences. P. L. HAVENER 
Tel. 792-R. 148-1*
Used Cars
LIGHT BUICK SIX. tourhu. Ai a t 
trade Tel. 392M. FREDERK’K WALTZ. 
165 Broadwa y. 2-5tf
OODGE SEDAN. 1924 MODEL; less than
5.000 mileage A-l condition. Apply to. 202 
MAIN STREET 25A7
1921 AMERICAN SIX. Jum overhauled and 
In first class condition—tires practically new 
—A bargain *f sold at once. BERT ANGEL 
Gray Gull Restaurant, Limerock 8t, Rock­
land. 144*tf
PEOPLE OF OUR TOWN
e
FOR SALE—At once, mahogany parlor set 
t.i|H-stry upholstered divan, straight chair andl 
rocker 5'. MASONIC STREET. Tel. 178 R f
_____________ SB 28
FOR SALE—Large A B. gas range TELj 
941-W. 26-28
FOR SALE—Carriage house- 15x30 feet 01 
premises ot MRS. JOHN E WALKER. Thom | 
aston. Me. Tel. 152-11. 26-28
FOR'SALE—A Twin stroller m good con 
d.tlon Apply to MRS. HAROLD A DEAN J 
Lake avenue. Tel. 321-5 26-28
FOR SALE—Horse, 9 years old. Weight! 
900 Wi!’. ‘■wap fur milking cow. ROBElU
PEARSON. Clark Island. Me 25*27
FOR SALE—Thoroughbred collie pups, | 
beautifully marked red and white, splendid 
f<»r cattle and pets Price' $5 for males here. 
FRANK WATTS, Union. Star Route. 
____________________________ 25*30
FOR SALE—All kinds of hard wood at.rea- 
s amble prices. MIKKO LOFMAN, R. F DA 
City Tel 263 11. 24*29 i
FOR SALE—A 6-h. p gasoline engliK.'? 
mounted with saw. table and belt lteadv for? 
use WALTER BENNER. Rockland. R F D. 
Tel 609-M 24-29 1
FOR SALE—A fine collection of used fur­
niture-parlor, library, (lining room and ’ 
chamber seta. At UOBB A DAVIS. 562 Main
________ __________________ __ -23-tf J.
..FOR SALE—Fresh cider, made every day.' 
Drop a postal card and I will deliver. J.
H SIMONTON, Rockland. 23-tf
FOR SALE—To settle an estate, several 
used upright pianos, good Condition. L. F.. 
CHASE, 45 Middle street Tel. 665-2
FOR SALE-^Milk farm of 90 acres Int 
South Thomaston: will carry 20 head of! 
cattle; 1500 ,0 2.000 cords of wood and some* 
timber; buildings In good repair Sold on > 
good terms. Call on It. U. SNOW, South 
Thol maston.
FOR SALE—Farms, cottages, summer prop­
erties, hotels, stores, real estate of every de­
scription. ORRIN J. DICKEY, Belfast. Me 
___________________ __ ____________ 26-31
FOR SALE—Plenty of nice English hay.
Price $9.99 a toti. JAMES H. SIMONTON.
, West Rockport. iy.fr
FOR SALE—Sccoud hand—3 upright pi- 
| anos, 1 Brunswick cabinet machine, 1 Elli­
son cabinet machine, 2 mandolins, 1 banjo,..
V. F. STUDLEY, Inc., Mhsic Department. 
_____________________________ 19 tf
FOR SALE—Dry hard fitted wood delivered *
$15 cord CHARLftH HELIN, Rockville. 1
Tel. 3M-21.__________________________ 13 24 ?
FOR SALE—Player Piano Q. R. 9. music i 
' rolls, wide range of choice. While they last 
only 25 cents each. V. F STUDLEY, INC., 
Music Department. 9-tf 1
ise at 5 I 
NRORV f
! FOR SALE—Double tenement house_ __
Lisle St. Apply to MRS. F. H. &A B N,
80 Pleasant St. Tel 903-W z -5-&
FOR SALE—Resident* of toe late Cant 
Charles E. nail. Middle St Heights. AR­
THUR L. ORNE, 417 Main St.. Rocklaud. '
■_________ 27-tf \
FOR SALE—9-roon/nouse; hot Water heat,
1 cement cellar; modern Improvements; large 
garden. New grocery business well stocked 
' M (i. GURNEY, 3 Park St . Camden. 1 tf
FOR SALE—We have a parlor, library ana 
bed room set, including mattress and spring. 
Best quality of used modern furniture which 
we will sell or exchange for antique furnl- 
ture. COBB A DAVIS.______________ 145 tf •
FOR SALE—Mouse at Atlantic, (Swan's!
Island,) 6 rooms, oak finish, well-built; sightly 
location close by shore. Garage and out­
buildings, water In bouse. Acre and half 
of laud. Fine place for summer home. At 
a bargain. Address DR. I, B. GAGE, At- 
Isntic. Me V»*f
Old Sleuth, who Meets all the i 
Trains, as a Devouring Curiosity - 
about strangers and Is all Steamed 
Up over shy James McOlook spends 1 
Sundays in Jopeshurg. He Noses 
into Frivate conversations on the 
Streets, Is a Charter Member of the 
Postoffice lobby and Chief Broad­
caster of the Gossip (Society.
Eggs and Chicks
s\
Our Advertising 
Columns Are
• the 
Merchant's
Show Windows
S.CjR.I. red hatching EGGS AT $4 A
setting, or $20 a J00 Pinecrest-Orchard 
I rtoek. Every cockerel that I am using its
dam Iwu a record 195 and better. State 
tested for while diarrhoea.
FiietoKhip. Maine
BABY CHIX—Wjllle's R. C fed, 
on Tr«. rancr. trap nested nnd bred for tvpo 
and color Rule aorrcdltcd for white diarr­
hoea lYlee 32 cent, each, postpaid. Safe | 
■ “ H. WYLL1K. Thom- ’
mu it lr.-ii-jw
arrival ruaranlecd F
aaton. Me.. Itt I Tel
? 
. I. C >
___________+7-:tt» |
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D
Oflle, H,«r«: I I* 1 ud 7 to ( P. M.
RwWum uatll t A. M. Md kp AMetotoMr j 
Tthikui IM ,
THOMASTON, ME.
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LAST SAD RITES
riends of Late Carolyn
Perry Give Expression To
Sorrow At Funeral.
There was a remarkaible. outpour­
ing of people Sunday afternoon to 
ttend the funeral of Miss Carolvn 
Perry, a member ot tne High School 
graduating class, whose death lust 
Wednesday after a brief hut very 
painful illness, excited so muen sym­
pathy. The Congregational church, 
in which the services were held, was 
rowded with mourners, and the 
casket was surrounded with one of 
the largest and most beautiful dis­
plays of floral offerings which ba« 
ever been witnessed at ■ local 
funeral. Among the many i®io sent
NETTED THREE THOUSAND
Community Fair Broke All Records—Over 15,000 Persons 
Entered Doors At All Sessions—Red Letter Ball.
Social Circles
In addition to personal notes recording de­
partures and arrivals, this departure es­
pecially desires information of social hap­
penings. parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent 
by mall or telephone will be gladly received. 
TELEPHONE ............................................. 770
II. JI. Stover and family of Port­
land were in the city Sunday lo at­
tend the funeral of the laic Miss 
Carolyn Perry.
The Woman’s Mis.donary Society 
connected with the Baptist- church 
will meet Wednesday afternoon, at 
2.30, in the chapel. Every woman of 
the church is invited to be present.
Mrs. E. K. Leighton is on a trip 
to California, where she will join 
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred 
Spear, nt present in Pasadena.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis TI. Anderson 
have gone to Augusta, called by the 
illness of a relative.
Among those wno came from out 
of town to attend the fuffvral of the 
late Carolyn Perry were Orrin F 
Perry, .Ir., and Mrs. Grace Gross 
from New York; Mrs. Susie Blood 
and Earle I’erfy from P.oston and 
Richard Reid from Waterville.
Garland Class will meet Wednes 
day with Mrs. Susie Carl. Oak street 
Picnic supper at 6 o’clock. Each 
, member take dishes to save time and 
labor.
A meeting of the board of mana 
gers of the Home for Aged Women 
will be held Thursday afternoon at 
2.30 at the home of Miss Lucy Far 
well, Summer street.
Of supreme interest is the Educa 
tlonal Club discussion Friday even 
ing, ’What is the matter with Mat 
ritnony?" Why does it so often g- 
on the rocks? Each member Is re 
quested to contribute a rule by which 
the feminine side of the relationshif 
can change and improve with a view 
to making marriagy more successful 
than it now is. In what lies feminine 
failure chiefly? This timc feminine 
faults are under scrutiny. Next time 
rules for masculine improvement will 
be offered.
The Kalloeh Class will meet 
Thursday afternoon witli Mrs. W. T 
Richardson. 19 Spruce street, to sew-
At the regular monthly business 
meeting of tbe Women's Association 
to be held in the Congregational 
vestry Wednesday, there will lie a 
picnic dinner at 1 o'clock, the ladies 
bringing either sandwiches, cake or 
pastry. A large attendance is de­
sired. to act on the report of the cook 
book committee and of the spring 
sale to lie held in two weeks. ' At this 
meeting articles for the kitchen 
shower are U» be donated;
Opportunity Class of the First 
Baptist eliureh will have a business 
meeting 'Bhursday evening at 7.30 at 
the home of Mrs. R. II. Angel, 7 
Limerock street.
The Golden Rod Chapter ladies are 
giving a bridge tyid |luncheon party 
in Temple hall Thursday evening.
The regular meeting of the Methe 
besec Club will be held with Mrs.
* Ruth Eilingwood. Chestnut street, 
Friday ut 2.30. Mrs. Suella Sheldon 
and Mrs. Bernice Havener will pre­
sent papers.
William Y. Piper, who has lieeq ill 
in Knox Hospital, for several weeks, 
has recovered sufficiently to leave 
that Institution, and Is now stopping 
with his sister, Mrs. Carl Cassens, 
Camden street.
Hector Brown Tyler, who was bad­
ly injured in collision with a street 
car in Boston, when Jiis motor far 
became unmanageable, several weeks 
ago. was discharged from the hos­
pital last week.
The regular circle supper of the 
First Baptist church wifi be held to­
morrow nigiit with Mrs. Hartilcf J. 
Glidden as chairman of the house­
keepers. An entertainment of musical 
numbers and readings will follow, 
Muss Beth Hager being in charge.
Mrs. Freeman Blodgett has re­
turned to Somerville. Mass., to re­
sume teaching school, after spending 
a short vacation at the home of her 
parent*, Mr. and Mrs. Maurice 
Gregory. Mrs. Blodgett was pleas­
antly surprised Monday evening 
when she called at the home of Mrs. 
Charles Maxey (for only a few min­
utes she said) and found 20 friends 
who had been invited by Mrs. Elsie 
Merrill, the object being a utility 
shower for Mrs. Blodgett who has 
only recently been married. As soon 
ns tbe guest of honor awoke t-o tbe 
situation she was instructed to look 
for packages in various places in 
tbe house. When they were finally 
accumulated ( she found she had 
about 30 useful gifts in linen, glass, 
pictures, etc. Refreshments of fruit 
punch nnd cake were served and a 
pleasant evening enjoyed. »
'With .the successful presentation 
-of the Red Letter Ball last- night 
Community Fair for 1925 came to 
a conclusion more satisfying than 
Its promoters had hoped in their most 
sanguine moments. The gross re­
ceipts of the full week will be $5000 
with better than $3000 net. The at­
tendance broke all previous records 
a ml the big crowds seemed -to be 
thoroughly satisfied. Never in the 
years of experience of the committee 
members has there heen any such 
public endorsement of a fair or such 
universal commendation of The very 
apparent efforts to keep the big show 
clean.
Community Fair came to a happv 
conclusion Saturday night with a 
Phil .Tones program of high merit. 
The big central space was laid off 
as a class room and the youngsters 
did their stuff actually as it Is tier- 
formed each time the athletic direc­
tor visits. There were three groups, 
the class room, a wand drill nnd 
the Hiekville crowd. This latter out 
fit had costumes utterly beyond de­
scription and reflected great credit 
on the originality of their teacher, 
Miss Eleanor Griffith. At first their 
actions in response to the director’s 
orders were very erratic but sudden­
ly they snapped Into the accurate 
step and motion which had marked 
the other classes. The surprising 
fact Is that this show was staged 
by Coach Jones entirely without 
practice. The classes and director 
received an ovation. The concluding 
number was a last minute eontribu 
< i O°n made by Miss Adelaide Shep
designs were the girls High School herd in a solo dance.
basketball teams of Bangor, Rock- 1 ,rhp nf,Prnoon session found the 
land. Thomaston. Camden and Bock- h,g ha„ rrowdpd w,t.h rhlldren ,n 
port. Winslow-Holbrook American maJorlly The fine clean program 
Legion, and the Community hair As- madp pp from spvpra, mld.wepk hits.
MISS CAROLYN PERRY
sociatton.
The Senior class of Rockland High 
School attended ih body, and the 
under classes were largely repre­
sented.
Music was furnished by the new 
vested choinfof the Congregational 
church. which sang the processional 
and recessional. Rev. C. A. Kniek 
erbocker of the Universalist church 
read Scriptures and a poem, while 
Rev. W. S. Rounds of the Congrega­
tional church preached the sermon 
and offered prayer. The eulogies 
were brief, but affecting. There were 
few dry eyes in the congregation
Maurice B., Lawrence C.. Benjamin 
C.. John J. and Standish Pern' acted 
as bearers. The interment was in 
Achorn cemetery.
wns thoroughly enjoyed. The kid­
dies owned the liall and had a joyous 
time in their noisy way.
A sample of the type of citizenship 
necessary to put over such an un­
dertaking as Community Fair Is seen 
in the committee members who 
worked until nearly 2 o’clock Sunday 
morning and went their weary way 
only when every stick of lumber was 
denailed and properly bundled for 
use another season. The Idea was 
to eliminate the hammering and 
general hullabalooing which has des 
ecrated the section on the Sunday 
following the Fair for a score of 
years past.
Snow whp contributed the birthday 
angel cake.
• » « •
'One of the Eskimo dogs which won 
a prize at the Community Fair dog 
show wan owned by Mrs. Alice S. 
Hall, not by Mrs. L. 8. York, as stat­
ed. Mrs. York, was a former owner.
• • • •
The Loyal Alumni
The management have already ac­
knowledged contributions from 
alumni resident in distant States but 
retaining their loyalty to old R. H. S. 
Two others have been heard from who 
were schoolmates. Accompanied by 
checks their letters read as follows;
From Dr. Tracy K. Healy, a, mem­
ber of the dental firm of Healy & 
Dale, Brooklyn; “Tf it wasn't for The 
Courier-Gazette a lot of us wouldn’t 
know what was going on in the old 
home town. I am very glad to add 
my little hit to the many who ap­
preciate what the old High School 
has done in the past, and with best 
wishes foe Re future.”
From Richard 8. Fuller now with 
Stone A- Webster, Boston: “The Cou- 
rler-Guzette reports that R. H. S. 
needs a bit more to finish out their 
equipment fund, and while it is a 
small one 1 am glad 40 send in my 
contribution. plAase credit to 1912 
and give 'em all my best wishes for 
a successful campaign.”
. • • •
The manual training boys made a 
fine impression on the hundreds who 
saw the “crew" actually at work. 
Several of the power machines were 
brought down from the McLain 
school and under the skillful manipu­
lation of the young workmen trans­
formed the rough lumber into handy 
cake hoards :^nd clothes sticks which 
were sold at 15 and 10 cents respec­
tively by High School students, not 
raffled off as a rumor had It. The 
local lumber yards contributed the 
raw materials to manufacture and 
A. P. Snowman turned over his truck 
and crew for transportation of the 
heavy machinery.
• • * •
Community Fair saw three fine lo­
cal musical organizations In action, 
Marston's Orchestra and Marsh’s 
Orchestra dividing the six nights 
and Rockland Band coming In, for 
the Thursday night circus. Any city 
could well be proud of three such 
groups.
ARBORETUM NURSERY
Curator Lermond Announces |
List of Trees Which Will
Be Furnished.
Curator Lermond of the Knox Ar-. 
boietum. announces that the forestry 
nursery is now so n<ar rertdy that, I 
while unable as yet to furnish trees 
for forestry planting individuals will j pennant and extend their apprecia- 
be given limited numbers of poplars, 
willows, spruces.and pines.
Of white pine and spruce, Maine’s 
two most valuable trees there is an 
abundance for individuals. The pub­
lic is cautioned not to remove trees.
View, California
ning may injure the permanent stand. I From Airplane — LongS 
inquirers for Catalpa are inform- I °
. d that t.y reason «f ns rapid For Drink of Oy ster River, 
’growth, these trees do not produce Rditor of The Courier-Gazette:-
It has developed that Clifford 
Thomas Jr., of 19 Bay View Square 
Is the owner of the handsome blue 
ribhon St. Bernard listed at the Dog 
Show. Clifford left early so the own­
ership of the beautiful animal re­
mained a mystery.
... *
As usual the rivalry on the gross 
receipts of the Parent-Teacher booth 
for the various days was keen. 
Tuesday's group at present claim the
tion to Mrs. J. E Stevens who made 
the guess cake and Mrs. Adelaide
seed until well matured. But .'There's
GOES UP ALOFT
Have just finished reading The
a good time coming" as there are a Courier-Gazette. It seems to have 
score or so of this variety Jfom 12 mQrp npws in R ou, hprp than whpn 
to 20 feet and rapidi; growing. Sev-I j waa at dome. Perhaps I read it a 
eral more years must elapse before ,itt,p morp , saw onp man from 
seedlings can be procured from them. Mainp gal(1 hp wouId 9Wap an 
It is hope.l* to add .Sequoia gigan-• for a gnow ba]t Wpl, , wouhwould
swap two for a drink of Oyster Riverticans, the big t . lifornia redwood
and Cedar of Lebanon to the-nursery . lpr , h, - ,hp „Ieaaurp of laking
this year. There is very littiy doubt | n vi \io,„..
Put that these will thrive at the Ar­
boretum as everything else does,
dinner with*Mrs- D. Al. Miller and 
son D. R. Miller formerly of the 
Kong and Vinalhaven. They were
even trees supposed to thrive.only in i famlliar w-lth ppoplp about’ Rock. 
* li.? KoulhFrn States. ’land. After lunch they gave me a
long auto ride. It is very pleasant 
her usual charm and the beautiful I indeed to meet such tine people when 
violin solos with Mrs. Armstrong as I away from home. They have a bea- 
pianist, by Miss Myra Linekin, who tiful home at 1150 Palm street, San 
always plays with rare technique and (Lucas. D. R. Miller has a fine suite 
natural grace. Her selections were I °f offices at 981 Monterey street 
the “Sextette" from the opera "Lucia where he has a very extensive prac- 
de laimamoor,” and for an encore tlce„
"Miserere," from thq opera ”11 Trov- I I visited a sugar beet field of 40 
atore,” by Verdi. Next meeting. I acres yesterday. The plants are 
Friday, with Charles S. Hichborn. I about four inches high now and look 
member of the Prison Commission as 1 very pretty. The rows are very 
speaker. I straight and level a« a floor. They
1 yield from 20 to 30 tons an acre, and 
C. II. Moor left yesterday forJtH- I bring about $8 a ton. I also saw an 
ami. Fla. oil tank farm of several large tanks
1 built on high ground. The largest of 
Benjamin C. Perry is confined to I them covered about five acres, 
the house by tonsilitis, his first sick They are built of cement and are 
vacation in a great many years. (covered, and look something like a 
circus tent at a distance. There is
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Gardner arela 10-lnch pipe line running to the 
guests of Waldo Pomona Grange to- I ocean to load oil barges, 
day. Mrs. Gardner will read before I Being anxious to see as much as
Frederick Ritchie Grange
Maurice Hill has returned to the 
Great Northern Paper Co.’e Ten- 
Mile Plant near Kineo, after a vaca­
tion visit at hia former Itoekland 
home.
There will he n circle supphr at the 
Universalist church Wednesday. The 
housekeepers are Mrs. Hester Chase, 
Mrs. Chorisx Jenkins. Mrs. Margaret 
Stevenson, Mrs. Mabel Rawson, Mrs. 
Hattie Davies. Mrs. Olivia Roberts. 
Mrs. Linnie Green, Mrs. Corn Smith, 
Mrs. Minnie <Vltham, Airs. Annie 
Collamore and Miss Beatrice Emery. 
Supper will be served at the usual
(Imp, 6.30.
UNION
The,two outstanding musical fea­
tures of the present Educational Club 
year most he I rt iiy ehjoyed have 
been the rendering of Julia Ward 
Howe's “Battle Hymn of ihe liepuh- j made Candy, 
lie," by Mrs. Grace Armstrong, witli
Manager Prescott believes (t good 
business to keep up the staniterd of 
bis picture theatres. This® week 
Thursday the showing is Harrjflparey j 
in “Soft Shoes," a story of laiqAs and 
thrigs in the underworld arra the 
West, the comedy reel being Our 
Gang in "Saturday Morning."
Look In the Corner Drug ’etore 
window and see some of the 167 va­
rieties of St. Clair & Allen’s &tine-
adv.
For sale everywhere.— 
-47-29
Early Advertising as
Practiced in Old Rome
The restored ruins of Pompeii 
still show wall Inscriptions and reg­
ular election campaign posters 
which often are signed by women. 
The same ruins tell us also about' 
business advertising In undent 
Home. The show windows ot Rome 
during the oldest .time cannot he 
compared with their parallel In our 
modern trade world. For a long 
time It was Impossible to buy the 
necessary glass, which was tremen­
dously expensive. Besides, the win­
dow glass was milky and dim, and 
often Iridescent, at any rate not 
sufficiently clear and transparent, 
writes H. Doelllng In Frankfurter 
Zettung, as translated for the MU-' 
waukee Journal.
The Roman retailers, therefore, 
were content to exhibit their goods 
In an open stall In front of their 
homes; the shop Itself was built 
Into the home and served merely ns 
a storeroom. The only means of 
advertising was the voice; he who 
harked loudest got the most cus­
tomers !
Only after trade received a new 
stimulus by the conquests In the 
Orient and Occident did the Ro­
mans begin to adopt the business 
tricks of their tributaries, the 
Hunters and Asiatic Greeks. They 
Installed regular show windows in 
their shops. Their goods were safe 
from theft behind bronze grates, 
and were prpvlded with price tags 
and annotations. The merchants 
Indicated on their shop doors the 
goods they furnished und their own 
names.
Red and white predominated as , 
the color scheme at the Red Letter 
Ball last night. The Fuller-Cohh- 
Davls staff, easily distinguished by 
their insignia, saw to It that every- j 
body had a good time. Favor bal­
loon and number dances were in 
order. The management clicked like 
a well oiled machine and the perfect
See* Resin as Basis
of Diamond formation
Similarity between the X-ray pic­
tures of the lattice structure of di­
amond crystals and of decater­
pene, a resinous substance, Is the 
busts for the claim udvanced by 
Herr Decker, a Jena chemist, thut 
diamonds originated from this ma­
terial under enortnous^pressure and 
possibly heat, during long periods 
of time, according to the Berlin 
correspondent of Industrial and En­
gineering Chemistry.
Diamonds have long been known 
to be pure carbon in crystalline 
form, but what the original carbo­
naceous material was out of which 
they developed has been a subject 
of dispute. Resins contain hydro­
gen as well as carbon, and the 
theory of the German scientist as­
sumes that, under the conditions of 
diamond formation, the hydrogen 
was literally slowly squeezed out of 
the raw material until at last noth­
ing but pure crystalline carbon wag 
left.
For Umbrella Protection
A well-known business man had n 
had habit of losing umbrellas, and 
as they were usually expensive 
ones, he hit upon the happy Idea 
. ot having his telephone number eu- 
floor, resurfaced over the weekend by grave(i on the handle. Since then 
Community Fair management as a i he jost j,|g umbrella half a dozen 
sign of appreciation to Manager ' times, but owing to the telephone 
Benson, made a final touch to a full number he has always recovered It. 
evening. Mrs. Bernice Havener was I The finder does not have to send
in charge of the refreshment booth 
and made a record for the night ses- , 
slons of the week, chalking up about 
$80. There were 100 couples on the 
floor nnd several hundred spectators. 
The proceeds will be in the vicinity 
of $300. Miss Frances Flanagan and 
Ernest C. Davis were in general 
charge.
it back; be rings up the number, 
and the owner gladly calls for It. 
It the finder Is dishonest he will 
not feel comfortable with that tell­
tale number, and if he himself loses 
it. as ten fo one he will, n more 
honest person will eventually In­
form the original owner. The lut- 
ter, of course, will know nothing of 
the umbrella’s adventures, lf only 
tbe umbrella could talk I
THE BRUNSWICK HOUR OF* MUSIC
Music Memory Contest
WORLD FAMOUS BRUNSWICK ARTISTS
Will Broadcast During March
$5000 IN CASH PRIZES
54 BIG CASH PRIZES EVERY MONTH 
Hear this wonderful concert and these famous Brunswick artists, by radio
WRC WGY KDKA KYWOn Stations J\ievv York Washington Schenectady Pittsburgh Chicago
TUESDAY EVENINGS, MARCH 3rd, 10th, 17th, 24th, 31st
9:00 to 10:00 P. M., EaStern Time—8:00 to 9:00 P. M., Central Time
Everyone has an equal chance—get a contest blank today, giving the 
list, and be ready tonight. After hearing these wonderful artists over the 
radio—hear them on Brunswick Records, sold at STUDLEY’S.
i
FULL PARTICULARS AT ALL BRUNSWICK DEALERS
V. F. STUDLEY, INC.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
BILbBARBER
SAYS
AIM fYPfRT
possible in a short time 1 took a trip 
in an airplane recently- We went 
up 4000 feet and then descended to 
about 2000 which wns about the 
height to have a good view of things 
below. It certainly was wonderful 
to look down on the ocean, city and 
mountains—too beautiful to he de­
scribed. I just flinched a bit when 
he strapped me in and that was all. 
I was just as calm as though 1 was 
sitting in a Chevrolet, only 1 went a 
little faster. E. H. Philbrick.
Arroyo Grande, Calif., Feb. 20.
Sunrise in the T'ropics j
No one who has ever seen a trop-’ 
leal sunrise will forget It; from 
darkness the world bursts Into 
light. The sun on the Amazon usu­
ally rises without clouds and floods 
everything with radlnnce; the sun­
sets are sometimes beautiful, but 
there are seldom clouds, and the 
color effects are not as fine as In 
northern dimes.
The banks of the river are full of 
Interest to the cRnoe voyager, who 
has every opportunity for observa­
tion. as one always paddles close 
to the shore. Draperies of flow­
ing vines sweep the canoe; nt 
times In some little bayt where the 
current has no influence, great 
masses of water plants are In full 
bloom, bright tlllandslas perch In tho 
branches above his head, and or 
chide look out from the branches, 
or many times swing In midair. 
Large patches of “anlnga," which 
looks like a tall-stemmed giant 
calla Illy, fall of the great white 
flowers, make beautiful pictures 
and over all Is a bright blue sky 
with the cool breeze, which from 
nine till four always draws up the 
river.
Father of Mail Service
' Mall coaches were Introduced into 
England In the year 1784 by one 
John Palmer of Bath. Tilts worthy 
gentlemnn suffered much incon­
venience from the mall leaving Lon­
don on Monday, and not reaching 
Bath until Wednesday. He trav­
eled the country advocating reform, 
and was set dowp as a bore. But 
the system of flying mails he was 
able to Inaugurate lasted until the 
days of railways. Still, It was not 
much-better than the system of the 
Roman malls, as established in lhe 
Third century, by which It seems 
possible that letters might have 
reached Rome, from England In 
three or four days lf relays of gal­
loping chariots could cover a thou­
sand miles st 14 miles an hour.
Drilling Hole* in Clast
Drilling holes in glass Is not so 
very difficult The old method 
utilized a discarded triangular file, 
ground to a sharp point and used in 
a brace with a slight pressure. The 
point ot contact was moistened with 
turpentine. The more recent way. 
and one that Is quicker. Is to use 
a brass or copper tube with thin 
wall* Instead of a file, says Popular 
Science Monthly. The tube Is placed 
tn a brace and drilling is accom­
plished with powdered carborundum 
as a cutting agent. A guide of wood 
keeps the tube properly centered.
Aire.; What a gossip you arc 
I hear you've been telling people that 
I’m very expensive.
Mr.: Absurd ! I merely told them 
lhat.you are very dear to me.
IT IS SAID THAT THE STENOGRAPHIC DEPART­
MENT QF ANY BUSINESS CAN ALWAYS 
WORK SHORT-HANDED
We endeavor to keep our service as near as possible up to the 100 per cent 
efficiency standard and invite you to make free use of our facilities.
Security Trust Company
CAMDEN
v ROCKLAND 
UNION VINALHAVEN
RESOURCES
$3,7(X\000.00
WARREN
SALE OF
USED MACHINES
We have 20 or more 
Used Machines that must 
be sold to make room.
SINGER, late model from $8 to $35
NEW HOME ...............................  $18
STANDARD .............................  $15
WHITE ......................................... $20
PORTABLE SINGER ELEC­
TRIC MACHINE ................... $35
All machines mechanically as 
good as new and guaranteed as 
good as new.
To take advantage of this sale 
you must call at the SINGER 
STORE See MR. HERRICK as 
we have no salesmen out on this 
sale. ,
20 PER CENT DISCOUNT ON'
ALL NEW GOODS DURING 
THIS SALE
SINGER - 
SEWING MACHINE CO.
H. L. HERRICK, Mgr.
TEL. 477-M. ROCKLAND
27-29
A RADIOLA
For Every Purse
Let us demonstrate any of 
the
New Radiolas
in your home
The Regfenoflex
Formerly $191.00; now
$120.00
Complete
with Lour Speaker 
Less batteries
Distance and Tone 
Quality
Selective and Non- 
Radiating
Other Radiolas from
$35.00 lo $425.00
ainel
I Eetabliehed 189(1
lMUSIC
ROCKLAND, ME.
STRAND
TODAY
EXCUSE MEn
With this wonderful cast:
Norma Shearer 
Conrad Nagel
Renee Adoree 
Walter Hiers
John Boles
(From the famous play)
W ednesday-Thursday
Patsy Ruth Miller
—And— B
Dustin Farnum
—In—
“MY MAN”
The Boss, ruthless cavemen of 
the city, whose iron hand was felt 
in every heme, rode roughshod in 
his wcoing until tamed by the 
spirited girl he loved 1 
A DRAMA OF HIGH FINANCE
AND SOCIETY
EMPIRE
THE THEATRE AROUND 
THE CORNEP
Last Time Today z
‘The Miracle Makers’
—With—
LEAH BAIRD
Romance! Thrills!! Action!!!
—Also—
The First Chapter of
“GALLOPING
HOOFS”
Featuring
ALLENE RAY 
JOHNNIE WALKER
W ednesday-Thursday
“THE
SUNSET TRAIL”
—With—
WM. DESMOND
—And—•
GARETH HUGHES
A ferty-five calibre romance of big 
men and big chances in a land of 
hidden gold
COMPANION FEATURE
CHRISTINE
OF THE
HUNGRY HEARTS
Featuring
FLORENCE VIDOR 
CLIVE BROOKS
From the great novel by 
V KATHLEEN NORRIS
FRI.
SAT.
CHARLES JONES in 
“DESERT OUTLAW”
COMING SOON
“THE
DEVIL’S CARGO”
With PAULINE STARK 
and WALLACE BEERY
BEBE DANIELS 
TODAY 1 “MISS BLUEBEARD"
LA8T«TIME
A PARAMOUNT PICTURE 
COMEDY NEWS
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
We’re proud— r
of this chance to bring his great life before 
you—to show him from early youth rising, 
fighting, plugging with soul of iron, to the 
top! No life gives such romance, drama, 
humor and thrill as the unfcrgettable man 
of the ages.
A
Abraham 
L i ncoln
Read what the people say:
‘‘It Is a wonderful picture—strikingly realistic.”
E. T. Ctsrn. Sec’y to President.
“It touches the heart and fires imagination."
Edwin Markham, the Poet.
“Stupendous ! Beyond a doubt the greatest picture I have ever 
seen.” R- A. Heard.
THE GREAT AMERICAN DRAMA
DON'T MISS IT1
NO ADVANCE IN PRICES 
CHILDREN’S MATINEE THURSDAY AT 4:00 O’CLOCK
THREE SHOWS—2:00, «:49, »:30
FRI.-SAT.—“THE SILENT WATCHER”—ALL STAR CAST
Page Eight Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, March 3, 1925. Every-Othei
MOTHER!
Clean Child’s Bowels
“California Fig Syrup” is 
Dependable Laxative for 
Sick Children
HOME IS BEST
This the Verdict of Three 
Rockland Tourists Back 
From the West.
Coming back to Rockland after an 
absence of eight weeks, spent in the 
tunny and tropical climes of the 
.South and West, might be expect­
ed to breed something of discontent 
with the changing moods of winter’s 
end. but Mr and Mrs. E. b. Brown 
and Henry A. Howard do not feel 
that way about it, They swung 
around the Southern are, saw what 
the West coast had to offer, and then 
made a bee line back home, having 
enjoyed every moment of their sev­
eral thousand mile journey, hut left 
unconvinced that there is any place 
better than dear old Rockland.
Adhering faithfully to the promise 
which was made on their departure, 
they sent numerous travel letters to 
The Courier-Gazette, whose readers 
nave been able to enjoy second hand 
the tilings they did and saw. So 
that a newspaper interview would 
j be mainly repetition, and not nearly
Hurry Mother! A teaspoon fill of 
“California Fig Syrup” now will 
sweeten the stomach and thoroughly 
clean the little bowels and in a few 
hours you have a well, playful child 
again. Even if cross, feverish, bilious, 
constipated or full of cold, children 
love it% pleasant taste. It never 
cramps or overacts. Contains no nar­
cotics or soothing drugs.
Tell vour druggist you want only 
the genuine “California Fig Syrup’’ 
which has directions for babies ami 
children of all ages printed on bottle. 
Mother, you must say “(alifornia.” 
Refuse any imitation.
Martha 
Washington 
peeled peaches 
with lye-We 
peel them with 
machinery and 
a hot steam 
i bath r—.Jlhis 
saves waste and 
protects the 
I fruit from 
landling^
HATCHET
BRAND
Have all the 
aroma andl 
flavor of 
fresh fruit.
j Get them from 
(your grocer,
c.P.Dow&ca
Member
Consolidate! Slock Exchange 
of /few York
STOCKS and BONDS
Publishers of I ho 
WEEKLY i 1NA/ICIAL DIGEST 
which is sent free to 
investors upon request
10 STATE STREET BOSTON
so well told.
The trio encountered a rainy sea­
son in San Francisco and dense fogs 
from Chicago to Rockland, but on 
the whole the weather conditions 
were very s tisfactbry—neither ex­
cessively war; i, nor chilly.
They found the tourist business not 
quite up to st; adard, and general 
business somewhat in a state of de­
pression. The condition as relating 
to tourists is believed to have bar. 
its genesis in the propaganda which 
came out of the West relative to the 
hoof and mouth disease and a plague 
in certain quarters of Los Angeles. 
These reports, according to Mr 
Brown were greatly exaggerated, and 
correspondingly harmful.
• • * •
Mr. Frown attended a Rotary Club 
meeting in Los Angeles, held in the 
bc.’utiittl quarters of Hotel Biltmore. 
Guests were present from all over 
the country. Mr. Brown was particu­
larly impressed by the Governor of 
Wyoming, who said that this meeting 
had the finest setting of any he had 
ever attended. The Wyoming execu­
tive told a good story at the expense 
of Los Angeles publicity seekers.
"Why did they name the Zeppelin 
Los Angeles.”
‘ Because it is the biggest gas-big 
in the world ” was the answer
Needless to say that the story was 
told in a friendly and not a critical 
spirit.
‘ San Francisco is a great commer- 
cial city." said Mrs. Brown, "built on 
commanding heights overlooking a 
most excellent harbor. Interesting? 
Yes! Its citizenship embraces near­
ly all nationalities of the world, and 
visiting different parts of the city, 
one will find peoples of many lands 
following their own native and quaint 
customs. Truly a cosmopolitan city 
is San Francisco—and an important 
commercial center of the West.
"Visitors are always taken to 
Golden Gate Park, the pride of the 
city. The Park comprises 1013 acres, 
contains many artificial lakes, 17 
miles of improved driveways, flanked 
with flowering gardens and beautiful 
I overarching shade trees. We were 
j told that the beds of flowering plants 
are in bloom the year round. Among 
• the interesting features of the Park 
are the zoo. aquarium, and the Jap­
anese garden, oriental in its setting,
' i i t it bit of Ycddo transplanted 
| to the Occident. Here you may be 
served with tea and light refresh­
ments by native Japanese women 
dressed in their native costume and 
surrounded by the beauty and mys­
tery of the orient in the way of col 
cuing and decorations. We particu­
larly enjoyed the art gallery and mu­
seum in Golden Gate Park.
♦ * * *
*‘A visit to San Francisco would be 
incomplete without a trip to China­
town. Let me add that the China 
town of yesterday, with its ram­
shackle buildings and its squalid 
quarters, passed into history with the 
great fire, and today as one walks 
along Grant avenue, between Pine 
and Jackson streets, he will sec 
buildings of architectural beauty and 
be charmed by Chinatown’s interest­
ing shops and markets. We dropped 
into many of the larger stores and 
shops, and found the clerks most 
courteous, and on every hand were 
tnaiiy attractive novelties, for which 
the Chinese are noted. All of the 
shops have burning incense, but J 
would suggest that they use less in­
cense in their noveltj' stores and more 
in their markets, where the odor is 
anything but agreeable.
"The poorer classes of the I^atin 
races live in ramshackle and dilapi­
dated houses on Telegraph Hill, tene­
ments it is said which have long 
been the theme of writers and the 
appeal of artists. Interesting types 
of humanity fill the streets daily, in­
cluding idlers, gossiping housewives.
' the street corner wrangler, who talks 
I with his hands, and the ever present 
I bambino in the arms of a buxom 
I mother—all set with brilliant color- 
; ings for which the Latin races are 
I noted and making a picture unique 
and striking in effect. A tine place 
I lor an artist to obtain color and a
j writer atmosphere, I am sure, 
j • "Tourists should not fail to visit 
1 the quaint and strange shops of these
Roman wolonists. where they sell a
great variety of foreign wares, in­
cluding books, periodicals, notions, 
etc
"A drive to Ocean Beach will prove 
worthwhile—a popular breathing 
spot for San Francisco people. 1 fell 
quite at home watching the great 
ocean of the Pacific dashing its spray 
against Seal Rockfc as 1 could im­
agine I was on our Eastern shores, 
where the Atlantic ocean lashes and 
pounds the rugged coast of Maine. 
Seal Rocks are appropriately named 
a« they are always covered with big 
seals whose hoarse bark ami playful 
antics entertain the guests at the 
Cliff House and ethers.
"Just back of the beach a few hun­
dred feet on the shore’s edge is (he 
sloop Gjoa in which Capt. Amund­
sen and crew of six men discovered 
the North West passage from the At- 
tantic to the Pacific in 1903 The 
sloop was presented to San Francisco 
by the explorer.
“Markets, as a rhle. do not attract 
any special attention but a visit to 
the Clirystal Palace Market on Mar­
ket street will repay the tourist for 
his time, as he will see the greatest 
display of eatables and wearables he 
has ever seen under one roof includ­
ing meats, fruits, vegetables, fancy 
groceries. candles, wearing apparel, 
‘ewelry, etc. A well appointed lunch 
counter and restaurant .is one of the 
market s features. All departments 
are in charge of well trained sales­
men, and passing up and down the 
wide corridors with vendors of pop­
corn and freshly made candles on ev­
ery side, boys selling bags for your 
purchases, chattering voices mingled 
with strains of music, elbowing your 
way through a surging crowd. You 
can imagine yourself in the streets 
of a busy overcrowded city Instead 
of a marketplace.
• • • •
"We were told we would find it 
colder in San Francisco and we were 
happily disappointed, as the weather 
was mild, and the trees, lawns and 
gardens about like ours in June. Na­
tives of the city will say that they 
never have a temperature which is 
too hot or too cold—Just right for 
comfort, but that honest ones wilt 
whisper in jour ear that they do have 
a little fog now and then.”
Mr. Howard had the pleasure of 
meeting a former Rockland man. 
Arthur W. Cook. In Ran Diego, and 
Mr. Brown talked with Mrs. Cook 
over the telephone.
In Chicago, the two former propri­
etors of the Rockland Commercial 
College made it a special point to 
look up Louis A. Barron, v ho was at 
one time the head of the institution. 
They dined together at Terrace Gar­
den. Morrison’s Hotel, and had a reg­
ular talkfest. which as one might 
imagine, dealt largely with Rockland 
topics. Mr. Barron is president of 
a company which handles a patented 
filing system, and looks very little 
older than he did when he left Rock­
land.
"What impressed you most on the 
whole trip?" a Courier-Gazette re­
porter asked of Mr. Brown.
He thought a moment.
"The Yosemite," he replied. He
paid his respects to this great show" 
place in one of his travel letters.
METHODIST OFFICERS
Resolution Under \\ hich Mr.
Allen Is Again Called As
Pastor.
The fourth quarterly conference of 
Pratt Memorial M. E. Church was 
held in the auditorium last Wednes­
day-night with District Superinten­
dent Rev. L. G. Mann presiding 
The reports showed the various ac­
tivities of the church to be in i 
flourishing condition. These <»flleer> 
were elected for the ensuing year*
Trustees. Robert R. Ludwick. Aus 
tin W. Smith, F. A. Stanley, George 
H. Stairett. A. W. Gregory. C. E. 
Johnson. Roscoe Staples, Henry de- 
Roehemont, J. A. Stevens.
Stewards, Mis. L. N Littlehale. 
Mrs. J. F. Rich. Mrs Rebecca Ingra­
ham. J. sA. Stevens, E. 11. Hatch 
Mrs. Annie Hanseom. John II. Bru­
baker, Nettie Britt. Ralph F. Clark. 
Leroy A. Chat to. Mrs. Essie M. Day 
George B. Orcutt. Mrs. W A. Elling- 
wood, Mrs. Lena E. St. Clair. 
Avaughn M. Ames. Herman A. Stan­
ley, Mrs. Milliceut fcl. Gregory, Otho 
L. Hatch, G. W. Gay. Mrs. Annie 1. j 
Flint. Mrs. Lovinia Henderson. 
Martin S. Graves, Mrs. Thelma <1 ’ 
Stanley.
Recording steward and secretary : 
of Quarterly Conference, Leroy A. ! 
Chatto.
Communion steward. .Mrs. Rebecca ' 
Ingraham.
Director of religious education, Mr*-. 
Harriet Knowles.
Director of social and recreational ' 
life, Mrs. W. A. Ellingwood.
.Custodian of deeds and other legal 
papers, A. W. Gregory.
The Quarterly Conference con - 
firmed the election of these officers; 
Sunday Scho^ superintendent, Le­
roy A. Chatto; president of Epworth 
League, Herbert Prescott; president 
of Ladies’ Aid. Mrs. Ida Simmons; 
president of W.F.M.S.. .Mrs. Annie 1. 
Flint; trier of appeals. George B. Or­
cutt; members of Laymen's Associa­
tion, A. W. Gregory. F. E. Johnson 
and J. H. Brubaker.
These committees were appointed:
World Service Council and Appor­
tioned Benevolences, the pastor (ex 
officio) Ralph V. Clark, -Mrs. Roscoe 
Staples. A. W. Gregory, Thelma G. 
Stanley. J. H. Brubaker.
Christian Stewardship. A. W. Greg­
ory. Mrs Annie I. Flint.
Foreign Missions, Mrs. II. A. Dun- 
ton. Mrs. Roscoe Staples, Mrs. L. N. 
Littlehale.
Home Missions and Church Exten- 
tions, Mrs. Lena St. Clair. Mrs. Es­
ther C. Dolliver. Mrs. Etta -VI. Stev­
ens.
Temperance. E. li. Hatch, C. E 
Johnson.
Education, Mrs. Yincie M. Clark. 
Mrs. Lillian M. McCurdy, Mrs. W. A 
Ellingwood.
Hospitals, Mrs. Ida Simmons, Miss 
Nellie Murch, Mrs. Minnie Miles, 
Mrs. Alice Kennedy.
Church Records, .Mrs. Essie Day. 
George B. Orcutt. A W. Gregory.
Auditing, Miss Burdelle St rout, r
Parsonage and Furniture, Mrs. Re 
becca Ingraham, Mrs. Annie I. ITifit,
Poland, Me.—111 ran gladly rcrom- 
mehd Dr. Pierce’s medicine, to any girl or 
woman who is not in the very best of 
health. I have taken Dr. Pierce's Favor­
ite Prescription at interval, ever since I 
„a, twelve years chi. Now I have several 
rhildren and have taken a great many 
bottle, of the above-mentioned medicine 
with great benefit. 1 have also taken Dr. 
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery as a 
general tonic. Ia cvety instance these 
medicines have done all they are advertised 
to do and I cannot praise them too highly 
for the good they have done me.”—Mr,. 
L. \V. Keene, care Morey Farm.
Obtain Dr. Pierce's family medicines 
from your neighborhood druggist, in liquid 
or tablet form.
Send 10c to Dr. Pierce, Invalids* Hotel, 
Buffalo, N. Y., for a trial package of any 
of Dr. Pierce’s medicines.
The Rockland tourists visited llol- I Mrs. Annie Hanseom, president oi 
lywood. but did not meet up with Ladies Aid. 
any movie star until they encount­
ered Tom Mix in the Yosemite. He 
made a very favorable impression up­
on them.
for the ensuing year. Also that a 
copy of this resolution be forwarded 
at once by the secretary of this 
Quarterly Conference, to the Pre­
siding Bishop.”
Reports from the different depart­
ments brought out the following de­
tails: All bills for current expenses 
paid to date; insurance on various 
items of onurch property ami fur­
nishings increased $17,000 with pre­
miums paid, part to the end in 1926, 
others to the end of 1027, including 
premiums in arrears as far as 1023: 
luidics Aid paid to treasurer of 
church to date. $800; loose collec­
tions; estimated for the year at $250, 
are to date $685; new heating plant 
installed at an expense of over $1000; 
auditorium decorated at an expense 
of nearly $300; $1100 available on un­
paid pledges that are collectible, 
making possible a substantial pay­
ment on the World Service appor­
tionment: available for charitable 
and benevolent work of the church, 
from the Farwell fund, $50; check 
from “A Friend” $100; added to the 
membership of the church, 16. The 
reports received favorable comment 
l'lom the district superintendent pre­
siding.
PARK THEATRE
BOSTON AUTO SHOW
Big Exposition Opens Next
Saturday—Wonderful Ac­
cessories.
More complate and more Interest­
ing than ever before, the uceesgory 
department of the Boston Automobile 
Show, to he held In Mec.hanks Build­
ing, March 7 to 14. inclusive, will he 
well worth an extended visit on the 
l«rt of everyone who attends the 
great exhibition. The chief manufac­
turers In the country of accessories 
have taken space In the Boston 
show and have told Manager Chester 
I. Campbell that they plan to make 
their displays unusually attractive.
It is in the accessory division of a 
show tliat the future developments 
of the motor vehicle are forecast. 
Almost -without exception the great 
improvements, which have later been 
inc lrporated into the cars, have made 
their initial appearance as acces­
sories. A great many of the things 
which the manufacturer now supplies 
as regular equipment were regarded 
only a few years hick as extras. They 
were adopted as stock equipment, af­
ter the motoring pubttc had given 
them Its approval and Indicated a 
, desire for them. Kutb tilings as 
1 bumpers, windshield wipers, rear 
view mirrors and motometers made 
their debut as accessories, 
i Therefore the accessory division is 
usually a year or two ahead of the 
car manufacturers in the exhibition 
i of novelties and this season will be 
like others. The visitor, who takes 
the time to make a trip around the 
j balcony floors during the Boston 
show, will And it worth while. The 
accessory department, furthermore, 
offers many hints not only upon the 
equipment of the car but on Its care. 
If tin owner is not getting full satis­
faction from his carburetor, for in­
stance, he e an learn much about the 
care and adjustment of this vital 
part of the mechuniem by talking 
with those In charge of the cadburfe- 
i tor exhibits.
The accessory display will be par­
ticularly valuable to those motorists 
who are planning to spend their next 
summer's vacation on a motor camp­
ing trip This sort of recreation has 
become so popular and the demand 
for camping apparatus so great that 
manufacturers have made great 
strides forward. According to Man­
ager Campbell some remarkably 
compact and complete camping out­
fits will be a ferture of the show and 
there will also be displayed numer­
ous lltt'.e conveniences of value to 
the camper.
The general u-e of the enclosed 
car has stimulated the production of 
accessories especially designed for 
this type, such as handsome robes in 
oolors to harmonize with the Inter­
ior of the car. flower vases in cut 
glass, heaters that may b? regulated 
Ito suit the comfort of the passen­
gers. interior lights, vanity cases, 
smoking sets and numerous other 
niceties that enhance the satisfac­
tion cf the owner and his friends in 
the enclosed car.
Until He Found Karnak— 
The More Medicine He 
Took the Gloomier He Got 
Says Well Known Man­
chester Man.
KARNAK HELPED HIM 
FROM VERY START
*T Feel So Fine Now I Often 
Find Myself Whistling and 
Singing At My Work," 
Declares Pellerin.
One cf the most enthusiastic in­
dorsers of Karnak in this entire sec­
tion is Mr. .lules Pellerin, well known 
resident of. I til Orange street, Man­
chester, N. H.. who says:
*'Mv friends have even noticed what 
Karnak lias done for me," says Mr. 
Pellerin. "und I must have already 
started at least a dozen people on 
the njedii ine. I suffered so terribly 
from indigestion and would become 
so faint from the gas pains, pressure 
and discomfort in my stomach and
chest that many times 1 wudld Just 
have tu stop and sit down. It seemed 
like every mouthful I ate would lie 
r glit in the pit of my stomach, and I 
would have such fearful attacks of 
indigestion that 1 would break out in 
a sweat all over, it would make me 
bilious to even drink coffee, and the 
more medicine I took the gloomier I 
got, for everything failed to help me.
"But when I got Karnak I could 
tell I had the right thing for my 
troubles before 1 nmstieu the first 
bottle. 1 kept taking the medicino 
and it has fixed me up so that I can 
.drink all the coffee I want, eat beans, 
onions and the like, and never be 
bothered a particle with indigestion. 
In fact, 1 fed so fine that I often 
find myself whistling and singing at 
my work, which is something I didn't 
use to do at all. In fact, I am en­
joying the best of health now, and 
it docs inc good to tell others of a 
medicine that will help them like 
Kamak will. Just have anyone see 
me or write me if they want to veri­
fy this statement."
Karnak Is sold tn Rockland exclu­
sively by the Corner Drug Store: in 
Thomaston by McDonald's Rexall 
Store: tn Union by Gordon-Lovejoy 
Co.: and by the leading druggist in 
every city.—adv. -p
Why
there are more 
than a million Buicks
□
STRAND THEATRE
Back to pictures again, with a 
week’s bill that would delight the 
fussiest fan.
"Excuse Me,” today’s feature, is 
the most moving picture of the 
year; it moves with express train! 
speed from the start, when a young 1
I couple are taxicabing wildly about 
Chicago looking for a minister to 
marry them, through the hilariously 
adventurous trip across the Conti­
nent in a Pullman train, to the sen­
sational finish when the nearly-weds 
catch the transport for the Philip­
pines by way of an airplane to San 
Francisco. It’s an out and out farc»». 
with no other object than entertain­
ment. It scored a record success on 
the stage, running for years with 
four companies playing it all over 
the country. Published as a hook, it 
kept up to the big Helling standard 
of Rupert Hughes’ highly successful 
novels. And now, efiiborated. mod­
ernized. pepped up for motion pic­
tures. it’s more joyously amusing 
than ever-
"My Man" is the title of the Wed­
nesday and Thursday feature, in 
which Dustin Farnum and Patny 
Ruth Miller are starring. Th*> plot 
contains just the elements you like. 
It is a tale of American life adapted 
from George Randolph Chester’s 
popular novel. “A Tale of Red
Church Music. Mrs. Lena St. Clair. 
Mrs. Rebecca Ingraham, Mrs. Ev.l 
M. Wisner.
Examination of Local Preachers. 
George H. Starrett, Mrs. I.ovinia 
Henderson. Elizabeth Gregory.
Estimating Ministerial Support, 
A. W. Gregory, J H. Brubaker, Thel­
ma G. ‘Stanley. George H. Stairett, 
Elizabeth Gregory.
Commission on Religious Educa­
tion. Mrs. Mary Perry Rich, Mrs. 
Minnie Strout. Mrs. Itertha • Staples.
Church Publicity, Ralph F. Clark.
Finance Committee. A. W. Gregory, 
Ralph V. Clark. Clarence E. Johnson, 
Elizabeth Gregory. .1. 11. Brubaker, 
Thelma G. Stanley. Lincoln Heuder- 
son. Leroy A Ch.itto.
Pulpit Supply. A. W. Gregory, Mrs. 
Rebecca Ingraham. G. W. Gay.
Members of Campmeeting Asso­
ciation. Austin Smith. Mrs. Lizzie 
Smith. Mrs. Ella Lurvey.
As a further matter of luisiuess 
this resolution was adopted:
"To Rev. Leonard G. March, Dis­
trict Superintendent of Rockland 
District, Maine Methodist Confer­
ence, presiding at the Fourth Quar­
terly Conference in Pratt Memorial 
Methodist Episcopal Church, Rock­
land, Maine, We<lnesday, February 
25th, 1V25.
"Whereas; Rev. E. Y. Allen who is 
now completing his fourth year as 
our pastor, has served us with such 
earnestness and thoughtfulness as to 
re-create among us a new spirit of 
fellowship and eagerness to see the 
work of the church go forward, ami
“Whereas; The church under 
Brother Allen's leadership has ad­
vanced socially, financially ami spir-
The Paramount picture. “Miss 
Bluebeard," starring Belie Daniels, 
which was shown for the fust time 
in Rockland on Monday at the Park 
Theatre, will close it- run there this 
afternoon and evening.
The picture is a love comedy of a 
French actress who falls in love 
with a girl-shy English author.
The feature pi ture for Wednes­
day and Thursday is "Abraham Lin­
coln.”
Those who have ever lived or vis­
ited in the Capital City wiil always 
remember the view of Pennsylvania 
avenue with its rows of chestnut 
trees ar.d th“ Capitol's dome in the 
distance. They will appreciate, more 
than others, the rep'-oduction of this 
scene in the photoplay "Abraham 
Lincoln.” The producers i f this un­
usual screen drama, found them­
selves faced with the dillicult task of 
reproducing th- Pennsylvania ave­
nue i f lSHO. in California where the 
picture v, is filmed. Home of the 
most stirring scenes of tlie picture are 
laid in tills setting. How well they 
succeeded can he seen in the finished 
photoplay. ’
"Abraham Lincoln" has been ac­
claimed everywhere as one o( the. 
most unusual entertainment offer-' 
lugs of the year. It (ells the life story 
of the great l-lmancipator forcefully 
and diaimsitically, fi->m the time of 
his birth to the last days of Ids 
presidency.—-adv. ■
Roses.” The story of a political boss 
who tried modern caveman ideas itually, placing itself or*, a better Isl­
and lost; then played gentleman arid
won. A plot of humor, intrigue, high 
finance, love and human interest.— 
adv.
The doctor was examining school 
children. One youngster was under 
weight.
"You don't drink milk?"
“Nope.”
"Live on a farm and don't drink 
milk at all?”
"Noi>e. we ain’t got hardly milk 
enough for the hogs.''—Everybody's 
Magazine.
sis than for some time for carrying 
on God's work in the community, 
first as a church l.ome and second as 
a real agency through which are 
being obtained new conversions to 
Christ, and
"Whereas: This great work which 
Brother Allen has undertaken and 
through which as a church he is 
leading us must lie continued, there­
fore
“Be it resolved: That you use ’lie 
good graces of your oftloe to ihc limit 
of your Influence, to have Brother 
Allen returned to us as our pastor
CONDEMNS B«7 . LESHIPS
Agreeing with virtually all of the 
ciaiins of Brigadier General Mitchell, 
assistant army air chief, except Ills 
demand for a uniform air service. 
Rear Admiral Sims, retired, told the 
House Aircraft Investigating Com­
mittee last Friday that the battle- 
sliiji was obsolet". "| would have no 
battleships at nil if I have to build 
a new navy today out of whole 
cloth." raid Admiral Sims. “I would 
place them with airplane carriers."
EMPIRE THEA1 RE
The attraction at the Empire The­
atre today will 1>C "The Miracle 
Makers." featurtng Leah Baird, there 
is ako the first chapter of "Oil- 
loping Hoofs" with Allene Ray and 
Johnny Walker.
The program for Wednesday end 
Thursday, will lie two blj f-. aiure-. 
"The Sunset Trail." feiturin; W 1- 
llam Desmond and Gareth Hughes, 
and “Christine of the Hungry 
Hearts,’’ starring Florence,V.dor and 
Clire Crooks.
Theie arp a number of ••leunmt.- 
that take "Christine" out of the or­
dinary. In the first place, the story 
is from the successful novel of Kath­
leen Norris, and A compelling and 
interesting from start to finish. In 
the second place, an excellent cast. 
Including five stars, was provided t-y 
X'r. In -e. and the story is vividly In­
terpreted. Ard finally, the produc­
tion is typically a Thomas H- Ince 
production, carefully directed and 
staged In a lavish Wianner. The 
story of Christine Is that of a wo­
man who. denied nothing in her girl­
hood. falli to find the happiness she 
craves as a wife. Her quest for this 
happiness and itvs discovery, ufter 
many trials and tribulations, make 
a vital and dramatic story. *
William Desmond, star of many 
t'niversat feature productions and 
chapterplays. is the "Happy Hobo" 
in the story of the open road. "The 
Sunset Trail.” Featured with him 
is Gareth Hughes, another popular 
favorite. Lucille Hutton. Albert J. 
Smith, William A. Steele and others 
have supporting roles.—adv.
There would not be more than 
a million Buicks in active use 
today if Buick had not, through 
the years, produced a motor car 
of unvarying and superior qual­
ity. In every detail, every Buick 
is an example of how well a 
motor car can be built.
ROCKLAND MOTOR MART
57 PARK STREET
When better automobiles are built, Buick will build them
The best equipped plant in this section of the 
State for the manufacture of Cemetery Memorials 
Write, phone or call now for Spring Delivery
WILLIAM E. D0RNAN & SON
Dealers in All Kinds of Granite and Marble Cemetery Work. 
Telephone Connection
T-tf EAST UNION, MAINE
re
Look in the Corner Drug Store 
window and see some of the 157 va- | 
lieties of St. Clair & Allen’s Maine- 
made Cwidy. For sale everywhere.— 
adv.' 27-29
CYRUS CURTIS SPOKE
Cyrus II. K. Curtis was guest of 
honor and principal speaker at the 
luncheon of the St. Petersburg. Fla., 
advertising cluh last week and prom 
ised to assist tn bringing the world’s 
convention of the Associated Adver­
tising Clubs to that city another year 
Advertising copy and copywriters 
formed the subject of the publisher's 
talk. "It Is good to be here," said 
Mr. Curtis. "I like to stop In ot. 
Peterslfiirg because your city is so 
human.”
T elephone 
Directory
Mil LIVE BUSINESS HOUSES WHOSE WATCHWORD IS SEHVICE
CHEVROLET GARAGE
THE JUDGE: Maybe It Vas A Pyjama Party -
■fe  —- —-— ---------------------------- — ----------------------------- —■
HAROLD I'M SO QUAD 
you'RE HOME FF?OM 
COLLEGE -ILL QO RIC,HT P^^BLV
YES MOTHER 
MY CLOTHES
AMD UNPACK YOUR TRUm^TTENT|Or1
(
HAROLD V/HAT IS THIS 
CHECK I FOUND ON YOOR
COAT.
OH I CHECKED 
MY COAT AT A 
'DANCE MATER
AMD I GUESS THEY 
LEFT THE TAqOM/-
HERE IS THE SAME KIND OF 
A TAG ON YOUR TROUSERS,
HAROLD
IF YOU CHECKED YOUR TROUSERS, 
TOO, HAROLD I WANT TO KNOW JUST 
WHAT KIND OF A DANCE THAT WAS.
J
w
i\
- \
Call 837-M
SEA VIEW GARAGE 
Ch«.vrolet Cars, Parts and 
Service Station. Auto Ac­
cessories.
689 Main St., Rockland
LAUNDRY WORK
Call 170
People's Laundry 
17 Limerock Street 
We do all kinds of Laundry 
Work. Family Washing a 
Specialty. Wet Wash. Enough 
Dry. Finish Flat Work.
Shirts, Collars.
HARDWARE AND PAINTS
Teleohonr 206
-I
SAP SPOUTS, 70c dozen 
KITE TWINE, 10c Ball
H. H. Cris 6c Co.
456 Main Street. Rockland
4 OILS AND GREASES
Call ir
THURSTON OIL CO. 
Wholesale and Retail 
Oils for All Purposes 
GARGOYLE MOBILOIL 
1 Corner Park and Broad Ste.
MONUMENTS
Ttlsphons Connection
Gilchrest
Monumental Works 
Main Street 
Thomaston, Maine 
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
L. R. CAMPBELL
Attorney At Law 
876 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND. MB.
A. C. MOORE 
Piano Tuner 
WITH THE MAINE MUSIC CO
TRY our for sale and to let ads.
